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ANNOUNCEMENTS OF PLOT IN GENESIS 

Laurence A. Turner 

SUMMARY 

The narrative blocks which comprise Genesis are prefaced by statements 

which suggest ways in which the ensuing stories are likely to develop. 

This thesis sets out to investigate how these "Announcements" influence 

their respective plots. 

In Gen. 1: 28 the primaeval history is introduced by a three-fold 

imperative. The first part, "be fruitful and multiply and fill the earth" 

has some success in exerting its authority but is threatened by several 

factors. The second, "subdue the earth", is negated. The third, "have 

dominion over the animals", degenerates into a relationship of mutual 

hostility. 

Gen. 12: 1-3 contains two promises and a command. The promises of 

nationhood and land are threatened throughout the Abraham narrative and by 

the time of his death Abraham has a single heir and hardly any land. 

However, by the end of Genesis the ancestral family has grown to seventy 

people who are multiplying, but outside the land that has been promised to 

them. The command "be a blessing" makes hardly any impact because neither 

Abraham nor his descendants seem disposed to obey it. 

In the Jacob story the Announcement is found in 25: 23 and 27: 27-29, 

39-40. Jacob's lordship over Esau is never seen. The promise of 

fertility/prosperity given to Jacob alone actually comes to both brothers, 
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thus negating the intended distinction. The prediction that the two will be 

divided is "fulfilled" but the expectation of division caused by strife is 

converted into separation within reconciliation. 

The two dreams of 37: 5-11 which govern the story of Jacob's family 

suffer different fates. The first is fulfilled several times but the second 

has three elements of which the first is fulfilled and the others are not. 

Unlike many scholars I conclude that Announcements influence their 

narratives in many different ways and that they are misleading indicators 

of how plots will develop. The reasons why this may be the case are 

explored in the Conclusion. 
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The aim of this thesis is to investigate the plot of the Genesis 

stories. Narratives in general have several ways of alerting readers to 

what is likely to transpire in the story as it unfolds, or how to make 

sense out of what they have just read, and Genesis itself uses several such 

conventions. For example, it prefaces some individual stories with 

headlines which give advance warning about the significance or meaning of 

the ensuing narrative, as in 22: 1: "After these things God tested Abraham. " 

This headline does not tell us why God wanted to test Abraham, but'it 

informs us that if we are to read 22: 2ff. correctly, we must view it from 

this perspective. Another technique is to reveal only at the end of a story 

the information that will help give coherence to the preceding narrative, or 

perhaps allow the reader to perceive coherence at a deeper level than has 

been possible up to that point. An example of this is 45: 8, where despite 

Yahweh's total absence from the previous episodes in the story of Jacob's 

family, Joseph reveals that Yahweh had indeed been present and active: "It 

was not you who sent me here, but God. " It must be conceded, however, that 

on the whole the Genesis stories lack such "notes to the reader" and that 

in the perception of coherence and plot, the reader is left on his or her 

own with the text. There are important exceptions to this, however, for 

Genesis does employ what might be termed Announcements of plot. Each of 

the four major narrative blocks which comprise the book (i. e the primaeval 

history and the stories of Abraham, Jacob and Jacob's family), are prefaced 

by statements which either explicitly state what will happen, or which 

suggest to the reader what the major elements of the plot are likely to be. 

Thus the initial divine command to humans in 1: 28 sets out in a brief 
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Introduction 

compass what human beings are supposed to do, and it is a natural question 

for the reader to ask whether in fact what is expected to happen actually 

does happen. Similarly, 12: 1-3 outlines the basic form of the promise which 

will sustain the entire Abraham story, and subsequent repetitions, 

ratifications, refinements and additions underline the importance of this 

introductory statement. In the Jacob story (chs. 25-36), the divine oracle 

to Rebekah in Gen. 25: 23, and Isaac's blessings which later reiterate and 

expand It (Gen. 27: 27-29,39-40), serve to define the relationships between 

Isaac's sons, which maintain the reader's interest for much of the 

subsequent narrative. In the concluding story, that of Jacob's family, 

Joseph's dreams (Gen. 37: 5-11), and the possibility of their fulfilment, set 

the scene for the story as a whole and provide much of its dramatic 

tension. While passages which drop clues concerning plot development are 

interspersed throughout the Genesis stories, it is significant that state- 

ments which have an explicitly programmatic purpose are set right at the 

beginning of narrative cycles. 

The purpose of this thesis is, therefore, to explore the relationship 

between these Announcements and the subsequent plot. Because the 

Announcements cause the reader to expect the plot to develop in certain 

ways, one key consideration will be the fate of the individual Announce- 

ments. Does the plot in fact develop as the Announcement leads us to 

believe? If so, in what way, and if not, in what way not and why not? 

Thus the question concerning the fulfilment or non-fulfilment of the 

expectations aroused by any given Announcement will be to the fore in this 

study. 
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Introduction 

It is not to be expected that everything following the initial 

Announcement of plot will be, or can be, directly related to it. Some 

narrative elements will obviously be more important than others when the 

reader is reading from any perspective, and we will undoubtedly classify 

narrative events hierarchically according to the strength of their 

connection with the Announcement. Thus, as far as discerning plot is 

concerned, some elements can be deleted without disturbing the logic of the 

plot (although it might well diminish the narrative aesthetically). ' 

However, there may be occasions where a certain section is deemed to be of 

little value, or even irrelevant, on a first-time reading, only to be 

elevated to a position of some importance when, retrospectively, the plot is 

viewed in its final shape. Additionally, we should not be surprised if the 

unfolding of the plots in the Genesis stories does not flow smoothly from 

the Announcements. In fact, if. these truly are plotted narratives, we must 

allow for the possibility of surprise, mystery and complication, which are 

essential elements in any plot worthy of the name. 2 

Initially, my purpose is to investigate the plot of the individual 

narrative blocks rather than attempting to discover the plot of Genesis. 

Whether there is such a thing as the plot of Genesis we shall have to wait 

to discover until the whole book has been canvassed. Another aspect I will 

address at the end of this study is whether the plots of individual 

narrative cycles share any common features. Is there a pattern of plot 

development common to all Genesis stories or is each distinct? 

There has been some debate in literary theory over what constitutes a 

"plot", and without attempting to enter this debate it would be appropriate 
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Introduction 

for me to set out here the concept of plot I shall be employing. In a much 

cited illustration Forster distinguished between a story (probably better 

defined as a chronicle), and a plot thus: "The king died and then the queen 

died' is a story [chronicle]. 'The king died and then the queen died of 

grief' is a plot. " The reason Forster gives for this distinction is that 

although both statements present events in their chronological sequence, 

only the latter provides the cause of the queen's death, thus linking the 

two events at a level deeper than that of mere chronology. It has been 

pointed out by several scholars, however, that even the first of Forster's 

statements can be construed by the "causally-minded reader" to contain an 

"implicit plot"" and that "temporal succession is sufficient as a minimal 

requirement"s for a plot. Seen from this perspective, it may even be 

argued that "a narrative without a plot is a logical impossibility. "' 

The events within Genesis are presented, generally speaking, in 

chronological order, and as such the narratives carry an "implicit plot" for 

the causally-minded reader. In addition, however, the Announcements of plot 

which preface the narrative cycles prejudice the reader to look for specific 

elements and causal links in the reading of the narrative, i. e. the reader is 

not left to his or her own devices to manufacture a plot, but is guided by 

the Announcement as to how the narrative should be read, even where 

connections between the narrative elements are not stated explicitly. 

Aristotle observed that a plot requires a beginning, a middle, ýand an end.? 

The Announcements which will be the focus of my study may be seen as the 

beginning of the plot (or, at least, the single most important element in 

that beginning). The middle and end of the plot flow from that beginning 

and will be read in the light of that beginning. 
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Introduction 

It is not one of my aims to discover the original intention of the 

author(s). ' No author can be fully aware of the "meaning" of his or her 

work or of the effect it will have on its audience. This is especially true 

when, as seems likely in the case of Genesis, much of the material utilised 

in the creation of the final form of the literary work has had prior 

independent existence. $ While granting that such a history lies behind our 

present text, this thesis adopts an agnostic stance toward such questions 

as authorship, date and composition of the book. I am concerned entirely 

with the final form of the text. As such, source-critical and traditio- 

historical considerations are largely irrelevant for and counter-productive 

to my present interests. It will become apparent during this thesis that 

passages usually assigned to disparate sources can often yield coherent 

meaning when read together rather than being contrasted and read in 

isolation. Thus, a particular passage can yield a significantly different 

meaning when read within the final form of the book than when it is read 

only within the context of other exemplars of its own hypothetical source. 

I do not consider it worthwhile entering into debate with those who believe 

that because a book may ultimately be composed of disparate sources "we 

cannot be satisfied simply with interpreting the biblical books in their 

present shape. "' I simply disagree, if for no other reason than the fact 

that there is such a thing as the book of Genesis, while the sources which 

went into its composition, and the reconstructed history of the book's 

redaction are hypothetical and are once again the centre of intense 

debate. '0 That is to say, we do know what the book of Genesis- is; whether 

we will ever know how it came into being is another matter. 
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Introduction 

In addition, I will attempt to read Genesis as a first-time reader, 

unaware at any point of what the next development in the plot may be and 

ignorant of the way in which subsequent narratives both inside and outside 

the book may utilise material from Genesis. I will have occasion to point 

out passages where commentators have read certain elements of the 

narrative solely in terms of later developments. This is a perspective, I 

would suggest, only possible and legitimate when one has read the whole 

book. Constantly to be looking ahead of the point one has reached in the 

text is to do a disservice to the book. There can be a significant 

difference between the meaning of an element "in the story so far", and -its 

meaning when read retrospectively, having finished the book. 

I do not approach Genesis with any rigid methodological presupposi- 

tions other than those outlined here. My focus in this thesis is upon 

interpretation and not methodological theory. This is done, not to spurn 

the literary theory to which I am indebted, but to lay emphasis on the 

simplicity of the task I have set myself. I find myself in sympathy with 

recent authors who provide a reading which d aws its inspiration from 

contemporary literary discussion, but who do not et out to advance 

discussion of the theoretical base of the methodol gy. 11 I will attempt to 

read the Genesis stories as a simple naive reader, trying to discern their 

plots, and assuming that the final form of the text, and this text alone, is 

the only legitimate source for my investigation. While the task I have set 

myself is a simple one, I make no apologies for this, as it does address 

crucial questions which have been largely ignored by more methodologically 

sophisticated studies. 
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Introduction 

A number of works have been devoted to explicating the final form of 

the individual narrative blocks'2 and indeed of the book as a whole. 1 

However, none to my knowledge has undertaken a comprehensive study of the 

whole book from the perspective I am advocating here. Some have seen the 

significance of what I have termed "Announcements of plot"14 but have 

either followed up this insight on source-critical grounds, 15 or because of 

the nature of their work have not developed the insight in any depth. 1' 

The English translations of the Hebrew text which occur in the thesis 

are usually taken from the RSV, except in those cases where my interpre- 

tation depends upon a particular nuance of a term or construction. In 

these cases I have provided my own translation. 

rat 

i ýý ý 
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CHAPTER I 

THEýPRIMAEVAL HISTORY 

Introduction 

The purpose of this Chapter is to investigate the relationship between 

the divine Announcement to humans in Gen. 1: 28 and the subsequent plot of 

Genesis -1-11.1 While the exact meanings of certain terms need to be 

clarified before they can be investigated fully, the Announcement prefacing 

the primaeval history is less opaque than certain elements of the other 

Announcements we will investigate: 

And God blessed them, 
And God said to them, 

"Be fruitful and multiply, 
and fill the earth 
and subdue it; 
And have dominion 

over the fish of the sea 
and over the birds of the air 
and, over every living thing that moves 
upon the earth. " 

This Announcement divides easily into three main imperatives: 

i) Be fruitful and multiply and fill the earth; 

ii) Subdue the earth; 

iii) Have dominion over the animals. 

I shall take each of these elements in turn and see how successful human 

beings are in turning divine expectations into reality. I acknowledge that 

these are not independent units and that there are degrees of inter- 

relationship between them, but they do form distinct concepts within the 

divine Announcement. Initially, the exact connotations of all of these 

imperatives may not be clear. However, the story so far does enable the 
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Chapter I: The Primaeval History 

reader to view these statements within the context of the Creation account, 

in which God has "filled" the earth with "fruitful" creatures, and in his 

effortless creative act has demonstrated his "dominion". Initially, 

therefore, the human task must be seen as somewhat analogous to God's 

actions in the days of creation, especially when we remember that humans 

were created in the image of God (1: 26-27). s The reader, at this'stage, must 

be optimistic that these divine imperatives will be obeyed, in the light of 

creation's immediate and obedient response to God's previous commands in ch. 

1. However, an investigation of their fate in chs. 1-11 reveals a much more 

complex picture. 

A) Be Fruitful and Multiply and Fill 

This injunction is not one unique to the human species. The formula 

"be fruitful and multiply and fill ... " has been delivered to the sea 

creatures (1: 22b) and the creatures of the air have been told simply 

"multiply" (1: 22c). While this command is not given to the land animals 

(1: 24-25), it is clear that fertility and multiplication are not blessings- 

and imperatives2 reserved for humans alone. Yet their importance for 

humans in particular is underlined by'the t61"dat formulas which punctuate 

the book as a whole3 and give it a "reproductive" framework. (See below). 

Apart from the brief statement in 2: 18 that it was not good for the 

Man to be alone (one implication of this being that in his single state he 

cannot reproduce), the multiplication motif does not surface again until the 

divine curses of 3: 14-19, where the entire Announcement of 1: 28 is 

complicated by Yahweh "Elohim's response to the human offence. I will give 

details of the relationship between 1: 28 and 3: 14-19 in my treatment of the 
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Chapter I: The Primaeval History 

individual motifs below, but a summary here will help to show the main 

lines of relationship. Each of the three main concepts of 1: 28 is modified 

in 3: 14-19 to show that their fulfilment will be-far more troublesome than 

originally expected. The dominion which humans should have exercised over 

the whole animal creation is now qualified by the ongoing struggle between 

the seed of the serpent and the Woman (3: 14-15). The command to humans to 

subdue the earth is made much more-difficult to fulfil through the cursing 

of the ground, its producing thorns and thistles, which will result"in toil 

and sweat for humans engaged in agriculture (3: 17-19). In a similar manner, 

my present concern, the imperative to "be fruitful and multiply and fill the 

earth", is taken up by Yahweh Elohim's words to the Woman: 

I will greatly multiply your pain in 
childbirth (pregnancy]; 

in pain you shall bear children, 
yet your desire shall be for your husband 
and he shall rule over you. (3: 16) 

Childbirth is the means by which the imperative to multiply will be 

fulfilled, but here it is made into a painful and troublesome affair - at 

first sight a disincentive to human procreation. Also note the irony in the 

curse. In 1: 28 humans had been commanded to "multiply" (rrbQ); in 3: 16 what 

actually multiplies (harbA 'arbeh) is "your pain in childbirth". " In other 

words "In multiplying your pain will be multiplied". However, what Yahweh 

Elohim takes away with one hand he gives back with the other. Having 

seemingly discouraged women from giving birth he adds a complexity to the 

curses by announcing that the Woman's sexual appetite will continue un- 

abated - "your desire shall be for your husband. " Thus the future of the 

imperative to multiply is guaranteed although it will become a painful 

experience for the women who carry it out. 
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Chapter I: The Primaeval History 

With the curse delivered in the Garden complicating the Announcement 

of 1: 28, the first episode outside of the Garden illustrates how humans 

cope with the responsibility of fulfilling its demands under this new 

regime. Surprisingly, 4: 1-2 shows humans working assiduously to obey all 

three of its dictates. On the matter of multiplying, "Adam knew Eve his 

wife, and she conceived and bore Cain" - the pain of childbirth 

notwithstanding. Human dominion over (some of) the animals is realised 

with Abel being "a keeper of sheep, " while Cain does his best to subdue the 

earth as "a tiller of the ground. " I will return to these last two points, 

but for the moment will concentrate on the multiplication motif. 

The general connection between 4: 1 and 3: 167 is made more explicit by 

the verbal links between the two verses: "she conceived" (tahar) and "she 

bore" <teled) [4: 1) echoing "your pregnancy" (hdröndk) and "you shall bear 

children" (tel di) 13: 161 respectively. " Whatever meaning Eve's strange cry 

may have9 - geniti '1 'et-yhwh - the birth of Cain confirms the strength 

of the command "be fruitful and multiply, " despite the inherent pain in 

obeying it. 

Human reproduction becomes a trend. The genealogies of' 4: 17-26 and 

5: 1-32 confirm the relentless march of the generations. '0 Their monotonous 

repetition stands as a witness to the success with which humans are 

fulfilling the command's despite the rigours enforced by 3: 16. Gen. 5: 1-2 

makes this connection explicit by prefacing the genealogy of Adam with a 

direct reference to 1: 26-28 and the blessing/imperative given to the human 

pair. 
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Chapter I: The Primaeval History 

There-is a dark side to this success story however. The genealogy of 

4: 17-26 links the two murderers Cain and Lamech. 

Cain's and Lamech's acts subvert the very nature of 
genealogical succession, which rests on the command to 
be fruitful and multiply in Genesis 1: 28.12 

Lurking in the background therefore, there is the threat that human lust 

for murder could make the ultimate goal of filling the earth a more 

difficult task than it should be. is Also, the genealogy of ch. 5 includes 

the refrain "and he died. " Death comes to all (with the exception of Enoch, 

5: 24), regardless of whether they are murdered or not. Thus, repeated acts 

of procreation are balanced by deaths, which makes the task of filling the 

earth problematic. 

Gen. 6: 1-4 is notoriously difficult to penetrate, but despite its 

opacity has some bearing on this theme as the following elements show: 

a) 'Adam began to multiply (lArob) [6: 1]. 

b) Daughters were born (yull"da) to them [6: 1]. 

c) The "sons of God" took as wives (wayyiq-40 ]. then 

näM) the "daughters of men" [6: 2]. 

d) The "sons of God" came in (yhba'fl) to the "daughters 

of men" [6: 4] 

e) They bore (wayäl"dfl) children to them [6: 4]. 

A detailed study of the problems of this pericope lies outside the scope of 

this Chapter. While a great deal of study has been given to the identi- 

fication of the "sons of God" (b*nb hh16löhim), " and the exact nature of 

their offence, if any, and the identity of their offspring which result from 

their cohabitation with the "daughters of men" (b"nOt hä'Hd6m), 1 these 

offspring are not seen as anything other than "men of renown" Vane 
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Chapter I: The Primaeval History 

haMdm) [6: 47. Thus 6: 1-4, despite its difficulties, gives note that the 

fruitfulness and multiplication of humans continues apace. 

Just as 6: 1-4, which acts as part of the introduction to the Flood 

story, is related to the Announcement of 1: 28, so too is 8: 21-9: 7 which 

forms part of the postlude. It is obvious that 8: 21-9: 7 is not a simple 

repetition of 1: 28 but contains significant variations of that initial 

Announcement. Gen. 8: 21a "I will never again curse the ground (1-dämA) ... ;' 

regardless of how one views the curse referred to (see below), bears some 

relationship to-the original command to subdue the earth. Gen. 9: 2 "The 

fear of you and the dread of you shall be upon every beast of the earth ... 

into your hand they are delivered, " relates to the same subject matter as 

the command to have dominion over the animals, but seemingly intensifies 

the concept of dominion. I will look at both of these correspondences when 

I investigate the remaining motifs of 1: 28. However,, it can be seen quite 

clearly that the multiplication motif of 1: 28 is repeated verbatim in 9: 1 

and paraphrased in 9: 7. This two-fold repetition shows that it has retained 

its importance and that none of the events since 1: 28 has negated its 

force. Taken as a whole, 8: 21-9: 7 confirms the basic importance of 1: 28 for 

the unfolding story of Gen. 1-11, but also confirms that some of its 

elements are undergoing modification in the light of subsequent events. 

(Some have argued that it is at this point that the primaeval history 

ends, rather than at some point in ch. 11 [or ch. 12]. 16 As God once 

started with Adam he now makes a new start with Noah. As these arguments 

depend largely on the relationship between 8: 21 and 3: 17-19 and the matter- 
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Chapter I: The Primaeval History 

of the curse on the "damd I will suspend judgement until I deal 

specifically with the aspect of subduing the earth. ) 

The ensuing narrative indicates that the human family was faithful to 

its divine calling. The lapidary statement that "from these [Noah's three 

sons] the whole earth was peopled [nep"ga]" (9: 19), 17 summarises the state 

of affairs expanded on in ch. 10. While ch. 10 is different in form to the 

preceding genealogies of 4: 17-26 and 5: 1-32, and is more properly known as 

the Table of Nations, its function is similar. The spread of the nations 

from their eponymous ancestors testifies to the power of the renewed 

imperatives of 9: 1,7, and through them back to the original Announcement of 

1: 28.16 

The concluding narrative of the primaeval history, that of the "Tower 

of Babel" (11: 1-9), can also be drawn within the ambit of our present dis- 

cussion. However, because of its terse construction, we encounter problems 

when we attempt to understand the focus of this pericope. What is the sin 

of the people of Babel which induces Yahweh's displeasure? The sin is 

nowhere explicitly defined. The history of interpretation has seen two 

major suggestions: first, that the builders of Babel were motivated by human 

hubris to storm the heavens and be like God; alternatively, that the humans 

had the more modest aim of settling down in a centralised location in order 

to frustrate the divine command to "fill the earth". 19 

The view that the sin of Babel is hubris is based on two elements in 

11: 4. First, the announcement that they will build a city "and a tower with 

its top in the heavens (baAämayim). " Some read baA§dmayim quite literally 
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to indicate that humans wanted to enter the divine heavenly realm, and 

their actions were thus an "effort of the restless, scheming, soaring human 

mind to transcend its divinely appointed limitations. "20 Secondly, -that (as 

a result of building the city and tower? ) they want "to make a name (dem)" 

for themselves. The desire to make a name represents naked human ambition. 

Fokkelman suggests that the assonance between ämayim and dem emphasizes 

the hubris of the human endeavour. 21 - 

Against these points it may be argued that building a tower "with its 

top in the heavens" does not necessarily mean that the Babelites wanted to 

raise humanity to the level of God. The statement in Deut. 1: 28 that "the 

cities are great and fortified up to heaven (bahämayim)" is obviously an 

idiom expressing great height and not to be pressed literally. 22 Also, 

while the desire "to make a name" for themselves obviously expresses human 

ambition, 23 the ambition to build a city and tower of note falls far short 

of wanting to dethrone God. If these objections are conceded, one is left 

wondering whether a human building project of this nature, even if partly 

selfish in motivation, explains the extreme reaction from Yahweh. 

The other main alternative interpretation of this pericope reads it 

against its larger context as well as taking certain key elements of its 

content into account. Since the Deluge the human race has successfully 

"been fruitful" and has "multiplied" (as ch. 10 indicates). However, the 

purpose of such multiplication was to "fill the earth" and 11: 1-9 indicates 

that humans were not willing to do this, but "found a plain in the land of 

Shinar and settled there" (11: 2). Thus the act of building a city and tower 

and settling down, rather than being an attempt to dethrone Yahweh (i. e. 
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hubris), has as its object the more modest but still serious aim of 

frustrating the divine will that humans should spread abroad and fill the 

earth. In fact the narrative gives a clear statement of the motivation for 

building Babel - "lest we be scattered abroad upon the face of the whole 

earth" (11: 4). =4 (This statement probably expresses as much a fear of the 

uncivilised earth itself as it does a desire on the part of gregarious 

humanity to live together). If this is the sin of the people of Babel then 

God's judgement fits the crime. The confusion of language (11: 9) is not the 

judgement per se but merely the means of achieving the end of "scattering" 

them over the whole earth (11: 9b). 2S While the verb "to scatter" (pav) used 

in 11: 4,8,9 can have negative connotations, e. g. Ezk. 11: 17; 20: 34,41; 

28: 25, when used within the context of Gen. 1-11 it expresses the positive 

aspect of God's command "to fill" the earth. In fact the verb has been used 

with these positive connotations in 10: 18, "Afterwards the families of the 

Canaanites spread abroad (ndpö f). " The verb seems to be used synonymously 

with pdrad in 10: 32, "and from these the nations spread abroad (nipr-dd) on 

the earth after the flood. "2' 

This motif of scattering in our story would then 
fulfil the blessing given in Genesis 1, since the third 
element of that blessing is, Be fruitful and multiply 
and fill the earth, ' (1: 28). Dispersion may be the 
means of accomplishing this blessing. a7 

I would conclude that this latter view of the story is more satisfying than 

the former. Not only does it do justice to the stated fear of the people 

of Babel ("lest we be scattered abroad") but also allows for a greater 

degree of integration between 11: 1-9 and the rest of the primaeval history 

than the former interpretation. God takes action to ensure the fulfilment 

of his command that humans should not only "be fruitful and multiply" but 

also "fill the earth. " 
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It is fitting therefore, that the subsequent section of the primaeval 

history, which brings this larger block to a conclusion, should be a 

genealogy. 28 This time however, the focus is on the descendants of Shem, 

and culminates in the family of Terah. " It' is difficult to determine the 

exact point at which the primaeval history ends and the ancestral history 

begins. It may in fact be better to think in terms of a gradual transition 

than an abrupt shift from one to the other. However, if one sees the 

primaeval history proper as concluding in 11: 26 "Terah ... became the father 

of Abram, Nahor and Haran, " then one could see it as ending on an optimistic 

note. The command to multiply maintains its force right to the end of the 

primaeval history. Alternatively, a radically different view could be upheld 

if 11: 30 is taken as the concluding remark, "Now Sarai was barren; she had 

no child. " Here, the command to multiply is threatened. The monotony of 

the genealogies, expressing the inexorable fulfilment of the Announcement, 

is shattered by this concluding dissonant note. 29 Not only do people die, 

but some do not procreate. However, regardless of the view taken, with the 

focus now limited to the family of Terah, and Abram and Sarai in particular, 

the note concerning Sarai's barrenness, whether it be a conclusion' or 

introduction, announces that the fulfilment of the command to multiply is 

under threat. 

B) Subdue the Earth 

Perhaps some justification is needed for treating the subordination of 

the earth as a separate category. Hopefully, our discussion will 

demonstrate the merits of doing'so, but initially I will make two points. 

First a general observation, that the subjugation of the earth does not 

necessarily follow from humans being fruitful, multiplying and filling the 
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earth. That is to say, the earth could be filled with humans who live lives 

of vagabondage, eking out an existence on a hostile earth; in this situation 

there would be no human overlordship. - Secondly, the narrative itself sees 

the first three elements (be fruitful; multiply; fill the earth) as a self- 

contained unit. Gen. 9: 2 repeats these three imperatives, omitting "subdue 

the earth, " indicating that human subjugation of the earth, while it may be 

related, is a separate matter. 

The initial problem confronting the reader on learning that humans are 

to "subdue" (kaba§) the earth, is to understand exactly what this might 

entail. This is the only use of käba§ in Genesis, so one must look 

elsewhere for clues as to its precise meaning. While it can carry the 

connotation of sexual degradation (? Neh. 5: 5 [niphal]) or rape (Est. 7: 8) 

when it has women as its object, its general meaning seems to be that of 

subjecting or making subservient. '0 It is a verb used to describe the 

enslavement of people (e. g. Ser. 34: 11,16). What it might mean when it has 

the earth ('ere*) as its object may not be absolutely clear initially, but 

the Announcement obviously grants to humans great power. As to its precise 

meaning here, the reader must suspend judgement, waiting to see how this 

particular command takes shape in the ensuing narrative. 3t 

The first clue given by the narrative comes in 2: 5 "there was no man 

to till (lalsb3d) the ground ('et-hä`däm8), " a state of affairs rectified by 

the creation of 'Adam whom Yahweh Elohim put "in the Garden of Eden to till 

it (10'ob*d8h) and keep it (ül om"r&h) (2: 15]. (This close connection 

between the Man and the ground is emphasized by the 'ädäm/'adäA assonance 

which, starting here, is used to good effect in the rest of the primaeval 
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history. ) This "tilling" and "keeping" could well be part of the task 

involved in "subduing" the earth. 32 By tilling the earth, humans subject it 

to their will, making it produce what humans desire rather than what it 

would produce if left to its own devices. They relate to the earth as a 

suzerain would to a vassal. Thus tilling is a means toward the end of 

subduing the earth. It might be objected that tilling or keeping the ground 

('adäaA) must be differentiated from subduing the earth ('ereq), because of 

the difference in vocabulary. However, this objection is minimised, if not 

excluded altogether, when one considers the great degree of semantic 

overlap between these two terms. Additionally, the range of each word is 

so wide as to render both terms ambiguous when used in isolation. For 

example, 'ereq can be used to convey "the whole earth" in e. g. Gen. 7: 3; 8: 9; 

11: 1 etc., but it can also be used in the sense of a specific territory, e. g. 

Gen. 13: 9,15; 41: 56, etc. As a result, ambiguity occurs in such passages as 

Is. 13: 5 (will the enemy destroy the whole land or the whole earth? ). 33 

Similarly, `dämA can also refer to "the whole earth" in e. g. Gen. 12: 3; 28: 14 

- "all the peoples of the earth" (cf. Ex. 33: 16; Deut. 7: 6; 14: 2 etc. ), or to 

the specifically cultivable areas of it, e. g. Gen. 4: 2,12; 9: 20 etc. It can 

also express the idea of specific territory, as in "all the land of Egypt" 

(Gen. 47: 20,26), "the land of Judah" (Is. 19: 17), "the land of Israel" (con- 

fined to Ezekiel (17x], e. g. Ezk. 7: 2; 12: 19,22; 13: 19). 34 It can readily be 

seen therefore that 'ereq is frequently interchangeable with ~ddmA, 's as it 

is in e. g. Num. 16: 30,32 "But if the Lord creates something new, and the 

ground (bdämA) opens its mouth ... and the earth ('ereq) opened its 

mouth. "3' It is not necessary to press for identity of meaning between 

'ere$ and 'AdemA in 1: 28 and 2: 5,15, but the above indicates that I am not 
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doing a disservice to these terms to suggest that a "tilling" of the loditA 

may legitimately be subsumed under the imperative to "subdue" the 'ereq. 

We are given no clue by the narrative as to how successful the Man 

might have been in this God-given task, because we are plunged almost 

immediately into the account of the human offence and Yahweh Elohim's 

curses which follow (3: 14-19). I have already noted above the general 

relationship between these curses and 1: 28. - My interest here is to see how 

Yahweh Elohim's words to the Man relate to his subduing the earth. It is 

important to see that while the Man was the offender, it is the ground 

which is cursed, "Cursed is the ground (hä1,, ddmA) because of you" (3: 17). 

These verses imply that previous to this, human subduing of the earth 

through "tilling" it and "keeping" it, while not necessarily effortless, would 

have been achieved with far less "toil" and "sweat" and without the 

complication of "thorns and thistles". From now on, the task of subduing 

the earth will be a struggle, because the earth itself has been cursed into 

becoming a less tameable environment in which the Man may exercise his 

sovereignty. While the curse of 3: 16 indicated that pain would now be 

associated with human reproduction, it also asserted that humans would 

still reproduce. However, - the curse on the 'adämA (3: 17-19) raises the 

question as to whether humans will now ever be able to fulfil this aspect 

of the original Announcement, 37 at least in an absolute sense. The 

statement that the Man would struggle to sustain himself, 

till you return to the ground (hä*ddad), 
for out of it you were taken; 

you are dust, 
and to dust you shall return. (3: 19) 

suggests that in the final analysis, it is the earth which subdues the 
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Man. 3 It would appear therefore, that the Announcement of 1: 28 has been 

modified, if not reversed, on this particular point. The tilling of the 

ground outside of Eden (3: 23) is qualitatively different from tilling and 

keeping the Garden itself. 3' 

Despite the problems, Adam's son Cain pursues his father's vocation, 

and attempts to play his part in obeying the command. '° Like his parents 

before him he offends Yahweh, and like them he is punished: "You are cursed 

from the ground (hä`däm9) ... When you till the ground, it shall no longer 

yield to you its strength ... " (4: 11-12). However, his punishment exceeds 

that of his parents, 41 just as his offence exceeded their offence. In 3: 17- 

19, the ground was cursed, but at least it would yield plants and bread for 

human food (3: 18-19a). However, in ch. 4 the curse falls on Cain himself, 

who is banished from the IsdämA. While this sentence cannot be taken 

absolutely'2 (for he will still till the ground [4: 12]), it strongly suggests 

that he will be even less successful in subduing it than Adam. The 'ädam/ 

laden motif is used to good effect in highlighting Cain's vocation, offence, 

and punishment, 

den Acker [_ ", deiAl hat Qain bebaut, des Ackers 
Früchte dargebracht, dem Acker Bruderblut zu trinken 
gegeben: aber vom Acker her klagt das Blut wider ihn, 
darum verwiegert der Acker ihm seine Frucht, so wird 
er vom Acker verbannt. "3 

The likelihood of Cain being able to subdue the earth has been rendered 

well nigh impossible. Whether the rest of humanity will be able to do so 

remains to be seen. 

The genealogy which follows the Cain narrative (4: 17-26) may suggest 

that there are more ways of subduing the earth than by agriculture. 
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Aspects of civilisation such as urbanisation (v. 17) and metal working (v. 

22) may indicate ways in which the earth is used to serve human ends, and 

is thus "subdued". However, with the birth of Noah at the end of the next 

genealogy, Lamech reminds the reader that the curse of 3: 17-19 is still in 

force: "Out of the ground which the Lord has cursed this one shall bring us 

relief from our work and from the toil of our hands" (5: 29). In the light 

of the story so far, the reader is led to believe that despite the curse of 

3: 17-19 the human endeavour of subduing the earth will be made more 

tolerable - perhaps even more likely to be achieved. The Flood postpones 

this development. How Noah will be able to provide such relief for toiling 

humanity, with the saved remnant after the Deluge, remains - to be seen. 

If the curses of 3: 14-19 complicate the fulfilment of the creation 

Announcement concerning human fruitfulness, subjugation of the earth and 

dominion over animals, the divine decisions of 6: 5-8 amount to a complete 

negation. If humans and animals are blotted out, none of these three 

imperatives can be obeyed. The relationship between humans and animals 

during the Flood will be the focus of my concern in the next section of 

this Chapter, but for now I will concentrate on the relation of humans to 

the earth. The Flood involves the physical break up of the cosmos and a 

return to the pre-creation state of tahQ wäböhfl, with a mingling once again 

of the upper and lower oceans. " Physical conditions are such that human 

subjugation of the earth is rendered impossible. In fact the reverse 

situation prevails, with the earth threatening to subdue humans. In this it 

is largely successful; only Noah and his family escape annihilation. Here 

we can see an intensification of the alienation of humans from the earth. 

With the Man in the Garden, the earth was cursed, resulting in the frus- 
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trations of working with the soil; with Cain, the earth would not give its 

strength and he was banished from the 'OdamA; matters come to a head with 

Noah's generation, who are overcome by the cosmos itself - only a remnant 

survives. 

With the turn of events occasioned by God's remembrance of Noah 

(8: 1a)' - the abating of the flood waters and the disembarking of Noah's 

family and the animals - God issues a decree (8: 21-9: 7), which as we saw 

above takes up again the original three-fold Announcement (1: 28). Here, my 

interest is in whether humans will be able to subdue the earth after the 

"re-creation" of the Deluge. At first sight, 8: 21 "I will never again curse 

the ground because of man ... " offers great hope, but this depends on how 

the statement is understood. In a landmark study, " Rendtorff suggested 

that-this usual translation of 8: 21a is incorrect. He argues that this 

rendering has been influenced by v. 21b, "I will never again destroy all 

flesh. " The true meaning of v. 21a is, he contends, "I will no longer curse 

the earth. " He justifies this by claiming that gr%al is not an exact 

synonym for 'Arar, because '9rar means to place a curse upon someone, while 

galal (piel) means to describe as cursed. '? Its use in 8: 21, therefore, does 

not refer to another act of cursing such as has just been described in the 

Flood story, but means that Yahweh will no longer treat the earth as 

cursed. When this is recognised, the formula must refer back to 3: 17, and 

to Yahweh's curse pronounced on the earth. 'a Yahweh will no longer treat 

the earth as being under that curse; that curse is now without power. This 

marks a decided shift in Yahweh's dealings with the world. In the 

(Yahwistic) primaeval history up to this point, curse has predominated; from 

now on, blessing will rule the earth. Gen. 8: 21 therefore, Rendtorff argues, 
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marks the end of the (Yahwistic) primaeval history. The rest of chs. 1-11 

serves as a prelude to the ancestral history. 49 

While Rendtorff's suggestion is attractive in some ways, it has come 

under serious attack. 5° Petersen argues that Rendtorff's subtle distinction 

between 'ärdr and gdlal is not supported by OT usage. Qälal is used to 

describe Balaam's cursing in Josh. 24: 9, "And he sent and invited Balsam the 

son of Beor to curse (1"gallel) you. " Deut. 28 contains a number of curse 

formulas introduced by 'ä-ßr (vv. 16-19), and yet they are referred to as 

hagq'lälot (v. 15). 51 Similarly, its use in Gen. 12: 3 cannot be declara- 

tive. 52 In this light, Rendtorff's view that gdlal does not refer to a curse 

as such is not so convincing as it first seemed. This negative assessment 

is underlined when we look ahead to the rest of the Genesis story. The 

curse of 3: 17-19 brought thorns, thistles and toil. If these curses have 

been lifted, why do they continue after the Flood? I can only conclude that 

the curse of 3: 17-19 remains in force. 53 I would suggest that the verbatim 

repetition of part of 1: 28 in 9: 1 recognises this fact. It is significant 

not only for what it repeats, but for what it omits. While repeating "be 

fruitful and multiply, and fill the earth" and continues with a statement 

concerning human relations with animals (9: 2), it omits entirely any mention 

of "subdue the earth". s" Wenham is simply wrong when he asserts that "the 

commission first given to Adam 'to be fruitful and multiply; fill the earth 

and subdue lt (1: 28; 9: 1) is reaffirmed afresh"ss (emphasis mine). As long 

as the curse of 3: 17-19 remains, this task of subjugation will be imposs- 

ible. Noah's cultivation of the vine (9: 20ff. ) does not negate this point. 

His employment of viticulture does not make him any more successful in 

subduing the earth than the agriculturalists Adam or Cain before him. s4 If 
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anything, his drunken stupor induced by drinking the produce of the'earth 

could indicate that the earth still has the upper hand. While an ability to 

drown one's sorrows in drink was probably what Lamech had in mind with his 

prediction "this one shall bring us relief- from our work and from the toil 

of our hands" (5: 29), the blessing (? ) of wine does not lift the curse from 

the earth. 

We have already seen how the Table of Nation -(ch. 10) can be read as 

an illustration of how humans were "fruitful and multiplied and filled" the 

earth. At another level, the spread of these nations into their respective 

lands sets the scene for human subjugation of the earth. But the curse of 

3: 17-19 places a formidable barrier between them and this goal. My pre- 

vious analysis of the Babel story concluded that the human sin was a 

refusal to "fill" the earth, i. e. at best they would not subdue the (whole) 

earth, but only part of it. However, the omission of the command to subdue 

the earth in 8: 21-9: 7, suggests strongly that this element has now dropped 

out of the plot. Yahweh's curse has rendered it an impossible task. 

C) Dominion over the Animals 

And have dominion (ür*dfl) 
over the fish of the sea 
and over the birds of the air 
and over every living thing that moves upon the earth. 

Gen. 1: 26-28 contains the only occurrences of the verb rädA in 

Genesis. Its usual connotation is "to rule/govern" (e. g. Ps. 72: 8) (although 

on one occasion it carries the meaning of "to tread" [Joel 4: 13]). 57 It is a 

verb used to describe the relationship of superiors to inferiors, such as 
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kings to subjects, masters to servants, officers to labourers. 58 Read in 

isolation the command might seem to give unlimited power to humans over 

the animal creation. However, read within the context of the Creation 

account this human dominion has one severe limitation. Gen. 1: 29-30 

indicates a rigorous vegetarian diet not only for animals but also for 

humans. 59 Despite the dominion required of them, humans may not kill 

animals'for food. 6° Thus, the concept of dominion intended here must be 

read within its immediate context rather than determined exclusively by its 

use elsewhere in the OT. 41 

The second chapter relates how the Man gave names to the animals 

(2: 19-20). There is almost universal agreement among commentators that 

naming is a sovereign act (cf. God's "naming" in ch. 1), and thus amounts to 

the Man asserting his dominion over the animal creation. '2 However, the 

act of naming does not confer unlimited power as the restraints of 

vegetarianism are still in force. '3 Just how limited human dominion over 

the animals can be is graphically demonstrated by the next episode. Among 

the animals named by the man was the serpent. This naming had, presumably, 

confirmed the hierarchical relationship between the two. With this 

background, the events of ch. 3 take the reader by surprise. Despite 

suggestions by scholars that the serpent of ch. 3 is more than just an 

ordinary animal, " the personification of evil desire within Eve, 65 God in 

disguise, " or Satan in disguise, "" the narrative presents it quite soberly 

as being "more subtle ('erüm) than any other wild creature (4ayyat 

haddädeh) that the Lord God had made" (3: 1), i. e. one of the animal creation 

named by the Man in ch. 2.68 Yet, through its "subtlety", it outwits the 

human pair and thus exercises some form of "dominion" over them - the very 
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reverse of what the reader was led to expect. This is highlighted by the 

Woman's words in 3: 13 "the serpent beguiled me (hii'ani) ... " which stand 

in stark contrast to the command "and have dominion (Or-dfl) over [the 

animals] ... " (1: 28). This much is clear, despite the fact that the 

serpent's motivations are nowhere revealed, nor whether he acts individually 

or as a representative of the animal kingdom as a whole which is attempting 

to overturn the divinely ordained relationship to humans. " The tables 

have been turned - but not for long. 

The curse of 3: 14-15 not only includes a curse upon the serpent 

personally "upon your belly you shall go ... " (v. 14), but also an indication 

that serpentine outwitting of humans will not continue for ever: "I will put 

enmity between you and the woman ... " (v. 15). This curse announces a 

negative development in the relationship between humans and animals. Chs. 

1-2 had shown human dominion but with no indication of hostility between 

the parties. The curse on the serpent not only reinforces the original 

human dominion but intensifies it by introducing human hostility towards 

serpents. 

The final words of the curse need commenting upon, 

he shall bruise (hfl' yftp"kd) your head 
and (but] you shall bruise (w'attA t"dflpennü) his 

heel (3: 15b) 

The majority of scholars suggest that this statement guarantees a state of 

mutual hostility between the two parties in which neither gains the upper 

hand. The distinction between "head" and "heel" is seen as nothing more 

than the natural points of attack by the warring sides and does not suggest 

any human superiority in the struggle. 7° I would agree with the minority 
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view which sees a distinction between "head" and "heel"; "the former will 

crush the head of the foe, while the latter can only wound in the heel"'! 

Read in this way, the Woman's seed will achieve dominion over the serpent's 

seed - though only with a struggle. I would also suggest that 3: 14-15, as 

a curse on the serpent (v. 14a), is a formal statement outlining a change 

for the worse in the relations between humans and serpents. Up to this 

point animals have been subservient to humans. If so, a statement that in 

their struggles with humans serpents will be their equal (which is how most 

scholars read 3: 15b), is promotion rather than demotion and can hardly be 

seen as a curse. However, an acknowledgement that human dominion will now 

entail superior death-dealing physical authority over the serpent is an 

intensification of human dominion over it and this amounts to a "curse", and 

a punishment for its attempt to reverse the divine order. 72 Thus, 3: 14-15 

announces a decisive shift in human-animal relations. Conflict has replaced 

simple dominion, with the guarantee of victory going to the human side. 73 

Perhaps an indication of this new relationship can be seen in Yahweh 

Elohim's preparation of animal skins for the Man and the Woman. 7' While 

these clothes are presented to them, rather than being made by them, 

animals are now seen to serve human needs, even when this means the death 

of animals. It confirms the brutalisation of the original dominion. '5 

The subsequent narrative of Cain and Abel gives two fleeting glimpses 

of how animals fare under human control. Abel was a keeper of sheep (4: 2) 

and while not being told why he did so (for wool? milk? meat? ), he does 

present the pick of his flock as an offering (mintýA) to Yahweh. Moreover, 

we are told that "Yahweh had regard for Abel and his offering" (4: 4b). Here 
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then, with divine approval, human dominion extends to the taking of animal 

life as part of a cultic act. The worship of Yahweh by one of his 

creatures requires the death of another. A further advance in the growing 

increase of human dominion over animals could be reflected in the 

information that Jabal tended "herds" - migneh (4: 20) - if this term is 

taken to include sheep, goats, cattle, asses and camels. Abel had limited 

his interest to 68'n - sheep and goats. 7' 

The next occasion on which humans and animals come into close 

relationship is the Deluge. It could be argued that Noah exercises a benign 

dominion over the animals in his care in the ark, which becomes a "floating 

Eden" providing sanctuary, 77 and in which there are tender touches of 

intimacy with the birds (8: 9). 78 However, Noah's first act after 

disembarkation is that "he took of every clean animal and of every clean 

bird, and offered burnt offerings ('Olot) on the altar" (8: 20) - an act of 

butchery on a scale which makes Abel's offering look insignificant. These 

animals were saved from drowning only to feel the sacrificial knife at their 

throats. This note struck by Noah's act is amplified by the divine 

statement of 9: 2 that "the fear of you (ümOralskem) and the dread of you 

(w"litt"kem) shall be upon every beast of the earth ... "79 After the 

carnage of 8: 20 it is not difficult to see why. But worse is to follow: 

"Every moving thing that lives shall be food for you" (9: 3a). 8° Animals 

will not only be used for sacrifices to God, but for everyday food for 

humans as well. The restriction on eating blood with the flesh (v. 4) is no 

comfort to those creatures whose life-blood will be drained. "Dominion" has 

now become despotic. "s The parenthetical statement regarding Nimrod, "he 
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was a mighty hunter (gibb$r-gayid) before the Lord" (10: 9), indicates that 

humans successfully pursued the license given to them against animals. 

Conclusion 

As we review the role of the Announcement of 1: 28 within the 

primaeval history we can see that the reader's intuition that its 

imperatives would be prominent in the ensuing narrative has been justified. 

All three major elements congregate in crucial passages which determine 

future developments (e. g. 3: 14-19; 8: 21-9: 7) and also incidentally in other 

pericopes (e. g. 4: lff. ). On the other hand, chs. 1-il tend to be more 

fragmented than chs. 12-50, and as a result the plot Announcement appears 

to be less integrated than is the case with the respective Announcements in 

chs. 12-50. Nevertheless, while there may not be so many smooth 

transitions in the plot of the primaeval history, every episode can be 

related to the Announcement of 1: 28 in one way or another, without any 

special pleading. ' As we investigate the fate of the three-fold Announce- 

ment of 1: 28, we can see that none of the imperatives remains untouched by 

the turn of events recounted in chs. 1-11. Matters are far more complex 

than originally seemed likely. There is modification; intensification; 

negation, etc. The first ("be fruitful, multiply and fill") is executed 

throughout the narrative, but is threatened by several factors: the pain of 

childbirth (cf. 3: 16); murder (ch. 4); death (cf. chs. 5,10); human desire to 

settle in one place (11: 1-9); infertility (11: 30). The second ("subdue the 

earth"), is largely negated; it cannot be fulfilled absolutely. Even more 

significant than the Deluge demonstrating the earth subduing humans, the 

curse on the ground, and the Man's eventual return to it, indicate why 8: 21- 

9: 7 excludes the possibility of humans subduing the earth. The third 
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(dominion over the animals) degenerates into a relationship of hostility and 

fear between the two parties. The limited dominion humans enjoy in chs. 1- 

2 becomes increasingly despotic, beginning with the divine curse on the 

serpent (3: 14-15) and gathering pace as we learn of animal sacrifices by 

Abel and Noah, and the acknowledgement that animals stand in "fear and 

dread" of humans and may be eaten as food (9: 2-3). The mighty hunter 

Nimrod (10: 9) stands in stark relief to vegetarian Adam in the Garden. He 

is a symbol of the transformation the Announcement has undergone. 

Thus, two of the imperatives'in particular (subjugation of the earth 

and dominion over the animals), undergo significant modification. Although 

humans increasingly dominate the animal creation and eventually rule 

despotically (an intensification of the original command), there is an ironic 

sense in which animals, through the serpent, exercise an ongoing dominion 

over the humans (a reversal of the original command); i. e. the serpent's 

tempting of the first humans to commit the offence affects the rest of 

their lives and, indeed, human history. Also, the earth becomes increasingly 

difficult to dominate. It overwhelms most of humanity in the Flood, and all 

of humanity in death. Interestingly, God seems more willing to modify these 

second and third elements of the Announcement than he is the first - "be 

fruitful, multiply and fill the earth. " Not only are humans reasonably 

successful in obeying this, but when they give notice of disobedience (e. g. 

at Babel), God intervenes to ensure it is obeyed, willingly or not. The 

curse on the Woman (3: 16) may have made it more difficult, but it remains 

necessary to procreate. As we shall see, this strong focus on multipli- 

cation is maintained in the ancestral history. By the end of ch. 11 it has 

become clear that the failure of the Announcement of 1: 28 to translate 
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itself into fulfilment on all points is not entirely the fault of humans, 

although they bear primary responsibility. God also orders events in such a 

way that makes obedience to his original commands increasingly difficult. 

A careful reading of Gen. 1-11 leads to the following conclusion 

regarding the divine blessings/imperatives. They are not to be taken as 

absolutes. They are malleable, subject to change or negation by various 

outside forces. The primaeval history provides enough evidence for us to 

treat with great suspicion statements such as Wenham's, that 

the word of blessing, whether pronounced by God or 
man, guarantees and effects the hoped-for success ... 
Once uttered, the word (of command or promise] carries 
its own life-giving power and cannot be revoked by 
man (cf. 27: 27-40). Genesis may be described as the 
story of the fulfillment of the divine promises of 
blessing. 82 

Just how fallacious this point of view is will be demonstrated in the 

Chapters that follow. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE ABRAHAM STORY 

Introduction 

The purpose of this Chapter is to probe the plot of the Abraham story 

(Gen. 11: 26-25: 11). I will adopt a similar approach to that employed in the 

previous Chapter, and analyse carefully the divine Announcement of. 12: 1-3, 

and trace the fate of the imperatives and promises given there as they 

unfold, in the rest of the narrative. 

That there is an essential link between 12: 1-3 and the Abraham story 

as a whole should be obvious to the first-time reader of Genesis, and this 

connection will be reinforced by the results of this study. 

Everything he does following his call and everything 
that happens to him are either directly related to 
them [i. e. the promises of 12: 1-3] in the narratives 
or may be brought into connection with them by the 
exercise of a little imagination ... the working out 
of the promises supplies both the main element of 
tension in the plot of the stories and the primary 
key to their interpretation. ' 

However, I shall have reason for suggesting later in this study that the 

relationship of the initial divine Announcement to the Abraham story is 

more complex than in similar Announcements in the primaeval history and in 

the stories of Jacob and Jacob's family. 

While 12: 1-3 is essential for understanding chs. 12-25 as a whole, it 

also has a very important connection with the preceding material in chs. 1- 

11. A detailed study of this relationship will not be attempted here, but 

some general observations will be instructive. It is commonly observed that 
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ch. 11 in general, and the Babel story in particular (11: 1-9), provides a 

backdrop for reading the promises of 12: 1-3. This observation allows a 

number of comparisons and contrasts to emerge. For example, Yahweh 

promises Abraham, 2 "I will make of you a great nation" (12: 2a), almost 

immediately after we have read, "Now Sarai was barren; she had no child" 

(11: 30). (Let me note, immediately, that Yahweh does not in ch. 12 promise 

fertility to Sarah, but the juxtaposition of these two statements engages 

the reader's interest at the outset. ) Abraham is told to set out "to the 

land that I will show you" (12: 1b) - an enigmatic statement which is only 

subsequently clarified, but which stands in suggestive relationship to the 

movement of the citizens of Babel, who like Abraham migrated from the east 

and "found a plain in the land of Shinar and settled there" (11: 2). Abraham 

is promised that "all the families of the earth" will in some way find 

blessing because of him (12: 3b), when by way of contrast these same human 

groups were dispersed from Babel in utter confusion (11: 7-9). 3 When we add 

to this other possibilities, such as the contrast between the tower- 

builders' "let us make a name for ourselves" (11: 4) and God's "I will make 

your name great" (12: 2), enough has been said to show how the call of 

Abraham recalls the Babel story. Thus when reading the Abraham story in 

the light of 12: 1-3, we must remember that this divine Announcement itself 

is illuminated by being read against the background provided by the 

primaeval history; of which ch. 11 is the climax. 5 

Before investigating the major motifs in 12: 1-3, two important 

problems of translation need to be addressed. These are, first, the meaning 

of the imperative form wehydh in 12: 2d, and secondly, the exact nuance of 
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nibr-kü in 12: 3b. Both of these issues have been the subject of much 

scholarly attention. 

-Since it contains an imperative, one would expect 12: 2d to be rendered, 

"be a blessing. " However, some have taken the lead of Rashi in repointing 

the 2nd. m. s. impv. to provide a 3rd. m. s. perf., wthayah. " The resultant 

translation would then be, "and it [i. e. your name (v. 2c)] shall be a 

blessing". 1 Another possibility, if one'adopts a 3rd. m. s. reading, is to see 

12: 2d as expressing a consequence, rather than a declaration, which would 

give, " ... so that it will be a blessing". The basis for this, in Yarchin's 

words, is that "a consecutive-perfect form following an imperfect, 

cohortative, imperative, or participle can serve as a continuation or natural 

outgrowth of the preceding verb". $ Another suggestion is to keep the 2nd. 

m. s. impv. form and translate, " ... so that you will effect blessing. " This 

is done on the basis that "a consecutive clause in the second person, after 

a cohortative, is formed with the indirect imperative". " Proponents of such 

arguments display great erudition, but fail to convince me that repointing 

is necessary, or that the impv., if kept, fails to convey its usual force. 

Andersen addresses the meaning of 12: 2 in his discussion of consecutive 

commands issued by means of "imperative verb clauses. ""0 A simple form is 

found in Gen. 1?: 1: hithallck llpdnay wehyeh tamim - "walk before me and be 

perfect". He argues that Gen. -12: 1-2 presents essentially the same 

construction: lek-l ka ... wehyOh bbrAka - "You go ... and be a blessing". He 

maintains that the string of two imperatives, even though separated by a 

three-clause promise, keep their imperative force. There is therefore no 

need to emend wehyeh; "the MT is by all means to be retained". " Another 

example of discontinuous imperative coordination cited is Ex. 3: 10: w-°attA 
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1-kA w-'eAlN-kä 'el-par-A w-hA$C' et-°anmi - "And now come, I will send 

you to Pharaoh; bring forth my people ... " While not always arguing from 

the same basis, many recent studies'2 argue for the retention of the 

imperative force of wehyeh in 12: 2d. As Terrien states, 

The imperative phrase 'be a blessing! ' is indeed 
unusual, but the Masoretic pointing is well 
established, and there is no valid reason to correct it 
(Gen 12: 2c). This is the mission of Abraham and of 
Israel: 'Be a blessing! " s 

If the form and force of the impv. is maintained, then the sense is: 

Be a blessing, 
so that I may bless those who bless you, 
and those who curse you I will curse ... 

Such a translation not only conveys the weight of the command to be a 

blessing, but also makes the following promises contingent on Abraham 

obeying this decree. A cohortative (wa'äbdräkA [12: 3a]) following an 

imperative (wehyeh, (12: 2d]) expresses the purpose or result of the impv. i" 

Another problem confronts the reader in 12: 3b, whether nibr-kü should 

be understood passively, i. e. "by you shall all the families of the earth be 

blessed", or reflexively, "by you shall all the families of the earth bless 

themselves"? Discussion of these alternatives is no new development - 

Calvin was aware of a long-standing debate over the exact nuance of the 

niphal in this verse. 15 Because of the programmatic nature of 12: 1-3 an 

understanding of the precise intention of the term could have repercussions 

on the reading of the rest of the Abraham narrative; therefore an outline 

of the major arguments on both sides will be helpful. '6 

The 'passive' interpretation appears to have the longest pedigree. 

This was the LXX understanding: xat yveuXoyT19 aovtat tv aot it aat at qOoXat 
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tjS -Ar,. ' 7 The NT (Gal 3: 8) follows a similar line: 'Evcu), crn 1aovtat 
Iv cot 

xhcvta r& t@vey. l$ The passive is found also in the ancient versions. In 

addition to these witnesses it is pointed out by its proponents that the 

niphal usually represents the passive voice. 19 

On the other hand, those who favour a reflexive translation can claim 

a tradition going back at least to Rashi. 2° While the niphal is usually 

passive, it is argued that it is primarily reflexive. 21 If the intention of 

the text were to convey the passive, this could have been done 

unambiguously by using the pual. This form of brk is not found in Genesis, 

but occurs in the Pentateuch (Num. 22: 6; Deut. 33: 13) and occasionally 

elsewhere. In addition, it is pointed out that the essential formula found 

in the niphal in 12: 3b (and 18: 18; 28: 14), is found in the hithpael in 22: 18 

and 26: 4. As hitbdrhkü is unambiguously reflexive, the disputed niphal, it 

is argued, should be explained by the unambiguous hithpael form. 22 

To summarise the situation: the pual form of brk which is 

distinctively passive occurs nowhere in Genesis. The hithpael of brk, 

distinctively reflexive, does occur and significantly so in passages which 

essentially repeat the promise formula of 12: 3b (22: 18 and 26: 4). However, 

if the niphal of brk in 12: 3b (and in 18: 18 and 28: 14) is intended to have 

an identical meaning with the hithpael form, then why was the hithpael not 

used here as it is in 22: 18 and 26: 4? Chew makes the significant 

suggestion that as nibr"kü occurs only in the ancestral narratives, then the 

key to its meaning should be sought there. He suggests that the meaning 

of nibr"kfl should not be decided (in fact, cannot be decided) on a purely 

grammatical basis. Given the programmatic nature of 12: 1-3 as a whole, the 
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meaning of the verb in v. 3b should also be decided by the context of the 

passage and by the role played by Abraham in the narrative. 23 I wish the 

situation were more clear cut than this, but grammatical analysis alone 

does not allow any dogmatic conclusions at this stage. I will therefore 

suspend judgement on this issue until we have surveyed the Abraham 

narrative as a whole. 

We are now in a position to define in more detail the function of 

12: 1-3 which is made up of two main elements: imperatives and promises. 2' 

We need to answer a basic question: What is the content of the imperatives 

and promises? 

The passage commences with an imperative which governs the whole: 

"Go! " (lek). Abraham is to go from, and to go to. It is likely that the 

sequence expressing what he is to leave behind - "country" ('ere, ), "kindred" 

(mdledet), and "father's house" (bet lebt) - is to be seen as a cumulative 

list which becomes increasingly specific, personal and demanding. 2S The 

specificity of this challenge contrasts sharply with the vagueness of his 

destination - "the land that I will show you". The second imperative is, as 

we have seen above, 'Be a blessing! " (v. 2d). These two imperatives thus 

embrace the negative and the positive. Abraham must, negatively, leave 

behind the stability of cherished family ties, and, positively, embrace the 

challenge of being a blessing. As we analyse the plot of the Abraham 

story, the degree to which Abraham obeys these two commands will be a 

crucial point to ponder. For, if my understanding of the divine 

Announcement is correct, the plain meaning of the text is that the 

fulfilment of the promises is contingent upon obedience to the imperatives. 
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There are several promises, flowing from the imperatives, of which 

five require little explanation, even if at this stage we are unsure how 

they might work out in practice: 

a) I will make of you a great nation v. 2a 

b) I will bless you v. 2b 

c) I will make your name great v. 2c 

d) I will bless those who bless you v. 3a 

e) I will curse those who curse you v. 3b 

How these promises might work out in practice, and how much overlap there 

might be between some of them (e. g. between b and c), need not detain us at 

this point. 

There are two points of uncertainty. The first concerns the reference 

to land in v. le. If the criterion of reading "the story so far" is applied 

rigorously, the question to be asked is whether, at this point, Abraham has 

received a promise of land ownership. Yahweh tells Abraham to go "to the 

land that I will show you" ('ar'ekä). Does this amount to a promise that 

Abraham will possess that land? Jeyaraj has studied this question in great 

detail. 2' He outlines three approaches to the issue. Some argue that the 

land promise is present. 27 Those who suggest this point out that 12: 1-3 is 

programmatic for the entire (Yahwistic) ancestral history, in which the land 

promise features; it follows, therefore, that the introductory divine 

Announcement contains this important narrative theme. Others see the land 

promise as lying behind 12: 1 only as a secondary feature. 28 Finally, some 

see no land promise at all in 12: 1.29 Jeyaraj argues convincingly that the 

hiphil of rä'A does not convey the sense of possession. "'Causing Abraham 

to see the land' is different from 'giving the land' ... Verse 1 is only an 
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assurance that God will make Abraham to see that unknown land during his 

journey. ""0 In addition, I would add that of the 59 occurrences of the 

hiphil of rä'8 found elsewhere in the OT, none carries the connotation of 

"give" or "possess". In fact, what evidence there is points in the opposite 

direction. In Deut. 34: 1,4 Moses ascends Mount Nebo "and Yahweh showed 

him (wayyar'ehO) all the land ... and Yahweh said to him, ... I have let you 

see it (her'ltikd) with your eyes, but you shall not go over there". This 

demonstrates that "showing"-the land to Moses does not mean "giving" the 

land to Moses. `However, 12: 1 does arouse the curiosity of the reader (and, 

presumably of Abraham). Why does Yahweh wish to show Abraham this land, 

wherever it is? What purpose will be served by Abraham going to it?, Will 

it be merely another land in which he will live as a sojourner? I would 

argue, therefore, that while the promise of land possession is not present 

in 12: 1, the opaqueness of the divine command starts the reader mulling 

over its specific focus, and the narrative continues to engage such interest 

with periodic references to land in the subsequent story line. This aspect 

of the plot will be dealt with later in this Chapter. Provisionally, 

however, it may be stated that no categorical promise of land possession is 

given in 12: 1, but the reader is alerted to the importance of a particular 

land; whether this will develop into a promise of land possession for 

Abraham, only time will tell. '1 

The second point of uncertainty about 12: 1-3 concerns the correct 

translation of v. 3b, the problems of which I have discussed above. The 

possibilities are that either the nations will be blessed because of Abraham 

(which is what a passive translation implies), or that the nations will wish 

to bless themselves with the name of Abraham (which is what a reflexive 
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translation implies). Either way, the nations will have a positive 

assessment of Abraham. As far as tracing the fate of this promise in chs. 

12-25, which is the aim of this Chapter, I do not need to be any more 

specific at the moment. -However, I will return to this issue at the end of 

the Chapter. 

My analysis will be based on the following translation: 

v. 1 Now Yahweh said to Abraham: 
"Go from your country and your kindred and your father's house 

to the land that I will show you. 
v. 2 And I will make of you a great nation 

and I will bless you and make your name great. 
Be a blessing, 

v. 3 So that I will bless those who bless you, and those who curse 
you I will curse; 
and by you all the families of the earth shall find blessing. 

Before I begin my analysis of the plot, one final observation needs to 

be made. While I wish to see how the imperatives and promises of 12: 1-3 

fare in chs. 12-25, the question might arise in the mind of the reader as 

to whether some promises can be fulfilled within the limits of the Abraham 

story. For example, Yahweh promises, "I will make of you a great nation". 

Is it intended that this be fulfilled within the lifetime of Abraham, or 

even within Genesis as a whole? The first-time reader does not know the 

answer to this and so must suspend judgement until the end of the story 

has been reached. However, a legitimate question I will ask is whether its 

eventual fulfilment is being hampered or facilitated by the events occurring 

within chs. 12-25.32 
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A) The Promise of Nationhood - 

Of all the promises, -it is the one concerning Abraham becoming a great 

nation (v. 2a) which implicitly and explicitly dominates the Abraham story 

and for that reason I start by analysing it. 

On hearing that Abraham will become the father of a great nation, the 

attentive reader is immediately reminded of the stark statement previously 

made in 11: 30, "Now Sarai was barren; she had no child". It is commonly 

assumed that "Sarah's barrenness is a major obstacle to Abraham having 
i 

descendants".? 3 However, the promise in 12: 2a makes no mention of Sarah as 

the mother of this promised great nation. All that the reader, and Abraham, 

are told is that Abraham will become a great nation. To hear the promise 

as Abraham heard it, we must bracket out any later developments we now 

know will take place. "I will make of you a great nation" must not be 

garbled into "your barren wife will have a child". Sarah's barrenness rules 

out her giving birth; but there are many avenues open to Abraham to get 

descendants. 34 

Abraham's immediate response to this divine Announcement reveals that 

this is how he has understood it: "So Abram went, as the Lord had told him; 

and Lot went with him" (12: 4a). From a rigidly literal point of view, this 

report of Abraham's response is inherently contradictory. On the one hand 

we are told that Abraham obeyed the imperative to go - an imperative which 

demanded that he leave behind his country, kindred and father's house. On 

the other hand he took Lot (cf. 125a). It was impossible for him to have 

done both; Lot, being the son of his deceased brother Haran, belongs to his 

kindred - i. e. in taking Lot, Abraham has not left behind his kindred, and 
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did not, therefore, go "as the Lord had told him". 35 The most reasonable 

solution to this conundrum is that Abraham did set out obediently, honestly 

believing that he was going as the Lord had commanded, but that he did not 

consider Lot to be his "kindred" or simply part of his "father's house". He 

must have thought Lot was someone far more important - none other than his 

surrogate son and the one through whom the "great nation" would come. '' 

There is no other logical explanation why Abraham should take Lot. Some 

have suggested that the premature death of Haran left Lot in need of being 

adopted and protected by his uncle Abraham. 31 However, the evidence 

is that Lot was no mere stripling in need of protection. No sooner will he 

have joined Abraham's trek to Egypt and back - surely occupying no great 

period of time - than he has control of herdsmen (13: 7-8), and his uncle is 

suggesting that the two of them live separately (13: 9) - thus giving the 

lie to the suggestion that Lot, a mere youth, needed parental protection and 

guidance. It would appear, therefore, that Abraham was working to another 

agenda. (While it might be suggested that the narrative portrays Abraham 

deliberately disobeying the call in one respect when he took Lot, I hope to 

demonstrate that Lot's function in the Abraham story makes this unlikely. ) 

The closeness Abraham felt for Lot is underlined by the fact that whereas 

he took Lot with him he left his own father, Terah, in Haran. The simple 

mathematics of comparing the chronologies of 11: 26,32 and 12: 4b show that 

Terah lived for a good sixty years in Haran after his son abandoned him. 3$ 

Abraham was willing to leave his father, but not Lot. His hopes are clearly 

invested in his nephew. For these reasons I reject the argument of some 

who impute base motives to Lot for accompanying Abraham. 39 Abraham took 

Lot (12: 5) for his own personal reasons. ' 
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Just how crucial Abraham feels Lot to be is seen when Abraham sets 

off for sanctuary in Egypt clinging to the hope that the nation promise 

will be fulfilled through his nephew. 41 The narrative of his sojourn there 

(12: 10-20) has been the object of much scholarly interest. Most of the 

attention paid to the pericope has been taken up with comparing and 

contrasting it with "parallel" wife-sister stories in chs. 20 and 26, the 

usual assumption being that "these three passages are three different 

portrayals of the same narrative". '2 If one limits one's interests to 

uncovering a hypothetical evolution of a narrative theme, one may be 

satisfied with this. But my interest is to see how the incident relates to 

the unfolding plot of the larger story, and its significance at this point 

in the story so far. Abraham acts in 12: 10-20 unaware of what he will do 

later in ch. 20. I will read the story from the same perspective's, I 

agree with Clines' contention that, 

where that inference about the prehistory 
of Genesis is utterly unsatisfactory is 
that it cannot explain why the tale is 
told three times in Genesis, nor what the 
point of each of the tellings, at the 
specific places where they are located, can 
be. "" 

- Abraham enters Egypt assuming the cruciality of Lot to the divine 

purpose. Once there, he assumes that his own life is in danger (12: 12). 

These two pieces of data give a perspective on the story, and a°base for 

ascribing motives to Abraham's behaviour. 

From a purely Machiavellian viewpoint Sarah, not being essential to 

the fulfilment of the divine promise (as Abraham understands it), is 

expendable. But it is essential to protect his heir, Lot, and also himself, 
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because none of the other promises of 12: 1-3 have yet been fulfilled. He 

must preserve himself if he is to be "shown" the promised land, be a 

blessing, and see his friends blessed and enemies cursed, etc. In order to 

effect these ends Abraham tells the lie that Sarah is his sister. 45 This 

results in Abraham's life being spared and the only cost is that his wife 

enters the Pharaoh's harem and is forced, as it appears, to commit 

adultery! 4' Actually, the costs were probably higher. One wonders how 

many ladies worthy of the high calling of joining the Pharaoh's harem would 

ever leave the palace. All things being equal, when Sarah joined Pharaoh's 

household, it would be the last time she would see Abraham. But, as the 

divine promise had made clear in Abraham's eyes, she was expendable because 

of her infertility. Those called by the Lord, like Abraham, must be 

prepared to make a few sacrifices along the way. " The important 'point is 

that through Abraham's guile and initiative both the patriarch and his 

'seed' have been spared, and with them the promise of Abraham's great 

nation. 

Such an interpretation of 12: 10-20 is, I believe, entirely consistent 

with reading the pericope in the context of the story so far and accepting 

the programmatic nature of 12: 1-3. Almost without exception modern 

scholarship has not read the passage from this perspective, but has read it 

in the light of later narrative developments. Alexander is typical when he 

says, "12: 10-13: 1 recounts how the birth of an heir to Abraham is placed in 

Jeopardy by Pharaoh's abduction of Sarah". '$ Abraham has no intention of 

Jeopardising the promise of posterity - in fact quite the opposite - and 

the reader of the story so far has no grounds for drawing such a 

conclusion. Nor can it be maintained, with e. g. Brueggemann and Coats, that 
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the incident shows Abraham's active disbelief in the promise4' - again, the 

very contrary. Nor is it really possible to argue that the danger to Sarah 

is that she might become pregnant by Pharaoh and thus dash the promise of 

offspring to Abraham. 11: 30 must be read with full patriarchal chauvinism. 

Infertility is the fault of the woman - Sarah is barren - and remains so 

regardless of her sexual partner. More importantly, of course, the promise 

of 12: 2a does not demand the biological paternity of Abraham - and Abraham 

is acting on this assumption. These other readings of 12: 10-20 seek to 

read it from hindsight. I resolutely refuse to do so - at least not until I 

have come to the end of the story and can then afford the luxury of 

looking back. The problem of reading from hindsight is best illustrated by 

the title given to the story almost universally - "The Ancestress in 

Danger. "5' While Sarah's honour may be in danger, the one who feels himself 

to be in real danger at this stage is Abraham. Thus, "The Ancestor in 

Danger" would be more appropriate. 5' 

Once the ruse has been discovered, Pharaoh expels the trio from Egypt, 

and they return to Canaan - which as far as we know is still suffering 

from the famine. The repeated references to Lot (13: 1,5) remind the reader 

of his importance to the action. The presence of huge flocks and large 

numbers of servants (12: 16; 13: 1) is a great drain on natural resources, 

which causes tension between Abraham's and Lot's workers. Abraham and Lot 

come to an amicable agreement and agree to separate. It should not 

surprise us that in making his choice of land, -Lot appears to be quite 

selfish. In 12: 10-20 we saw Abraham motivated by self-interest (for the 

best of reasons, of course). We should then be sparing in our condemnation 

of Lot when he acts with similar motives in ch. 13. (I am tempted to say, 
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"like father ... like son"). What is important for us to bear in mind at 

this point is the exact tract of land chosen by Lot. Lot having chosen all 

the Jordan plain (13: 11) for himself, we are told that "Abram dwelt in the 

land of Canaan, while Lot dwelt among the cities of the valley ... " (13: 12). 

I will look at the geography of the promised land below when I analyse the 

land promise in more detail, but I will make this observation now. Abraham 

probably did not expect Lot to choose the Jordan plain. Helyer argues 

persuasively that Abraham offered Lot a portion of the land of Canaan, but 

Lot chose the plain of the Jordan - outside of Canaan. 52 This can be seen 

clearly by the distinction made between the two territories in 13: 12. (In 

whatever ways the boundaries of the "land of Canaan" might change in the 

succeeding narrative (and wherever we as readers might think their location 

to be], at this stage, and for this narrator, the cities of the plain are not 

Canaanite. ) In the story so far, Abraham knows that his descendants will 

possess the land of Canaan (12: 5b-6 cf. 12: 7); the fact that he offers part 

of the land to Lot suggests that he sees Lot as his descendant. 53 With Lot 

having taken up residence in an area distinct from Canaan, Abraham must 

think that he has returned to his initial situation - he is now, once again, 

"childless". Or, at least, his descendant has taken up residence outside of 

the area promised to him by Yahweh. However, no sooner has Lot seemingly 

been removed from the sphere of the promise, 5' than God reveals in 13: 14ff. 

that the land of Canaan so far promised to Abraham's descendants is only 

part of the total promised land, which actually includes the Jordan valley. 

Given the story so far, it must seem to Abraham that Yahweh is reassuring 

him that Lot retains his status as true descendant and is still import- 

ant for Yahweh's purposes. 55 
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We see, therefore, that far from excluding Lot from contention, ch. 13 

shows that he is still central to the promise - as far as Abraham is able 

to interpret events. * The repetition of the promise of many descendants 

(13: 16) thus acts as a fitting epilogue to the episode. 5' In these first 

two major episodes since Abraham heard Yahweh's Announcement, we see him 

doggedly pursuing the promise. In 12: 10-20 he pushes moral considerations 

to one side for the sake of preserving himself, his heir, and the promise. 

In 13: 8ff., having been promised that his descendants would possess Canaan, 

he offers part of that land to Lot - completely in accord with the divine 

promise as he understood it. This counters the view which sees a stark 

contrast between the two episodes, with a faithless Abraham in Egypt and a 

faithful Abraham in Canaan. 57 

This background helps to provide an understandable motivation for 

Abraham's rescue of Lot in ch. 14. Lot is still Abraham's "descendant" and 

his capture by the foreign kings places him in danger of being killed and 

bringing an end to Abraham's posterity. In addition, Lot is now on his way 

out of the land of promise as the captive of the Mesopotamian kings (14: 1) 

and needs to be brought back within its boundaries. The reader may wonder 

why Abraham is placing all his eggs in one basket, when he has 318 "trained 

men" (hanikim (14: 143), any one of whom could have been pressed into service 

as his heir, though perhaps with a lesser claim and fewer evidences of 

Yahweh's leading than his dead brother's son. 

I believe that this reading of ch. 14 is more satisfying and coherent 

than the usual understanding which takes ch. 13 to be the final rupture 

between godly Abraham and his hedonist nephew, with Abraham's rescue 
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mission in ch. 14 merely illustrating that he believed in family solidarity. 

Sarna's comment is typical, 

Although Lot had quarrelled with his 
uncle and had chosen to live among the 
Sodomites of his own free will, yet he was 
still a member of the family and clan and 
the ties of blood imposed a sense of 
solidarity or responsibility upon the 
patriarch so that he could not stand 
indifferent to Lot's fate. $ $ 

Such explanations can not be more than partially satisfying. All that is 

said of Lot above, regarding kinship, applies equally well to Sarah. Yet 

this did not stop Abraham from abandoning her to her fate in 12: 10-20 - in 

fact even instigating the sexual liaison. We must ask ourselves whether 

Abraham would risk his life for Lot, when in Egypt he had been unwilling to 

risk his life for Sarah, if the responsibilities of kinship were the only 

ruling factor. I can only conclude that in Abraham's eyes his nephew is of 

more value to him than his wife. This reinforces my point that on 

Abraham's present understanding of the nation promise, Sarah is expendable, 

but Lot is crucial. 

If this argument is accepted, then 15: 1-3 poses a problem. Abraham 

complains that he is "childless" (15: 2) - which is literally (i. e. 

biologically) true - and his heir is dame9eq 1811cezer (usually rendered 

"Eliezer of Damascus"). What has happened to Lot? Who is "Eliezer"? Also 

in 15: 3 Abraham complains, "You have given me no offspring (zera°). I In 12: 7 

he had been promised, "to your descendants (YzarPAkä) I will give this 

land". Ch. 13 indicated that Abraham placed Lot in the category of zerac 

when he offered him part of the land reserved for his zerac. Abraham's 

complaints in 15: 1-3 seem to indicate that he no longer views Lot in such a 
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way. However, the narrative provides no indication as to why he should 

have changed his mind. A detailed investigation of 15: 1-6 is thus called 

for, especially in light of the generally accepted fact that ch. 15 occupies 

a crucial position in the Abraham narrative as a whole. S' This is 

particularly true when looked at from my perspective, because several 

promises made in the initial Announcement of 12: 1-3 are developed further 

here; most importantly, the promise of posterity (12: 2a; cf. 15: 2-6) which I 

will, discuss here, and the promise of land (12: 1; cf. 15: 7ff. ), to be 

discussed below. 6 0 

My first task is to identify the enigmatic "Eliezer of Damascus". 

There is scholarly consensus that 15: 2b is unintelligible. It is sometimes 

suggested that as 15: 3b is parallel to v. 2b, the problem is minimised; " 

but as Skinner points out, "there is only a presumption that the sense 

agrees with 3b""2 (emphasis mine). Additionally, as we shall see, v. 3b 

itself is open to a wide range of interpretations. In fact the familiar 

"Eliezer of Damascus" is merely an attempt to make some sense from hfl' 

dame§eq '611cezer, which cannot, of course, be rendered "this is Eliezer of 

Damascus", nor even the unintelligible, "this is Damascus, namely Eliezer. "3 

While Cazelles observes that mention of Damascus in 15: 2b comes after the 

ch. 14 narrative in which Abraham pursued the kings north of Damascus (thus 

suggesting some link between the two passages and the correctness of the 

MT), the actual connection remains elusive. "" The term standing in 

apposition to this problematic designation (eben medeq bAti) does not help 

matters. Me-4eq is a hapax legomenon which was not understood by any of 

the versions. `S The LXX renders the whole, 8 5e ui6q Xwex rfk otxoyevo4S 

pou, o nor, Miaax6q EXtetep, which when read in context is deemed by Skinner 
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to be "a meaningless sentence" unless supplemented by xXflpovoµijast (as in 

some Philo MSS). 64 Renderings such as "the heir of my house/to my 

household" (RSV/NEB) are valiant attempts to provide a smooth translation of 

a clause which "as a whole is generally regarded as hopeless. "67 In the 

absence of any plausible suggestions to the contrary I will treat the whole 

of 15: 2b as being untranslatable, and resist the urge to submit it to 

creative reconstructions. " I will, therefore, limit myself exclusively to 

15: 3b in trying to identify the person whom Abraham announces to be his 

heir. 

The key term is ben-bet!. The familiar translation, "a slave born in 

my house" (e. g. RSV, NEB), is itself an interpretation. Taken literally "a 

son of my house" could possibly refer to a number of individuals, though it 

may not be without significance that the designation for Abraham's servants 

in 14: 14 is different (y'lid® bet! ). By itself however, the term does not 

allow us to be any more specific than seeing ben-bet! as referring to a 

member of Abraham's household. " Who could this be? There is only one 

obvious choice. Driver eliminated Lot from contention here because he 

believed ch. 13 saw the final parting from Abraham. 70 However, I have 

suggested above that this is not the most likely intention of that episode, 

and that ch. 14 reveals Lot to still hold primary place in Abraham's hopes. 

I would suggest, therefore, that Lot fills the bill as a ben-bdti, 71 even 

though now living separately. I conclude, therefore that there is nothing 

in 15: 1-3 to indicate that Lot has been displaced as Abraham's heir. 

If Lot remains, however, another question is raised: why does Abraham 

complain if his heir has just been rescued from the foreign kings and 
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maintains his prestigious position? The answer to this question must be 

sought in the divine words which spark Abraham's response: "Your reward 

shall be very great" (15: 1c). Despite suggestions that the "reward" 

promised here is Yahweh himself, 72 or the land, » I would agree with von 

Rad in seeing it as referring to posterity7' - this is certainly the main 

focus of Abraham's riposte, and it allows for greater coherence between 

divine statement and human response than the other two suggestions. I 

would suggest that the force of Abraham's protest must be connected with 

the announcement that his reward (posterity) would be "very great" (harbeh 

ii'Od). Abraham's complaint is that it is unlikely that his "reward" will be 

"very great" when he himself is biologically childless (15: 2), and he has 

only a single heir (Lot). We learn later that Lot has only two daughters 

(until the incestuous conception of sons in ch. 19), so not a great deal can 

be expected from that quarter. That is to say, his complaint is not that 

God has given him no reward whatsoever, but concerns the degree or amount 

of the reward. It is hardly "very great" - very small beer in fact. Seen 

in this light the sign given by Yahweh is particularly germane to Abraham's 

complaint. Likening Abraham's descendants to the numerous stars of heaven 

(15: 5) underlines the "very great" aspect of the promise. Immediately after 

being assured of the great number of his descendants, we are told, "and he 

believed the Lord" (15: 6a), the very point which he had previously 

questioned. 

15: 1-6 does bring about an important shift of focus for the posterity 

promise. Regardless of the answer to the problems of translation in vv. 2b, 

3b, crucial new information regarding the promise is provided by v. 4, "And 

behold the word of Yahweh came to him, 'This man shall not be your heir, 
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rather your own son (lit. that which goes out of your inward parts] he 

shall be your heir". Abraham will have a son of his own, and his numerous 

descendants (the point at issue in Abraham's complaint) must now be traced 

through this son. Abraham must stop trusting in Lot as the source for his 

descendants - and if my interpretation of his complaint is correct he had 

already started to do just that. 

No sooner has Abraham been promised, for the first time, a son of his 

own, than the reader is reminded of an obstacle to this. The infertility of 

Sarah, unmentioned since 11: 30, comes to the fore again in 16: 1, "Now Sarai, 

Abram's wife, bore him no children". Up to 15: 4 her barrenness had not been 

a threat to the promise - as understood by Abraham - because Lot was the 

obvious candidate and Sarah was not needed. But now Lot has been 

eliminated. This does not make Sarah essential for the promise (her 

maternity has nowhere been promised), but her continuing infertility means 

that from the perspective of the story so far the son of promise will not 

come from her womb, though it will come from Abraham's loins.? $ This 

raises a serious, though not insurmountable, problem. 

It comes as a slight surprise, given Abraham's dominating role in the 

plot so far, that the action in ch. 16 is initiated by Sarah who up to now 

has been the passive victim of her husband's ambitions. Up to this point 

there has been no indication that she has any personal contribution to make 

to the fulfilment of the posterity promise, and she acts here accordingly. 

She says, "Behold now, the Lord has prevented me from bearing children; go 

in to my maid; it may be that I shall obtain children by her" (16: 2). Here 

she makes no claim to being involved in the posterity promise, 7' but is 
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simply concerned to do'something about the reproach and curse of her 

childlessness. 77 However, this ambition of Sarah's introduces yet another 

subtle twist to the plot. Sarah may well fulfil her maternal longings by 

having a surrogate son by Hagar, but the child itself would be the prime 

candidate for fulfilment of the promise of a son to Abraham. That is to 

say, Sarah's motive may be personal, but the result will certainly have 

ramifications for the promise. This raises a further question: did Abraham 

slip into Hagar's bed in order to do his wife or himself a favour - or to 

achieve both ends through the one act? Perhaps we will learn the answer 

to this from the ensuing story. 

Abraham experiences no difficulty in impregnating Hagar. His 

acquiescence to Sarah in the dispute with Hagar (16: 6) presents a number of 

questions regarding his motives. His action obviously carries the potential 

for endangering the unborn child (although unlike ch. 21 Hagar's life does 

not seem to be threatened here). But, at the very least, it would result in 

the separation of the child from his father. If Abraham views-the child as 

the child of promise then either of these dangers is a very serious 

matter. " Why does he act in such a way? Does he think that regardless 

of the fate of this child he can always fall back on Lot? After so long 

has he given up any real hope of getting a son? Does he simply not believe 

the promise of 15: 4 (notwithstanding 15: 6)? "" Or does he see it simply as 

"Sarah's child", and is willing to act as cavalierly with it as he was with 

his wife in 12: 10-20? 16: 1-6 does not provide a clear answer to any of 

these questions; we will have to wait to see if any is provided. 
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The narrative of 16: 7ff. develops in a similar manner to that of 

13: 8ff. In this earlier passage I noted that no sooner had Lot seemed to 

be eliminated from contention than Yahweh acted in such a way as to 

reinforce Abraham's belief that Lot was essential for the fulfilment of the 

promise (see above). Similarly, no sooner has Hagar fled from Sarah with 

Abraham's child in her womb than the angel meets her and makes his 

pronouncement in 16: 8-12. (Abraham must have been told of Hagar's 

experience because he names the child Ishmael, as the angel had commanded 

Hagar 116: 151). The promise to greatly multiply her descendants reminds the 

reader of the identical promise just recently made to Abraham that he would 

have a son and his descendants would be innumerable (15: 4-5). The most 

reasonable interpretation of this incident with Hagar, given our knowledge 

of the story so far, is that Ishmael is that very son of promise. +° This is 

reinforced by the command to return to Sarah (with the child being born in 

Abraham's house [16: 91). Abraham can certainly be forgiven if this is how 

he interpreted the incident. This interpretation receives extra weight from 

16: 15. Despite Sarah's statement that this ploy of giving Hagar to Abraham 

was to allow her (Sarah) to have children (16: 2b), Ishmael is described in 

the following way: "Hagar bore Abram a son; and Abram called the name of 

his son whom Hagar bore, Ishmael ... Hagar bore Ishmael to Abram". In the 

light of the story so far, this must be seen as the fulfilment of the 

promise given in 15: 4. 

With this issue settled, ch. 17 introduces several new elements in the 

unfolding of the promise. The first of these could easily be missed if we 

fail to notice the force of the construction in 17: 1b-2a. When looking at 

12: 2d-3a above, I had occasion to note that an imperative followed by a 
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cohortative means that the second clause expresses the purpose or result of 

the first. There I translated, 

Be a blessing (wehyeh b"räka), 
so that I may bless (wa'äbäräkä) 

those who bless you ... 

Following this line, I would agree with Alexander"' in translating 17: 1b-2, 

"I am God Almighty; walk (hithallek) before me, and be (wehyeh) blameless, 

so that I may make (w"'ett"nA) my covenant ... and ... multiply you 

exceedingly". This is in line with the thrust of the initial Announcement 

(12: 1-3) in which I have already noted the contingency of the promises, 

although here more rigorous ethical requirements are stipulated. If the 

requirement to be "blameless" (tämim) signifies, "simply the duty of leading 

generally a righteous and holy life, "62 are we to infer that up to now 

Abraham had left something to be desired in this area, or simply that 

Yahweh is making clear for the first time that the fulfilment of the 

promise depends on Abraham's ethics? In either case, the reader is alerted 

to keep an eye open for Abraham's behaviour from this point on. 

In addition, - up to now the main elements of the promise that have 

been revealed are that Abraham would become a great nation (12: 2), and he 

would have numerous descendants (16: 10) like the dust or stars. These 

categories are now expanded somewhat: he will now be "the father of a 

multitude of nations (pl. ) ... I will make nations (pl. ) of you, and kings 

shall come forth from you" (17: 5,6). Yahweh will now "be God to you and 

to your descendants after you". These new elements of (i) nations (pl. ); 

(ii) kings; (iii) divine-human relationship with descendants, must from 

Abraham's understanding of the "promise so far", be fulfilled through 
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Ishmael. His birth in 16: 15-16 has effectively ended Lot's candidature, as 

it was theoretically in 15: 4. 

However, the course of the promise takes another turn in 17: 16 with 

Yahweh's announcement that he will bless Sarah. Here we encounter the 

novelty that Sarah will have a son; and the son she will bear is the one 

through whom the nations and kings previously referred to will be traced - 

17: 4-6 (cf. v. 16). Sarah's maternity will become as important as Abraham's 

paternity. Strictly speaking, nothing in what Yahweh has said so far in ch. 

17 has stated explicitly that Ishmael is to be replaced as 'firstborn son'. 

But Abraham surmises (17: 18) that if he and Sarah produce a child together, 

it would necessarily supplant Ishmael. 17: 18 confirms that up to this point 

Abraham has seen Ishmael as the fulfilment of the promise. 

With the possibility of Abraham now having two sons, a differentiation 

between them is made. The basic difference between the two is found in 

Yahweh's announcement that "I will establish my covenant with Isaac" (17: 19, 

21). It is not immediately clear what this means, nor whether it signifies 

Isaac's superiority to Ishmael, who though not accorded such an honour will 

be blessed; made fruitful; multiply exceedingly; be father of twelve princes; 

become a great nation (17: 20). Therefore, up to 17: 21, Abraham has one son 

who will be greatly blessed, and he will have another son with whom Yahweh 

"will establish his covenant" (whatever that means; cf. the equally enigmatic 

21: 12). In 17: 9 all of Abraham's descendants are commanded to keep Yahweh's 

covenant. At that point the only descendant Abraham has is Ishmael, so it 

must refer to him. Thus, Abraham circumcises Ishmael and other members of 

his household (17: 23), thus bringing Ishmael and them within the covenant 
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(cf. 17: 14). A question arises: What is the essential difference between 

Ishmael now within the covenant, and Isaac with whom God will establish 

(qum) his covenant? The final act of ch. 17, rather than dismissing Ishmael 

from consideration, seems to bind him closer to Abraham (both are now 

circumcised) and to Yahweh (he now bears the mark of covenant). So, by the 

end of ch. 17 Abraham has a son who now bears the mark of Yahweh's 

covenant; and yet Abraham also will have a son with whom Yahweh will 

establish his covenant. This future son will apparently supersede Ishmael 

(cf. 17: 18-21), but how and why, is not yet clear. 

One could be forgiven for assuming that Abraham must have been 

extremely confused by all of this. Just when he thought he understood the 

exact focus of the posterity promise, it went into a blur once again. His 

laugh of exasperation and disbelief (17: 17)83 and heartfelt plea, "0 that 

Ishmael might live in thy sight" (17: 18), certainly elicits some sympathy 

from the reader. In fact Gibson paraphrases his words as "When are you 

going to stop badgering me and leave me in peace with what I have? """ 

We enter ch. 18 with Ishmael receding into the background, and the as 

yet unborn Isaac coming to the fore. The visit of the three strangers 

centres on Sarah. Ch. 17 had for the first time shown that she was as 

essential for the fulfilment of the posterity promise as was Abraham. Ch. 

17 had shown Abraham's response to this idea; ch. 18 shows Sarah's. $$ She 

too reacts with a laugh of disbelief. "" Both parties to the promise simply 

cannot believe it. Sarah's words are very revealing: "After I have grown 

old, and my husband is old, shall I have pleasure (°ednä)? " (18: 12). This 

term is a hapax legomenon, the most likely meaning of which is "sexual 
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pleasure. 0$7 Perhaps more than their individual laughs, this statement 

shows that neither of them believed the promise. If Sarah at this point is 

experiencing no sexual pleasure it means, presumably, that she and Abraham 

no longer have sexual relations. Ch. 17 had announced that the promised 

son would be born of the two of them. Unless they expected an immaculate 

conception, their sexual abstinence shows that they simply do not believe 

the promise. $$ When the promise is repeated in ch. 18, it meets with the 

same response. 

, This background may help to explain Abraham's behaviour in 18: 22ff. 

Scholars have arrived at no consensus over the function of these verses. 

Suggestions include that it is merely "to emphasize the wickedness of the 

city"; " ° an attempt at "the reconciling of evil with the knowledge that God 

intends salvation for mankind'; ' ° to emphasize "the 'vicarious preserving 

function' of the righteous man"; 91 a theological critique of 19: 1-28; 92 a 

midrash explicating the theological problems arising out of the fall of 

Jerusalem, ' to mention but a few proposals. " However, none of these 

suggestions really ties this pericope into the overarching plot. When one 

attempts to do this, an obvious question arises. When Abraham argues for 

the sparing of Sodom, is it purely coincidental that Lot lives there? We 

have just seen Ishmael dismissed by Yahweh as the son of promise (17: 18, 

19). Isaac has not yet been born. It is true that Lot has been previously 

eliminated from contention (15: 4), but if he should die it would leave 

Abraham feeling exposed - especially as he does not yet believe in Isaac. 

Before the birth of Isaac - should he ever be born - Abraham has two "half 

chances" in Ishmael and Lot, and he wishes to preserve them at all costs. 

This explains why he circumcises Ishmael and pleads for Sodom. I would 
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suggest that Abraham's ploy to save the whole city on ethical grounds is 

simply a ruse to save his nephew. 95 The reader may well recall that the 

last time Abraham came to the aid of Sodom, he was likewise motivated by a 

desire to rescue Lot - "when Abram heard that his kinsman had been taken 

captive, he led forth his trained men ... " (14: 14). Lot is nowhere 

presented as being righteous" (cf. 19: 30-38), therefore Abraham does not 

plead for the escape of the righteous alone, but for the whole city - and 

with it, Lot. (Significantly, when Lot is rescued it is on the basis of 

Abraham's righteousness, not his own (19: 29]. ) It is possible that Yahweh's 

preface to the bartering scene shows his awareness of how Abraham's mind 

might be working. Yahweh asks, "Shall I hide from Abraham what I am about 

to do, seeing that Abraham shall become a great and mighty nation ... ?" 

(18: 17-18). This is a strange statement. At first sight there is 

no logical link between Abraham's destiny to be a great nation and Yahweh's 

decision to destroy Sodom. However, the statement makes sense if Abraham 

is putting his (partial) trust in Lot as his descendant. In Abraham's eyes, 

with Lot living in Sodom, there is a crucial link between its destruction 

and his destiny as a great nation. 

To understand the significance of ch. 19 we must remember the exact 

conditions of the bargain struck by Yahweh and Abraham. Yahweh states, 

"For the sake of ten [righteous people] I will not destroy it [i. e. Sodom], " 

(18: 32). Lot hardly cuts the figure of the righteous man. His initial act 

of hospitality (19: 2) hardly compensates for his advocacy of rape and 

fornication on the streets of Sodom (19: 8). Nevertheless, many still feel 

constrained to protect Lot's character. In commenting on ch. 19 Calvin, for 

example, referred to "the holy man" and "the faith and piety of Lot". 97 
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Driver accepted the negative aspects of his character ("selfish, weak and 

worldly"), but still maintained, "relatively, indeed, he was righteous (2 P. ii 

7,8); -his personal character was without reproach". °" That both judgements 

could be made of the same man does not seem to strike Driver as 

contradictory. According to Skinner, the offer of his daughters to the mob 

"shows him as a courageous champion of the obligations of hospitality ... 

and is recorded to his credit". 91 Aalders believes that, "God did'spare 

righteous Lot". ' 00 Recently Alexander has argued similarly, but his 

argument is really more of an apologetic for 2 Pet 2: 8-9-than an exegesis 

of Gen. 19.101 - However, I would argue that his treatment of his daughters 

in Sodom; his unwillingness to flee the wicked city under the judgement of 

God; the drunken seduction of him in the cave'02 - all these factors point 

in the opposite direction. 

Despite painting such a portrait of Lot, the narrative relates how he 

was rescued. It is at this point that the reader notes a discontinuity 

between the bargain struck in ch. 18 and the actual turn of events in ch. 

19.03 'Yahweh had agreed to spare the entire city if ten righteous could 

be found. But no righteous could be found - and that included Lot. 

Accordingly, the city was destroyed, but Lot was preserved. This counters 

the agreed conditions - and one wonders if Abraham would have bothered to 

use the ethical argument (18: 23f. ) if he knew this was how events would 

turn out. Now of course, the narrative does not tell us that Abraham knows 

anything at this point about Lot's rescue. When he sees Sodom destroyed, 

he must assume that Lot is dead. However, if (or when) Abraham gets to 

hear about Lot's deliverance, it must make him wonder again about Lot's 

candidature. Lot's rescue could only be seen as a further example of Lot's 
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crucial importance to the fulfilment of the promise - how else could one 

view the preferential treatment extended to him? This is now the third 

such example of Yahweh reinforcing Abraham's regard for an individual - and 

the second involving Lot. In ch. 13 I noted how no sooner had Lot 

seemingly removed himself from the land of promise than Yahweh revealed 

that-he was still within it. Similarly, Yahweh's command to Hagar to return 

home and his blessing on her and Ishmael in ch. 15 served to underline 

Ishmael's continuing importance to the-posterity promise. From Abraham's 

perspective, despite occasional confusing divine announcements to the 

contrary, Yahweh in ch. 19 reinforces the cruciality of Lot to the posterity 

promise. '04 

Developments in ch. 20 confirm my reading of the story so far. As in 

ch. 12, Abraham quits the land but this time for no apparent reason. Once 

again, in an attempt to save his skin, Abraham pretends Sarah is his 

sister. '°5 She is no longer expendable as Abraham could have argued in 

12: 10-20. What therefore does Abraham's lie and Sarah's connivance reveal 

about their attitude to the promise? ý The most reasonable deduction to make 

is that Abraham did not believe, or did not want to believe, the promise of 

a son through Sarah. Now that Sarah knows that she is crucial for the 

fulfilment of the promise, her actions also need to be questioned. Does her 

willingness to tell a lie (20: 13) indicate a lack of faith on her part? Has 

she now come to accept Ishmael as the fulfilment? - she was, after all, the 

instigator of the plan which resulted in his birth. A number of 

scholars have seen an added irony in all of this by suggesting that Sarah 

was already pregnant and that Abraham's lie endangered not only his wife 

but also his unborn son. 106 This line of argument depends upon 
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understanding the problematic kdcet tayyS of 18: 10,14 as referring to a 

period of nine months of pregnancy. ' 07 This would mean that Sarah's 

pregnancy began at the time of those divine disclosures and is thus 

necessarily pregnant in ch. 20. This understanding is possible, but the 

enigmatic terminology makes it difficult to be dogmatic. Others interpret 

the meaning as "at this time next year, " thus making it identical with 

lammöced hazzeh of 17: 21. This would see a twelve month gap between 18: 10, 

14 and the birth of Isaac in ch. 21.10$ If this is the case, although the 

intended time scale is difficult to determine, Sarah might not have been 

pregnant in ch. 20. In fact, this is allowed by 21: 1-2 which suggests that 

Sarah's conception was subsequent to her meeting with Abimelech. 

I conclude that ch. 20 shows some danger to the fulfilment of the 

promise, with Sarah, the mother of promise entering Abimelech's household. 

(Being barren, however, means she is in no danger of becoming pregnant by 

Abimelech. )109 However, it also reveals just as clearly, and perhaps even 

more importantly, that Abraham does not yet believe the promise of Sarah's 

maternity. Therefore, this chapter presents him as being more culpable than 

he was in 12: 10-20. In that previous episode, he was morally accountable 

for the maltreatment of his wife, but at least he could argue that he was 

doing his best to preserve the promise. In ch. 20 he is again 

morally culpable, "* but can no longer argue that his actions serve the 

divine purpose. 1II 

In reflecting on ch. 20 we notice that the tactics of Abraham and 

Sarah could have resulted in Abimelech's sinning against Yahweh (20: 6). In 

the light of 17: 1 and 18: 19, this is ironic: Abraham was charged to live a 
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blameless life himself (17: 1), and to make his children do righteousness 

(y degä) and Justice (mi pä j, ) as a condition ("so that ... ") for the 

fulfilment of the promises (18: 19). This irony is compounded in the 

transition to ch. 21 with the announcement of the conception and birth of 

Isaac (21: 1-2), and with it the fulfilment of the promise contained in 

17: 16a, 19a, immediately after Abraham has behaved quite unethically. One 

wonders, however, about the significance of Abraham's prayer in 20: 17. This 

is the first time we read of Abraham engaging in prayers12 (although there 

is some evidence of his worshipping (12: 8; 13: 41), and perhaps even more 

significantly, the first time Abraham does anything for anyone which was 

not calculated to further his own ends in the fulfilment of the promise. 

The renewal of fertility to both Abimelech's household and Sarah after 

Abraham has offered his prayer may well be more than coincidental. ' 13 

"Then Abraham prayed to God: and God healed ... so that they bore children. 

For the Lord had closed all the wombs ... because of Sarah ... The Lord 

visited Sarah ... and Sarah conceived and bore Abraham a son" (20: 17-21: 2). 

(Note also Isaac's prayer resulting in Rebekah's fertility in 25: 21. ) Was 

Abraham's turning away from his own self-interest something for which 

Yahweh had been waiting for some time - in fact the condition for 

fulfilling the promise? 

Just in case the reader misses the import of Sarah's giving birth, the 

narrator states, "The Lord visited Sarah as he had said, and the Lord did to 

Sarah as he had promised" (21: 1). Brueggemann states: "the birth of the 

child is the fulfillment of all of the promises, the resolution of all of the 

anguish". 114 While this is obviously an exaggeration - the promise of land, 

for example, not being in view here - the birth of Isaac is obviously of 
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climactic significance for the posterity promise. The laughter of nonbelief 

(17: 17; 18: 12) is converted into the laughter of rejoicing (21: 6). s Given 

the importance of Jsaac's birth it is surprising that it occupies such a 

small space in the narrative. It soon becomes clear, however, - that 

the narrator-is much more interested in the relationship between Ishmael 

and Isaac. Despite Isaac's birth, Ishmael is still in the household. 

Whether Ishmael will be able to maintain his position as heir. or not 

remains to be seen. 

With the birth and circumcision of Isaac (21: 4), Abraham has two sons, 

and both are circumcised. The inevitable clash between the destinies of the 

two brothers comes to the fore in 21: 8ff. Sarah's demand that Hagar and 

Ishmael be cast out (21: 10), whatever personal animosity might be 

involved, 316 is based ostensibly on the premise that "the son of this slave 

woman shall not be heir with my son Isaac", (which shows that she at least 

believes Ishmael is equally an heir). The narrator's subsequent comment 

that "the thing was very displeasing to Abraham on account of his son" 

(21: 11)t27 shows quite clearly that he is displeased about the fact that 

Ishmael will no longer be his heir (or at least joint-heir). This 

understanding is confirmed by Yahweh's announcement in 21: 12. Isaac's 

superiority to Ishmael is because "through Isaac shall your descendants be 

named. " This means, presumably, that the promised nation will trace its 

origin exclusively to Isaac, rather than to Ishmael even though both Isaac 

(v. 12) and Ishmael N. 13) are referred to as Abraham's zerac. 1s$ If 

Ishmael does become the father of a nation (21: 13), then this would be 

partial fulfilment of the expansion of the nationhood promise found in 17: 4, 

where Abraham is promised that he will become "the father of a multitude of 
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nations; ' but not of the promise of nationhood. It is ironic that in 

sending away Ishmael, Abraham must do "whatever Sarah says, " (21: 12), just 

as he had once "hearkened to the voice of Saral, " (16: 2), in her suggestion 

which resulted in Ishmael's birth. ' 19 The first suggestion he eagerly 

accepted; the second he resents. It might be significant that not only does 

Abraham give provisions to Hagar and Ishmael (not part of Sarah's 

instructions), but the verb yr al1"4ehA which describes Abraham's action is 

milder than that demanded by Sarah (gäre ). ' 20 

By the time ch. 22 begins, with the exception of Isaac all other 

candidates for the position of "promised son" have been explicitly 

eliminated by Yahweh (albeit reluctantly by Abraham). Also, with this 

chapter we come to the climax of the Abraham narrative as a whole. tZ* The 

story continues in the next few chapters, but the tension of the plot is 

resolved here. The reader is struck by several echoes of that initial 

Announcement in 12: 1-3. Abraham is commanded to take his son and "Go! " 

(lek-1"kä) (22: 2). The last time this term was used was in 12: 1. There it 

was spoken at the beginning of the enterprise. Its repetition here recalls 

that former Announcement and invites the reader to contemplate the 

relationship of ch. 22 to the promise theme as a whole. '22 Stylistic 

similarities also underline the connection, e. g. the multiplication of 

descriptive epithets, "your country, your kindred, your father's house" 

(12: 1), cf. "your son, your favoured one, Isaac, whom you love" (22: 2). 123 

Crenshaw refers to these passages as: "A Son Sacrifices His Father (Gen 

12), " and "A Father Sacrifices His Beloved Son (Gen 22). " Abraham had 

earlier turned his back on his father in order to obey a divine imperative. 
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That command severed him from his past; this command threatens to sever 

him from his future. 12' 

The command to sacrifice Isaac is not only unexpected but also 

nonsensical. While it is true that Abraham's hopes have been pinned on a 

succession of individuals, Yahweh's bias towards Isaac as the son of promise 

has been made quite clear. Yet once Isaac has been born, after a tortuous 

journey in which Abraham was left to guess at the divine will more often 

than not, Yahweh acts as if Isaac is expendable. Or is it that Abraham is 

expendable, and all of the repeated promises concerning his future 

greatness were part of a game played by a sadistic deity who, having sated 

himself with the view of Abraham fumbling his way through life, now 

declares that the game is over, and the players can return to their original 

positions? The divine command certainly does seem to bring the promise, as 

defined by Yahweh, to a crashing halt. 

The command of God is that Isaac must be 
killed. It follows that there will be no 
descendants, no future. We are back to 
barrenness. The entire pilgrimage from 11: 30 
has been for nought. Abraham has trusted 
the promise fully. Now the promise is to be 
abrogated. Can the same God who promises 
life also command death? '25 

Given not only the horror of being told to take the life of his son, but 

also bearing in mind who Isaac was in the purposes of God, Abraham's 

reaction to the command is odd in the extreme. This is not the first time 

that Abraham has seen one of his "sons" threatened, but his response this 

time is completely different. On hearing that Isaac will be born to Sarah 

he remonstrated, "Oh that Ishmael might live in your sight! " (17: 18). When 

previously faced with the possible death of Lot, Abraham put up a great 
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deal of resistance, even asking, "shall not the judge of all 'the earth do 

right? " (18: 25). Similarly, he showed his objection to Sarah's request that 

Hagar and Ishmael be expelled - "the thing was very displeasing to Abraham" 

(21: 11). Yet when commissioned now to kill Isaac, he passively surrenders: 

"So Abraham rose ... and went to the place of which God had told him" (22: 3). 

The contrast is striking; how do we explain it? Given Abraham's lack in the 

ethical sphere previously (e. g. 12: 10-20; ch. 20), one is perhaps entitled to 

be cynical about his motives. One could argue that while Isaac's death 

would end Yahweh's version of the promise (e. g. 21: 12), it could actually 

confirm Abraham's favoured version, in which Ishmael filled the role (e. g. 

17: 18). Actually, at the beginning of ch. 22 we simply do not know what is 

going through Abraham's mind. However, a more charitable version of his 

motives can be deduced from the words of Yahweh, "Now I know that you fear 

God, seeing you have not withheld your son, your only son from me" (22: 12). 

While one could argue that Yahweh has been hoodwinked here - if Abraham 

has his trust in Ishmael then of course he would be willing to sacrifice 

Isaac - such an interpretation is too subtle and unlikely. Yahweh is not 

presented here or in some other episodes as being omniscient, but his 

assessment of Abraham's motives, leading to the repetition of the covenant 

promises (22: 15-18), seems to tip the scales in Abraham's favour. He is 

shown to be a God-fearer, not a self-server. We see here a similar 

sequence to that observed above in the transition from ch. 20 to ch. 21. 

There, Abraham's selfless prayer for Abimelech was followed by the 

fulfilment of the promise with Isaac's conception and birth. Here, Abraham's 

selfless willingness to forfeit the promise results in the ratification of 

the earlier promises: "because you have done this, and have not withheld 
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your son, your only son, I will indeed bless you, and I will multiply your 

descendants ... " (22: 16b-17a). 

As we investigate the divine command itself in more detail, we notice 

that from the outset Yahweh "tested" (nissA, 22: 1) Abraham. Almost without 

exception, scholars see this admission as divesting the sacrifice scene of 

any tension. Thus it is commonly argued that it is only a test; we know in 

advance that God has no intention of going through with it. 126 It seems 

that only White has seen correctly that, 

the reader has no reason to think that 
because this is a test, God does not intend 
for Abraham to actually go through with it 
to the bitter end ... The category of the 
'test' serves not to lessen the suspense for 
the reader, but to provide an explanation for 
the command of God without which it would 
be totally dissociated from the narrative 
context. ' 21 

In addition, I might add that Abraham is not privy to the information given 

to the reader; he simply receives the divine command, without any 

explanatory glosses, and the tension is not relieved for him until the angel 

of Yahweh calls from heaven (22: 11). 

The actual death of Isaac would have had very important ramifications 

for the promise. Why, therefore, did Yahweh give such a command? 128 At 

the outset we should note that although this is the only divine command in 

the story designated a "test", it is not unique; other incidents in the 

Abraham narrative also have the quality of a test. 12 In fact the whole 

story, beginning in 12: 1-3, could be seen as a test of his obedience and 

perseverance. However, the fact that ch. 22 is the only episode so 

designated invites the reader to discern its specific focus. Crenshaw has 
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suggested that "Abraham's excessive love for the son of promise comes 

dangerously close to idolatry and frustrates the larger mission. ' 3o 

Yahweh, being a jealous God, tolerates no rivals and commands his immediate 

despatch. However, there are severe problems with this suggestion. First, 

we have no evidence in the text that Abraham did have an excessive love 

for Isaac. His reluctance to expel Ishmael (21: 11) shows that Isaac did not 

have exclusive claims on his paternal emotions. Secondly, Abraham's 

attraction to Lot and Ishmael had previously threatened to trip up the 

fulfilment of the promise as Yahweh envisaged it, yet these candidates were 

simply pushed to one side, not executed. We must, therefore, look elsewhere 

for a motivation. 

The key to this issue seems to be found in 22: 12. The angel of Yahweh 

says, "Do not lay your hand on the lad or do anything to him; for now I 

know that you fear God seeing you have not withheld your son, your 

only son, from me. " In other words, before the test Yahweh did not know 

whether Abraham was willing to accept his plans without question (i. e. "fear 

God") or not'" - or at least, was suspicious. Abraham had seemed to 

invest too much in Lot and Ishmael, and was less than enthusiastic when God 

finally revealed his hand with Isaac (cf. 17: 17-18; 18: 22ff.; ch. 20; 21: 11). 

Whether Yahweh has treated Abraham fairly in these matters is another 

issue. But Abraham had not thrown himself wholeheartedly into the divine 

plan of accepting only Isaac. By the beginning of ch. 22 Lot and Ishmael 

have been irrevocably dismissed by Yahweh - underlined by the command to, 

"Take your son, your only son (ylid'kd) ... ". Strictly - biologically - this 

is not true; but it is Yahweh's truth, and he is writing the script. If 

Isaac goes, there are no sons left to go back to - dust in case Abraham had 
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that ploy in mind. The test is designed, therefore, to discover the limits 

of Abraham's faith in God when in a situation where it is impossible for 

human initiatives to change the outcome in any way. It is a test designed 

to see whether Abraham will unquestioningly accept and unquestioningly 

obey, regardless of the consequences. 

In trying to understand why Yahweh should want to see Abraham acting 

like this I am in broad agreement with Alexander whose basic thesis is that 

"Genesis 22 describes the establishment of the covenant of circumcision 

first mentioned in Genesis 17. h132 One does not have to accept Alexander's 

whole argument in order to see the cogency of his key points. I have 

already noted the correct translation of 17: 1-2, " ... walk before me and be 

blameless (tämim) so that I will make my covenant between me and you, and 

will multiply you exceedingly. " The making of the covenant is dependent 

upon Abraham's "blameless" behaviour. From this basic premise of 

Alexander's we may observe that from Yahweh's perspective, Abraham's 

subsequent behaviour is anything but blameless, with a laugh of derision at 

Yahweh's promise (17: 17), his bias toward Ishmael (17: 18), his refusal to 

acknowledge Sarah's place in the plan (ch. 21), etc. Ch. 22 presents the 

final "test" (v. 1), to see whether, despite the evidence-to the contrary, 

Abraham is prepared to "fear God" (v. 12), and present himself "blameless". 

Abraham is tested by God in order to 
ascertain whether or not he truly fulfils the 
conditions laid upon him in 17: 1. Does 
Abraham walk before God? Is he blameless? '� 

Abraham passes the test, and his action is accepted by Yahweh as being 

decisive for the continuance of the posterity promise (the aim of the 

condition in 17: 1-2): "because you have done this ... I will indeed bless you, 
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and I will multiply your descendants ... " (22: 16-17). This is a point 

chillingly echoed in Yahweh's later speech to Isaac, the possible victim in 

this set piece: "I will multiply your descendants ... because Abraham obeyed 

my voice ... " (26: 4-5). Yet Abraham's obedience threatened Yahweh's entire 

scheme of promise: the angel and the ram arrived just in the nick of 

time. ' 34 

This incident in the land of Moriah reveals the fundamentally 

paradoxical nature of the ancestral promise. At the moment when the 

promise was given (12: 1-3), it contained the paradox that only in giving up 

his present land could Abraham be shown another land; only in giving up his 

present kindred could he become the father of a great nation. That paradox 

is compounded in 22: 16-18; only in being willing to give up his only son is 

he able to become the father of a multitude (22: 16,17). 

Having been through such a protracted, painful process of first being 

childless for so long and then of being told to kill his "only son", Abraham 

is reminded of how other humans live. Someone, not Yahweh, gives Abraham 

the news "Behold, Milcah also has borne children to your brother Nahar: Uz 

the first-born, Buz his brother, Kemuel the father of Aram, Chesed, Hazo, 

Pildash, Jidlaph and Bethuel" (22: 20,21). Nahor and Milcah, plus their eight 

sons, an untold number of daughters and offspring from a concubine (22: 24), 

enjoy their family bliss in Ur of the Chaldees (cf. 11: 28-29). Yet the one 

promised to become the father of a multitude has only one son who counts. 

Abraham could be forgiven if he were to long for the quiet fulfilment of 

being the non-chosen. 
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Within the Abraham story ch. 22 marks the greatest crisis in the 

ongoing story of the posterity promise. The promise is not prominent after 

that point as the story winds down to its conclusion, but it remains in the 

background. Thus in ch. 24 Abraham has the son through whom his 

descendants will be traced, but that line will not continue unless Isaac 

gets a wife. Hence the mission of Abraham's servant to the homeland and 

his return with Rebekah. The final episode, 25: 1-6, shows Abraham's final 

resignation to Yahweh's favouritism of Isaac. Although Abraham has many 

sons, by other women, he realises that only the sole child of himself and 

Sarah is the crucial one; thus in order to protect Isaac's unique position, 

"while he was still living he sent them away from his son Isaac, eastward 

to the east country" (25: 6). 

There is one curious footnote. Despite Isaac's role as the son of 

promise, and Ishmael's previous separation from the family (21: 20-21), the 

two are united again at Abraham's death: "Isaac and Ishmael his sons buried 

him in the cave of Machpelah" (25: 9a). Forced to choose between them in 

his life, does Abraham register, in his death, one final protest against 

Yahweh's plans with the two united with their father? 135 

As we look back on chs. 12-25 as a whole, we see that the posterity 

promise provides much of its connective tissue. The ebb and flow of 

tension and resolution is almost constantly centred on this one issue. A 

promise which for Abraham seemed so clear cut at the outset became 

increasingly complex and confusing, and ultimately resulted in the reversal 

of his initial expectations. In the beginning Lot (and later Ishmael) was 

crucial; Sarah was expendable. Eventually he learned that Lot (and all 
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others, except Isaac) was expendable; Sarah it was, who was crucial. It 

began with a promise contingent simply on obeying the command to "go", but 

developed into an arrangement dependent on Abraham's blameless behaviour. 

These shifts are to be explained, perhaps, not so much in seeing Yahweh 

changing the script as in presenting Abraham with successive drafts - until 

Isaac arrived. By the conclusion of this story the fulfilment of the 

promise has on the one hand advanced, and on the other stood still. In the 

end Abraham does have a son (acceptable to Yahweh), through whom his 

numerous descendants will come. However, is this any real progress? In 

the beginning Abraham trusted in-one individual (Lot), as his descendant: by 

the end he has only one descendant who counts (Isaac). All that has 

progressed is that Abraham and Yahweh now agree on who the crucial 

descendant is. 
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B) The Promise of Land 

We now return to the land promise which runs throughout chs. 12-25. 

I noted earlier that 12: 1 does not contain the promise of land 

possession' 34 but indicates that the issue of land will be of some 

importance in the plot. 's7 The exact role it will play is not yet clear. 

Yahweh's promise to show Abraham a certain land and his subsequent 

trek toward Canaan recalls the previous travels of his father Terah, who 

similarly set out for Canaan (11: 31): 

Ittdh. Abraham 
11: 31 Torah took; Abraham ) 12; 5ff, Abraham took; Sarah 

Lot }A Lot } A 

Sarah ) All his possessions } 

Other persons } 

Torah rent from: Ur B Abraham went from: Haran B 

to: Canaan C to: Canaan C 

But: Settled in Haran 0 But; Moved on to Egypt D 

The similarities are quite clear, and raise a number of questions, e. g. 

why did Terah set out for Canaan? There is no evidence that Terah set out 

in response to a divine call, as Abraham did. Yet Abraham's journey seems 

to be more of a resumption of his father's endeavour than a completely new 

enterprise. They both set out Canaan-wards wayeq; u ... leleket 'ar$9 

kkna°an (11: 31; 12: 5) - suggesting that they did not know their final 

destination, but had a clear idea of the correct direction. But while 

Abraham sets out in response to a divine imperative, Terah's motivations for 

such an initiative remain enigmatic. ' 
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Whatever the answer to these questions is, Yahweh's promise to 

Abraham in 12: 7 is an important development in the role of land in the 

story and obviously calls out for some comparison with the original 

enigmatic reference in 12: 1e. This is especially true when one considers 

that 12: 1-9 is probably to be taken as a self-contained unit. 13' The usual 

assumption, on learning of Abraham's arrival in Canaan and hearing Yahweh's 

promise, "to your descendants I will give this land" (12: 7), is to think that 

Abraham has now arrived in the land referred to in 12: 1e. 1'° However, as I 

have already noted, 12: 1e does not actually promise Abraham the possession 

of any land, merely that Yahweh will cause him to see a certain land. In 

addition, 12: 7 promises possession of Canaan not to Abraham himself but to 

Abraham's-descendants -a matter distinct from that raised in 12: 1. 

Therefore the relationship between the two verses is certainly not that of 

promise and fulfilment. " 1 Abraham's subsequent behaviour confirms this 

conclusion., On reaching Canaan, and receiving the promise, he continues his 

journey southwards - hardly the action of one who believes he has reached 

the goal of his travels. He is still "in search of the unknown land"142 

mentioned in 12: 1. This suggestion is more satisfying than that which sees 

Abraham's passing through the land as a symbolic gesture that he is now in 

charge and thus "represents the ideal transfer of the country to his 

possession for the purpose of the Lord's service. "s"s If this were so one 

would not expect the announcement of 13: 17 in which the gift of the land - 

admittedly an enlarged land, but including the tract included in 12: 7ff. - is 

still seen as future. I conclude therefore, that 12: 7 introduces for the 

first time a promise of land possession, but a promise for Abraham's 

descendants, not for him personally. 
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This makes Abraham's journey down to Egypt (12: 10) completely 

understandable. While it is of interest to Abraham to learn that his 

descendants will inherit the land, there is no indication that this is the 

land to which he was commissioned to go, and the famine which hits Canaan 

(12: 10), if not confirming this fact, at least confirms Abraham in his desire 

to move on. Those who judge Abraham to have been unfaithful to the land 

promise in quitting Canaan and going to Egypt do so unjustly, 1" primarily 

because the land he quits was not promised to him in any case. The fact 

that Abraham did not consult Yahweh before leaving can hardly be brought 

forward as evidence. '" As Miscall points out, nowhere does Abraham talk 

to God without having first been spoken to: "If this is to be an indictment 

of Abraham in 12: 10-20, then it is an indictment that applies to Abraham 

throughout his life. "' "" 

I have already had occasion to look briefly at the land promise in ch. 

13 when dealing with elements of the posterity promise. I noted then that, 

up to this point, Abraham knows that the land of Canaan will be given to 

his descendants (12: 7). His offer of part of Canaan to Lot (whom he 

believes to be his 'descendant'), must be seen therefore as an act of faith 

in that promise. We now need to look in more detail at the separation of 

Abraham and Lot. 

Helyer looks at the important issue of what exactly Abraham offered 

Lot in 13: 9, "If you take the left hand, then I will go to the right; or if 

you take the right hand, then I will go to the left. " He points out that 

the Hebrews, when talking of directions, faced east. '47 Thus, when looking 

at "the whole land", he was offering Lot the north ("left") or south 
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("right") of the land of Canaan. Lot chose neither but journeyed east 

(13: 11) - i. e. straight ahead - and removed himself from Canaan, as can be 

seen clearly by the distinction made in 13: 12. Initially the situation 

seems to be as Helyer contends - that Lot's separation from (rejection of) 

the land of Canaan separates him from the land of promise and thus 

eliminates him as a potential heir of Abraham. This must have been 

Abraham's perspective, for up to this point he has been told that his 

descendants will receive the land of Canaan (12: 7). Abraham's feeling of 

deprivation could not have lasted for too long, however, for no sooner has 

Lot set off for the Jordan valley, than Yahweh explains to Abraham that the 

dimensions of the promised land, while including Canaan, extend much further 

and include the cities of the plain. Thus while Lot is out of Canaan he is 

still within the promised land. 

°However, in-addition to these observations touched on before, the 

repetition of the land promise (13: 14-17) needs to be scrutinised. Abraham 

already knows that his descendants will be given the land of Canaan (at 

least), but he still does not know which is the land the Lord will "show" 

him (12: 1e). This gap in his knowledge is filled in 13: 14-17, where the 

land is formally shown to him for the first time (note Oz-eh, v. 14; cf. 

'ar'ekä, 12: 1e), and promised to him (cf. 12: 1e) - as well as his 

descendants. 148 Thus the initial land promise - severely limited in scope - 

has been fulfilled and also expanded to reveal that the purpose in 

"showing" him the land was to reveal what would one day be given to him 

and his descendants. So much is clear, in my opinion; however, Yahweh's 

invitation to Abraham to "walk through the length and breadth of the land" 

(13: 17) is the subject of some discussion. A common suggestion is that 
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Abraham's perambulation reflects an ancient custom of land acquisition and 

was the means whereby the promise of the gift of land comes to its 

fruition. '" However, as Jeyaraj points out, these arguments are based on 

Roman practices whose connection with the world of Gen. 13 has not been 

demonstrated. 1S0 1 am more inclined to follow Calvin who observes that 

this travelling throughout the land reinforces the impression that he was a 

nomadic stranger and not its possessor. is1 This in itself would confirm 

that the land promise, as it is now understood, still looks to the future 

for its fulfilment. 

Thus it is that ch. 15 engages the reader's interest. This chapter is 

very important generally in the unfolding of the ancestral promise theme, 

with vv. 1-6, concerned with descendants, flowing into vv. 7ff. in which the 

land promise is central. The strong connection between these two 

elements152 is demonstrated by their amalgamation in vv. 13-16. If proof 

be needed that the promise of land - or land possession as it has now 

become - still awaits fulfilment, one need go no further than Yahweh's 

declaration that he has brought him thus far in his journeys, "to give you 

this land to possess" (15: 7) - to which Abraham responds, "0 Lord God, how 

am I to know that I shall possess it? " (15: 8). Whether we interpret this 

question as expressing doubt, or merely a request for information, lS it is 

clear that for Abraham the fulfilment still lies in the future. 

Yahweh's response to this question, part of which takes the form of 

killing and dismembering an assortment of animals, raises a number of 

questions for the reader. Foremost among these is - what is the meaning 

of all this carnage? Hasel has conveniently summarised several suggestions, 
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and also looked at ANE parallels. 'S" While some of the examples cited by 

Hasel are not as cogent as he claims, '55 his conclusions seem to be 

generally sound. The most important of these for my present purpose is 

that an animal rite such as outlined in ch. 15 amounts to an act of 

treaty/covenant ratification, 

The animal rite in Gen 15 may ... be , 
considered as a covenant ratification rite in 
which Yahweh binds himself in a promise to 
the Patriarch. In this sense it may not be 
off the mark to call the brit of Yahweh 
with Abraham in Gen 15 a promissory 
covenant. ' 54 

This interpretation of vv. 9-11 is really confirmed by Yahweh's words 

in vv. 13-16,18. Here, Yahweh gives a solemn promise that Abraham's 

descendants, though sojourners in a foreign land for a long period, will 

eventually return and they will then be given the land. In other words the 

promise of land possession remains a promise. '57 The relationship of 

Yahweh's speech to Abraham's question demonstrates this. Abraham had asked, 

"how am I to know that I shall possess it? " (15: 8). Yahweh's answer: is, "to 

your descendants I give this land" (15: 18). This shows quite clearly that 

Abraham himself will not possess the land but only his posterity (and even 

they only after a considerable delay). ' s' Victor is of the opinion that "the 

possession of the land by Abraham's descendants is equivalent to the 

possession of the land by Abraham himself. "159 This conclusion is based on 

a theory of Israelite corporate personality that may be arguable from some 

passages, but is not present here. "" The pericope makes a clear distinction 

between the two parties, rather than collapsing them into the same category: 

"Know of a surety that your descendants will ... they will be oppressed ... 

they shall come out ... As for yourself (we'attA) ... " (15: 13-15). Similarly, 

notice the contrast in 17: 7-9. Here, what is said of one party is carefully 
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distinguished from the other, and it is only Abraham's descendants who are 

specifically promised the gift of the land. Any possibility of the promise 

of land possession being fulfilled in Abraham's lifetime is killed off by 

Yahweh's announcement; even Abraham's descendants will not possess it for at 

least four hundred years (15: 13; cf. wedOr r"bidi, v. 16); additionally, a 

precondition for the return of Abraham's seed to the land is the full 

maturation of Amorite iniquity, and this will not be achieved for some time. 

The only problem for Abraham to solve is to ensure that he has descendants 

around when the time comes, and his course of action in that area we have 

already covered. As ch. 15 concludes, the promise of land possession is 

clarified further. The land to be possessed is now shown to be even larger 

than previously stated and will stretch from the river of Egypt to the 

Euphrates. ' 61 

The land promise is mentioned explicitly once more in 17: 8, which is one 

of several points of contact between chs. 15 and 17.142 As with the 

posterity promise, the new element of conditionality is applied to the land 

promise. It is not to be given gratis (the impression one has received so 

far), but in response to Abraham's "blameless" behaviour (17: 1; cf. 18: 19). 

The dimensions of the promised land are here confirmed to be "all the land 

of Canaan, " probably to be taken in the general sense of "Greater Canaan" as 

outlined in 15: 18-21. However, a problem arises concerning the recipients of 

the promise. No sooner have we been informed that the land is to be given 

to Abraham's descendants, with no immediate reward for the patriarch himself 

(ch. 15), than he is told, "I will give to you, and to your descendants after 

you ... all the land of Canaan, " (17: 8). Does this indicate that Abraham 

himself will be given the land? We should note, however, that it is 
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immediately added, "And I shall be their God" (w-häyiti lähem 1e'l6him); so 

even with Abraham in the picture, the emphasis is still on his descendants 

rather than himself. Perhaps 17: 8 should be read as containing waw 

explicativum, "And I will give to you, that is to your descendants after you, 

the land of your sojournings ... 11 

As the Abraham story moves towards its conclusion a number of 

incidental details reinforce the fact that Abraham does not have possession 

of the land. The magnanimity of Abimelech's offer, "my land is before you; 

dwell where it pleases you" (20: 15), cannot hide the truth that Abraham is 

living as a sojourner in another's land outside the borders of what was 

promised him (Philistia [cf. 26: 11 presumably being outside Canaan [17: 8] or 

the more detailed description of 15: 18-21. Even if considered to be within 

the land, it still demonstrates that the land does not belong to Abraham. ) 

By the time of his death, Abraham's total real estate property in Canaan 

amounts to two holes in the ground: a well at Beersheba (21: 25f. ) and a 

grave at Machpelah (23: 1 ff. ). s 6S 

The non-fulfilment of the land promise in Abraham's lifetime is 

underlined by the negotiations he has with Ephron the Hittite for the cave 

of Machpelah. Ephron counters Abraham's initial offer to buy (23: 9) by 

offering the property as a gift: "I give (nätätti) you the field, and I give 

you (n"tattlhä) the cave ... I give it (n"tattihä) to you" (23: 11). However, 

Abraham insists on buying it: "I will give (nätätti) the price of the field" 

(23: 13). 164 He then agrees to pay the exorbitant sum of four hundred silver 

shekels, which even allowing for the trauma of bereavement suggests he has 

more money than sense. The purchase of the property means that he now has 
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the deeds to a small portion of the promised land, but it hardly fulfils the 

spirit of the promise. Yahweh had promised to give the land; Abraham turns 

down the offer of a gift in order to buy the cave. If buying property could 

be construed as fulfilling the promise, one wonders why Abraham - laden down 

with this world's goods - had not made similar offers for desirable 

properties before. He had used his own initiative in trying to push the 

posterity promise along, but even Abraham realises that land bought - at any 

price - is not a gift from Yahweh. It would appear that by now he realises 

that those who will receive the land as gift are his descendants. (Hence 

the reason why Isaac must stay in the land at all costs - 24: 6-7. ) Until 

then, Abraham must bear the cost. His purchase of this small plot 

simply emphasises the non-fulfilment of the promise. s"s 

In reviewing the land promise, we can see that while it is important, it 

does not have the dominating role of the posterity promise. It shares some 

common features with it, however. Just as Abraham was kept guessing about 

the identity of Yahweh's choice for true descendant, so here he has to puzzle 

out a number of features, e. g. the exact dimensions of the land; is the land 

to be given to him, or to his descendants only, or to both? On the other 

hand it differs from the posterity promise. At least the goal of the 

nation/posterity promise was clear from the start, but the same cannot be 

said for the land promise. Finally, like the posterity promise, it has not 

progressed very far by the end of the story. By then he owns a tomb and a 

well, which is no more progress toward possessing the land than the birth of 

Isaac is toward becoming a great nation. 
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C) Blessing 

The elements of the divine Announcement concerned with "blessing" 

contain some problems of translation with which I dealt in the Introduction 

to this chapter. Before I proceed with my analysis of this section let me 

summarise my previous conclusions. Contrary to common suggestions I 

maintain the form and force of the imperative wehyeh b'räka - "be a 

blessing! " (12: 2), and see the following clauses as consequential ("so 

that ... "). Abraham must be a blessing to others if blessings are to 

flow to him. I will assume a broad definition for the term 'blessing': 

the receipt of "happiness, success, and increase of earthly possess- 

ions. "s`" The problem of whether to translate nibr-kfl (12: 3) passively or 

reflexively is not so crucial for my present aim; either possibility demands 

that the nations will have a positive assessment of Abraham - in having been 

either directly blessed by Abraham or in invoking his name when uttering 

blessings. The context provided by the Abraham story as a whole may help 

deciding between options. 

If all the families of the earth will be blessed in some way through 

Abraham, it does seem strange that he is asked to leave the people of Haran, 

as previously he had those of Ur, and set off into the unknown. Presumably 

these folk would benefit one day, but obviously not immediately (unless they 

considered Abraham's departure to be a blessing in itself! ). On his journey, 

the first foreigners mentioned are the Canaanites who "were in the land" at 

that time (12: 6). Yahweh immediately promises their land to Abraham's 

descendants (12: 7), which although a blessing for Abraham's descendants would 

probably not strike the Canaanites in the same way. On the other hand we do 

not yet know how those descendants will conduct themselves and so it is 
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possible that the Canaanites will welcome such a takeover. However, this is 

set for the future and beyond the ken of the first-time reader. 

At this stage Abraham has the land promise primarily in mind and he 

"Journeys on", disregarding the opportunity of being a blessing to the 

Canaanites. The famine which hits the land forces him down to Egypt, and it 

is here that the first'real opportunity for altruism raises its head. 

However, it is clear that Abraham feels no burden to be a blessing to anyone 

(except himself). That he is not a blessing to his wife goes without saying. 

This is equally the case with regard to Pharaoh. Abraham's sole motivation 

is "that my life will be spared" (12: 13); any moral considerations are also 

spared. As a result, "the Lord afflicted Pharaoh and his house with great 

plagues" (12: 17). So much for the blessing. The reversal of roles in the 

promise of blessing should also be noted. It is Pharaoh (a representative of 

the nations if ever there was one) who blesses Abraham - at least in terms 

of material wealth: "for her sake he dealt well with Abram; and he had sheep, 

oxen, he-asses, menservants, maidservants, she-asses, and camels (but no 

longer any wife! ]" (12: 16). In this light it is hard to sustain the view that 

the punishment on Pharaoh was done to protect Abraham from the might of the 

nations. 1'7 It was Pharaoh who needed protecting. 

One of the most interesting facets of this pericope is the 

characterization of Pharaoh. He realises that Sarah is the cause of his 

problems, but we are never told how Pharaoh discovered that Sarah was 

Abraham's wife; ýsimply that he correctly interpreted events. '&$ He certainly 

stands out as Abraham's moral superior, seeing quite clearly the wrong that 

has been done, while Abraham expresses no regret for placing Pharaoh in such 
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a, situation. The foreigner is the wronged party - as is highlighted by his 

words of accusation, "What is this you have done to me? " Abraham's silence 

condemns him more eloquently than any words. 169 Quite obviously Pharaoh 

does not consider himself to have been blessed by Abraham, and is not likely 

to invoke Abraham's name in any future blessing he himself might utter. The 

story ends with words which ironically echo the opening events in this 

chapter. Previously Yahweh said, "'Go! ' (lek) ... so Abram went"; (12: 1a, 4a); 

now Pharaoh says, "'Go! ' (lek) ... so Abram went" (12: 19; 13: 1). 170 This 

parallel serves to highlight that an endeavour begun with such high hopes 

has temporarily, at least, foundered. Rather than being a blessing, Abraham 

is unceremoniously deported by the first foreigner who has the pleasure of 

making his acquaintance. 

Having been bundled out of Egypt the party returns to Canaan, which, as 

I noted previously, is probably still in the grip of the famine. This cannot 

have been unmitigated good news for the Canaanites who must have suffered 

some economic disruption when Abraham brought in tow "all that he had" 

(13: 1), including Lot, and we are not surprised to learn that "the land could 

not support both of them dwelling together" (13: 6). With no mention of 

Canaanite opposition, we might wonder if they would have been so tolerant if 

they had been privy to the promise of 12: 7. 

Lot's choice of the Jordan valley brings Abraham increased opportunities 

to mingle with the nations of the earth. In bringing back his descendant 

from exile he manages to "rout" (14: 15, RSV) Lot's captors who represent the 

nations. The verb nkh (hiph. ) has a semantic range from "hit" to 

"destroy", 171 but no matter at which end of the spectrum we place it here, 
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the recipients of Abraham's action would hardly feel themselves blessed. 

Here of course it must be allowed that Abraham has been provoked, and the 

nations are not innocent parties as Pharaoh was, but the reader can observe 

clearly that either as a coward (12: 10-20), or as a hero (ch. 14), Abraham 

brings no blessing to these nations. (Any blessing the Sodomites might 

experience is purely coincidental. ) However, the curious episode with 

Melchizedek, with which the chapter closes, may temper our judgement 

slightly. The king of Salem pronounces a blessing over Yahweh and Abraham 

(14: 19,20). According to 12: 3a this should result in blessings coming to 

Melchizedek, but the story breaks off without giving any sequel. However, 

Abraham does no blessing at all in this passage, by word or deed. We cannot 

even be certain from the MT who pays tithe to whom (14: 20c). The king of 

Salem's relationship to Abraham cannot be gained from this enigmatic piece. 

Abraham has already taken advantage of one foreigner (12: 16); it is certainly 

possible for him to do so again. One is left with the curious impression 

that so far in this story Abraham is doing his best to be a blessing to no 

one but himself'12 - even the rescue of Lot in this chapter was prompted by 

his desire to keep alive his promise of descendants. 

Abraham's stance towards the nations seems to be inherited by his 

descendants, if Yahweh's predictions in 15: 13ff. are to be believed. Again, 

like Lot, they will be sorely pressed in enslaved exile (15: 13). While the 

cynic may feel that this enslavement could be a blessing for their Egyptian 

masters, and will last for a considerable time, they will be emancipated and 

leave with great possessions - in a similar fashion to Abraham's recent 

expulsion from Egypt. Even granting that Abraham's descendants will be 

innocent victims of Egyptian thuggery, this scenario of their masters' 
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dispossession does not bode well for Israel being a blessing to this 

particular nation. If this were not enough, once out of Egypt they will 

receive the territory of the Kenites et al. This may be a blessing for 

Israel, but hardly for those who lose their ancestral real estate. That this 

dispossession, like that of the Egyptians, will be a judgement from Yahweh 

showing that their iniquity is complete (cf. 15: 14,16) merely emphasizes 

that whatever else Abraham's descendants do, they will not be blessing these 

nations. 

Ch. 15 reflects the promise on the grand scale; ch. 16 reduces it to 

personal relationships. In a neat reversal of roles from 15: 13, Abraham and 

Sarah have a female slave who Just happens to be an Egyptian. While 

initially she may seem to be a blessing to Sarah and Abraham in being used 

as a surrogate mother for Sarah's missing child, the aged couple are 

certainly no blessing to Hagar. She looks with contempt (qll (cf. 12: 3]) on 

Sarah (16: 4,5), who responds by treating Hagar harshly (16: 6), when given a 

free rein by Abraham - who could not have doubted the outcome. We hardly 

see the reciprocal milk of human kindness in these sharp exchanges. Even 

the angel's words offer no improvement in the situation, "Return to your 

mistress and submit to her" (16: 9b). What was writ large in the earlier 

predictions concerning Egyptians and Kenites is here worked out in individual 

eyeball to eyeball confrontations. There is not a blessing to be found 

anywhere; the "blessing" of 16: 12 is hardly the kind that any normal mortal 

would lust after. 173 

We now reach a lull in the narrative as far as developments in this 

promise are concerned. We catch a fresh scent as the judgement on Sodom is 
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being organized, with Yahweh's statement in 18: 18 that "all the nations of 

the earth shall bless themselves by him. " This declaration is illuminated if 

it is read in the light of the unfolding posterity promise. Wolff points out 

that Abraham's intercession (18: 23ff. ), if successful, would result in the 

nations being blessed (Sodom, for him, representing all the nations of the 

earth). 174 However, there are two important considerations to bear in mind. 

First, we have already seen that Abraham's major concern is the rescue of 

Lot; the salvation of Sodom is really a means to this end. Secondly, Sodom 

is destroyed but Lot is rescued. Even if we concede that Abraham intended 

to save Sodom in order to bless the nations, he does not succeed. However, 

Yahweh's disregard of the conditions agreed to in the bartering of 18: 23ff. 

suggests that he read between the lines of Abraham's pious posturing and 

gave him what he was really after - Lot -, with Sodom being expendable; 

when God destroyed the cities of the valley, God remembered Abraham, and 

sent Lot out of the midst of the overthrow" (19: 29). 

The nations have been spared a visit from Abraham for some time, until 

he turns up unexpectedly in Gerar (20: 1). True to form he acts as though he 

had never heard the imperative to be a blessing. Once again Abraham is 

guilty of deceit, which this time endangers the life of Abimelech king of 

Gerar (20: 3). The king's innocence and moral integrity contrast with 

Abraham's guilt and expediency. (The plague sent on Abimelech's house is to 

be seen more as a heavy-handed attempt by Yahweh to prevent the sin of 

adultery than as a punishment. 175) The contrast is compounded by Abraham's 

crass admission that his deception had been done because he thought "there 

is no fear of God at all in this place" (20: 11). Abimelech's conduct shows 

how wrong Abraham had been. He conducts himself in an admirable way: "In 
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the integrity of my heart and the innocence of my hands I have done this" 

(20: 5), 174 In this light it is nothing short of amazing that Yahweh should 

tell Abimelech that Abraham "is a prophet, and he will pray for you" (20: 7). 

Equally amazing is the fact that Abraham does just that (20: 17), with the 

result that Abimelech's household is healed. This is a significant 

development in that it is the first time Abraham does something positive for 

one of the nations - but even here this assessment must be tempered by the 

knowledge that the "blessing" which ensues is merely the lifting of the 

plague induced by Abraham's own behaviour. In any case, this prayer in 

itself is not sufficient to allay Abimelech's fears, for just a little while 

later we have him forming a covenant so that "you (Abraham] will not deal 

falsely with me or with my offspring or with my posterity ... " (21: 23). The 

man obviously still has his suspicions. The covenant, designed merely to 

prevent Abraham from acting in unprincipled ways, brings no other obvious 

blessing to Abimelech. 

From this point onward the narrative gives but fleeting references to 

the blessing theme. After the Mount Moriah episode Abraham is told: "by 

your descendants shall all the nations of the earth bless themselves" 

(22: 18). Previously this has been predicted of Abraham alone. Does this 

change signify that Yahweh has given up on Abraham ever fulfilling the role 

himself? One is tempted to think that Yahweh would have been justified in 

doing so. 1 » Upon Sarah's death, Abraham is shown with foreigners, but this 

is nothing more than a financial transaction (ch. 23). Abraham may have paid 

over the odds for the tomb, but this cannot be construed as any conscious 

blessing on the nations. In fact, Abraham's attitude toward the nations - at 

least the Canaanites - is clearly antagonistic, as one can see by his 
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instructions to his servant concerning Isaac's wife (24: 3). This is Abraham's 

last significant act, and a telling testimony to the fact that he lived his 

life as though he had never heard Yahweh say, "Be a blessing"" 

As one reviews chs. 12-25 looking at Abraham's relations with the 

nations, one is hard pressed to find any example where Abraham does anything 

positive for anyone which was not motivated by self-interest. (The only 

possible exception is his prayer in 20: 17 - but even here he merely reverses 

the havoc his actions have wrought. ) Paradoxically, I might note that 

Abraham finds himself blessed on a number of occasions at the expense of 

foreigners (e. g. 12: 16) - surely the reverse of Yahweh's intention in 12: 3b. 

Defining the exact connotation of nibr-kfl in 12: 3, a seemingly important task 

at the time, has turned out to be a purely academic pursuit. The unfolding 

of the plot in general, and of Abraham's actions in particular, give no help 

whatsoever in deciding between the passive and reflexive possibilities. 

Abraham does little to bless the nations, and Abraham's treatment of them 

makes his absence from the blessing formulas of foreign dignitaries no 

surprise at all. 

Conclusion 

We are now in a position to draw some general conclusions. As we look 

back on the Abraham story we can now see that the initial promises given to 

him by Yahweh were imprecise. In this way the story of Abraham differs, as 

we shall see, from that of Jacob or Jacob's family in which the divine will 

is set out fairly clearly at the outset (though there are still some 

surprises in store for the participants). However, in 12: 1-3 only certain 
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elements of the promise are present, and even these are vague. For example, 

land is mentioned, but it is not made clear that the land to be shown to 

Abraham will become the possession of his descendants; this is clarified only 

later. Also, he is told that he will become a great nation, but it is 

certainly not clear that this nation will result from the biological son of 

himself and Sarah. Abraham and the reader are fed just one piece of 

information at a time as the plot unfolds. 17 This complicates the task of 

answering the question, Is God's promise being fulfilled or hindered? When 

we talk of the promise, do we mean, the promise so far revealed?, or the 

promise as we understand it once having read the whole story? As White 

says, 

The promise is a word which has been explicitly 
separated from its referent. The promisor offers a 
word in place of a thing which will be supplied at a 
future time. This separation of the word from its 
referent injects an element of uncertainty into the 
relation of the signifier to the signified. When a 
man promises to bring me apples, I know what I think 
apples are (i. e. the signified of the signifier, 
apples), but I will not know what he thinks they are 
until he produces them. s? v 

When we break down the issue into these elements, Abraham elicits a certain 

amount of sympathy. We see him taking some initiatives to fulfil God's 

promise. For example, in the posterity promise, he works with Lot; risks his 

life for him; is clever enough to think of the ruse of Sarah as his sister, 

etc. These are understandable actions (though not all are beyond moral 

reproach). Given Abraham's knowledge of the promise at the time he takes 

these initiatives, his actions not only make sense, but may also be seen as 

faithful responses to God's promises. However, from hindsight, we see that 

most of his best efforts served only to complicate their fulfilment. From 

hindsight, all that would have been necessary was for Abraham to have 
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patiently "waited for the Lord. " If he and Sarah had simply continued in 

their usual marital relationship, Isaac would have been born - eventually. 

All of his activity outside of this ambit merely complicated matters. As 

Magonet says, 

Oft kehrt die Frage in den Erzählungen der Genesis 
wieder: Warten sie auf Gott, daß er sein Wort einlöse, 
oder unternehmen sie ihre eigenen menschlichen 
Schritte, um die Dinge zu beschleunigen, selbst wenn 
sich am Ende herausstellen sollte, daß es gegen 
Gottes Willen war? ' 40 

We see, therefore, that even faithful initiatives can work havoc with the 

promise. Apparently Yahweh was looking for Abraham to give complete 

passive acceptance to the promise, trusting in Yahweh to bring about the 

result. This he eventually gets in ch. 22. In succeeding Chapters I will 

suggest a similar theme working in the stories of Jacob and Jacob's family, 

in the relationship between the fulfilment of Yahweh's promises on the one 

hand and human activity and/or passivity on the other. 

In the light of what I have said above, Yahweh's behaviour must be 

questioned. Has he been fair to Abraham? If from the beginning Yahweh 

knows for example, that the nation would come from Abraham's biological son 

- and presumably he does know - then why does he not say so? By keeping 

Abraham guessing, is he not risking the fulfilment of his own promises? Or 

was the whole enterprise an elaborate process of character development for 

Abraham, who finally comes to realise that he must obey Yahweh with no ifs, 

buts, or ideas of his own (ch. 22)? But if it is, why does Yahweh want this 

kind of divine-human relationship? Ultimately, these are questions raised 

by the narrative, but not answered by it. 
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If we return to the simple issue with which this Chapter started - 

the fate of the imperatives and promises in 12: 1-3 - we have a rather 

depressing picture. Of the two imperatives, one is partially obeyed, and 

the other hardly at all. Yahweh had said, "Go! ", and Abraham went, but not 

exactly as the Lord had told him. Yahweh had said, "leave your kindred"; 

for the best of reasons, Abraham took Lot. It might be Yahweh's fault for 

not explaining clearly enough - but nevertheless, and especially from 

hindsight, less than complete obedience. More blame attaches to Abraham 

with the second imperative, "Be a blessing! " He lived his life as if 

unaware of its existence. His one prayer in 20: 17 hardly absolves him from 

this accusation. When we come to the major promises, we fare little better. 

Yahweh had promised, "I will make of you a great nation. " By the end of 

the story Abraham has one legitimate son. This is some progress, but 

hardly an outstanding success. The precise form of the land promise in 

12: 1e has been fulfilled - Abraham was shown the land - but the purpose 

for thus showing him, i. e. possession, is almost as far away as ever at the 

end of the story; a well and a grave hardly constitute all the land from 

the river of Egypt to the Euphrates (15: 18). I would suggest a causal 

relationship between Abraham's less than full obedience of the imperatives 

and the stumbling progress of the promises. I noted at the beginning of 

this Chapter that 12: 1-3 taken as a whole strongly implied that the 

fulfilment of the promises was contingent upon obedience to the 

imperatives. Having surveyed the narrative, the correlation between these 

two aspects should come as no surprise. (It is only towards the end of the 

story, in ch. 22, that the reader sees the kind of obedience expected from 

the beginning. ) 
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In closing I must comment on 24: 1, "Now Abraham was old, well advanced 

in years; and the Lord had blessed Abraham in all things. " As a statement 

of general material prosperity this is obviously true. However, it cannot 

be taken to mean that the promises of 12: 1-3 have been fulfilled. 181 In 

24: 35f. Abraham's servant spells out exactly in what sense Abraham has been 

blessed - material prosperity and a son in his old age. This obviously 

falls far short of a complete fulfilment of 12: 1-3 as it has now been 

defined. As yet, there is no great nation nor any real possession of the 

land. While it shows that Yahweh can bless to some degree a less than 

blameless <tämim) man, it is also eloquent testimony to the failure of the 

divine promises of 12: 1-3 to materialise in any real way during Abraham's 

lifetime. 
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THE JACOB STORY 

Introduction 

In the previous Chapter I looked at the ways in which the plot of the 

Abraham story related to the initial Announcement delivered in 12: 1-3. In 

this Chapter I will investigate how the Announcement of plot contained in 

the divine oracle to Rebekah (Gen. 25: 23), and Isaac's blessings on Jacob 

(27: 27-29) and Esau (27: 39-40), carries hints and promises of how the Jacob 

story is going to develop, and whether in fact such aspirations are 

converted into reality. 

Gen. 25: 23 fits the pattern of crucial statements setting out God's 

purpose which introduce the individual narrative cycles in the ancestral 

history. It also assumes prominence not only for its content but also for 

its rarity in containing the words of Yahweh; in the Jacob narrative, unlike 

the primaeval history and the Abraham cycle, divine speeches occur only 

occasionally and at crucial moments. This importance of 25: 23 is generally 

recognised. For von Rad 25: 21-28, of which v. 23 is the kernel, forms "an 

expository preface to the whole [Jacob story]" which "acquaints the reader 

with those facts which are important for understanding the following 

stories. "' 

The importance of 27: 27-29,39-40 also is self-evident. These words 

by Isaac introduce the crucial theme of blessing. The amount of space 

devoted by the narrative to the intrigue and risks involved in the 

acquisition of the blessing highlights its significance, as does the burning 

ambition of Rebekah and willing cooperation of Jacob. 2 The fact that Isaac 
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pronounces the words "before Yahweh" (lipn6 yhwh 127: 7]) reveals their 

solemnity and suggests the hope that Yahweh will honour what he says. 3 In 

addition, there are many specific connections between these blessings and 

the subsequent fate of the brothers. The importance of these texts is 

acknowledged by several scholars; with some seeing part of their 

importance as providing a commentary on the oracle of 25: 23.5 

Unlike many scholars who have written on the Jacob story I shall argue 

that these key passages are not to be read exclusively as relating to the 

political relationship between Israel and Edam, as though they had no 

reference to the fortunes of the main protagonists in the plot of the Jacob 

story. It is not to be denied that relations between the two nations are 

envisaged particularly in 25: 23, but Driver overstates his case when he 

says, "the future which the verse (25: 231 holds out in prospect is the 

future not of Jacob and Esau, but of Israel and Edom. "" While 25: 23 is 

concerned with nations (göyim) and peoples (1"'ummim), the context provided 

by vv. 24ff. picks up elements of the oracle and relates them to Jacob and 

Esau as individuals: i. e. there are to be two nations (the twins); one is to 

be stronger (Esau's hairiness); division is to occur between the two of them 

(Jacob holding Esau's heel suggesting rivalry; Esau is a hunter, Jacob is a 

domestic individual; the presence of parental favouritism); the reversal of 

the expected relationship between the "greater" and the "lesser" (the 

haggling over the birthright - an important issue in determining seniority 

between the twins). Gen. 27: 27-29,39-40 also is assessed by many to have 

relevance solely for providing insight into the relationship between Israel 

and Edom. Skinner's view is typical: "the blessing ... deals, of course, not 

with the personal history of Jacob, but with the future greatness of 
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Israel. "1 This assessment, which denies any relationship between these 

blessings and the plot of the Jacob narrative, is not justified either by 

the content of the passages, the context provided by ch. 27 as a whole, or 

by the role they play in chs. 25-36 in which elements of the blessings are 

repeatedly related to the two brothers. 

Looking at the final form of the text, the reader may reasonably 

assume that Yahweh's oracle and Isaac's blessings were intended to exert 

their influence from the time they were uttered, with reference to Jacob 

and Esau as individuals, and to extend into the future to cover their 

descendants in their national, political spheres. " Thus, they include the 

future of Israel and Edom but do not exclude Jacob and Esau. From the 

perspective of the narrative itself, the national histories of Israel and 

Edom commence with the life of each nation's respective patriarch (cf. 

25: 30; 36: 1,8,19,43). As Ahroni says, "the drama seems to unfold a divine 

master plan in which the fate of individuals and nations is preordained"" 

(emphasis mine). In addition, Isaac's review of the blessing deceitfully 

received by Jacob reminds the reader that the blessing is to exert its 

power in the lives of the two brothers, "Behold, I have made him your lord, 

and all of his brothers I have given to him for servants, and with grain 

and wine I have sustained him. What then can I do for you, my son? " 

(27: 37). 10 The use of the plural "brothers" here and of "your brothers and 

your mother's sons" in 27: 29 cannot be put forward as an objection that 

"the immediate situation is forgotten. "1 Apart from the fact that if the 

plural were taken literally it would not fit the historical situation of 

Israel and Edom either, "brothers and mother's sons" was a fixed stereotyped 

pair, which should not be read woodenly (cf. Judg. 8: 19). 11 
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I would suggest that if one of the main questions in chs. 12-25 is 

how and when the initial promises of land and descendants will be fulfilled, 

and in chs. 37-50 how and when the dreams of Joseph's lordship will become 

reality, then an important question in chs. 25-36 is "how and when will the 

promises and aspirations contained in the oracle (25: 23) and blessings 

(27: 27-29,39-40) come to fruition? " In fact, de Pury is of the opinion 

that the fulfilment of the blessing is the dominating theme throughout the 

Yahwistic Jacob story. 1' 

This Chapter questions most of the approaches which have previously 

been made concerning the relationship of these passages to chs. 25-36 as a 

whole. Scholars have in the main taken one of two stances: first, that 

these verses are indeed fulfilled in the Jacob story; second, that they are 

not fulfilled within chs. 25-36 either because they are secondary additions 

unrelated to the plot of the story or because they refer exclusively to 

Israel and Edom. None of these approaches has, to my knowledge, undertaken 

to study in any detail the relationship between these pericopes and the 

narrative cycle as a whole. I will attempt to do so, and will argue that 

the predictions and hopes within these pericopes remain unfulfilled in 

various degrees and that this lack of coherence is an integral part of the 

plot of the Jacob cycle. 
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A) The Announcements 

Our study of the passages in question will be helped by noting their 

major motifs. 

Yahweh's Oracle to Rebeka 

25: 23 Two nations are in your womb, a) Two 
and two peoples, from your body, shall be peoples 

divided; divided 
and (one] people shall be stronger than b) One 

[the other] people stronger 
The greater shall serve the lesser. c) Servitude of 

greater. 

Isaac's Blessing on Iscob 

27: 27b-29 See, the smell of my son 
Eis] as the smell of a field which 

Yahweh has blessed! 
May God give to you of the dew d) Fertility 

of the heavens and 
and of the fatness of the earth, prosperity 
and much grain and wine. 
Let peoples serve you, e) Lordship over 

and nations bow down to you. others in 
Be lord over your brothers, general and 

and may your mother's sons bow brothers in 
down to you. particular 

Cursed who curses you f) Curses and 
and blessed who blesses you! blessings 

Isaac's "Blessing" on Esau 

27: 39b-40 Lo, away from the fatness of the earth g) Lack of 
your dwelling shall be, fertility and 

And away from the dew of the heavens prosperity 
on high 

And by your sword you shall live, h) Live by sword 
and you shall serve your brother; i) Servitude 

but when you break loose j) Breaking of 
you shall break his yoke from your neck. servitude 

It will be noticed that there is a considerable degree of overlap in 

content, with Isaac's blessings, in effect, expanding some important points 

of the divine oracle. To facilitate our discussion I will group together 

similar motifs found in more than one pericope and d eal with these as a 
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whole. Points of detail peculiar to individual passages will nevertheless 

be looked at so that important nuances will not be lost. The primary 

motifs are: 

i) Service (points c, e, i, j) 

ii) Fertility/prosperity (points d, g) 

iii) Division (points a, b) 

iv) Living by the sword (point h). 

1. Service 

The verb cabad occurs in all three passages under consideration, 

reinforcing the concept that in the Announcement pericopes Esau is intended 

to serve Jacob (25: 23d; 27: 29a, 40b). The same root occurs many times in 

the Jacob cycle and it is instructive to see how the narrative uses the 

motif. c6bad describes Jacob serving Laban (29: 15,18,20,25,27,30; 30: 26, 

29; 31: 6,41). °ebed is used of Jacob as servant of God (32: 1) and of Esau 

(32: 17,19; 33: 14), while --badA again describes Jacob's service of Laban 

(29: 27). " Thus apart from passages which promise or desire that Esau will 

serve Jacob, every use of the root cbd in the Jacob cycle depicts Jacob as 

serving or assuming the posture of servant. On this point the divine 

oracle and Isaac's blessings do not come to fruition anywhere in chs. 25-36, 

and significantly the scenario they depict is inverted by the story as a 

whole. Let us now see in more detail how this is achieved. 

-(It should be noted that the specific terms "elder"/"younger" are not 

used in 25: 23, rather the more general "greater" (rab) and "lesser" (7ädir). 

Speiser claims that the word pair has an exact parallel in Akkadian family 

law where it designates elder and younger son. 's However, we cannot be 
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certain that terms based on common Semitic roots necessarily carry 

identical connotations in different cultures. On the other hand the 

immediate context of the oracle prompts the reader to make the connection 

between greater/lesser and elder/younger. ) 

There is a degree of irony in the relationship which Jacob strikes up 

with his uncle Laban. Jacob, the lord-designate, flees from the one 

appointed to be his servant, only to become a servant himself. His 

relationship with his uncle is characterised by service and wages (29: 15); 

he even serves for his two wives (29: 18,20,25,30). '' The relationship 

between Jacob and Leah is given an ironic twist, when having been duped 

into working seven years for the woman he did not love, Jacob finds himself 

to be the servant of this same unloved wife when she hires him from Rachel: 

"When Jacob came from the field in the evening, Leah went out to meet him, 

and said, 'You must come in to me; for I have hired you with my son's 

mandrakes. ' So he lay with her that night" (30: 16). This, as clearly as 

anything in the story, reveals his role as a servant - one who serves his 

uncle for his wives and who is hired out in order to make his wife a 

mother. The one designated "lord" in his father's blessing (27: 29) becomes 

subservient not only to Laban, but also to Laban's daughter, with the fruit 

of that night's hire, Issachar, perpetuating in his name the nature of his 

conception with a play on Mar, "hire". s 7 This life of servitude is clearly 

recognised (and resented? ) by Jacob who, on his first attempt to leave for 

home, sums up his relationship to his uncle and wives with a three-fold 

repetition of cbd: "Give [me] my wives and my children for whom I have 

served (eäbadti) you, and let me go, for you know the service (1--bbddti) 

[with] which I have served you (-badatikI)" (30: 26). 
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The narrative uses Jacob's eventual escape from Laban and return home 

as an opportunity to develop the "service" theme further. Laban may be 

behind him, but Esau is before him, and it is this encounter which calls to 

mind Isaac's desire, "may your mother's sons bow down to you" (27: 29c), and 

"you (Esau] shall serve your brother" (27: 40b). The scene is set for the 

fulfilment of this part of the blessing; instead we get the opposite. 

Jacob's prayer which he offers as he anticipates meeting Esau, "Deliver me, 

I pray thee, from the hand of my brother" (32: 12), and his subsequent ploy 

of sending ahead a present for Esau (32: 14), highlight the fact that up to 

this point the lord-servant relationship envisaged by the earlier oracle and 

blessings has not yet come to fruition, and if anything, is in danger of 

being reversed. In fact Jacob does present that very reversal when he 

instructs his servants with the words, "When Esau my brother meets you ... 

you shall say, 'They belong to your servant Jacob"' (32: 17,18). Whether or 

not this is merely an insincere act of self-deprecation to save his own 

skin, Jacob's words amount to an inversion of the blessing he had earlier 

risked so much to gain. This unexpected development is taken one step 

further in ch. 33. Gen. 27: 29 had expressed the desire that his mother's 

sons would "bow down" (w-yi taI`wu) to Jacob. Apart from this reference, 

the only occurrences of lwh in the Jacob cycle are in ch. 33 and they 

depict Jacob and his family bowing down to Esau: e. g. "He (Jacob] ... went ... 

bowing himself (wayyiita4O) to the ground seven times, until he came near 

to his brother" (33: 3; see also 33: 6,7(2x], 9). This is the action of a 

vassal before his suzerain. '1 

On this scene generally, Gibson observes: 

This was not the elder serving the younger of 
Rebekah's private oracle (25: 23), nor was it his 
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mother's sons bowing down to Jacob as forecast in the 
blessing he had stolen (27: 29). Rather, it was as if 
Rebekah had been hopelessly deluded and as if Isaac 
had pronounced the blessing on Esau as he had meant 
to., 

Gibson is correct in seeing the lack of coherence between oracle/blessing 

and subsequent plot; whether it represents delusion for Rebekah and success 

f or Isaac I will discuss in the Conclusion. 

It should be noted that the failed fulfilment has been largely 

guaranteed by the "separation" motif which runs throughout the cycle. The 

separation of the two brothers while Jacob is in Paddan-aram makes it 

physically impossible for Esau to serve Jacob, the impossibility being 

continued by the later (token? ) subservience of Jacob to Esau, combined with 

their reconciliation (ch. 33) and eventual separation yet again (33: 12-17; 

36: 6-8). We may conclude that at no point in the Jacob cycle does Esau 

serve Jacob; if anything the "service" motif is used to show Jacob's 

subservience to Laban, Leah and Esau. On this point the divine oracle and 

Isaac's blessing founder. 

(As my interest is with the plot of the Jacob story I will not enter here 

into a detailed analysis of the way in which the oracle/blessings relate to 

the national histories of Israel and Edom. It should be noted, however, 

that the usual assumption that the words of Yahweh and Isaac in these 

passages are vaticinia ex eventu and thus accurate indicators of Israelite/ 

Edomite relationships does not lack problems. Over the centuries one was 

stronger than the other and the elder did serve the younger sometimes, but 

if the evidence from the OT historical books is accurate, Edom spent as 

much time as an independent nation as it did under Israelite control. There 
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is also evidence that Edom joined Babylon in the destruction of Jerusalem 

[cf. Ps. 137: 7; Lam. 4.21-22; Ob. 10-16.1 This act was a decisive annulment 

of any superiority Edom's neighbour may have had over her and would be an 

accurate 'fulfilment' of 27: 40b: "but when you break loose you shall break 

his yoke from your neck. " However, for a number of reasons arising from 

traditional Pentateuchal source-criticism, the throwing off of Israelite 

dominion is usually taken to be the loss of control experienced during 

Solomonic times [I Kgs. 11: 11ff. 1=° or the revolt during the reign of Joram 

[II Kgs. 8: 20ff. 121 

Some scholars have noted the difficulty of the standard view. For example, 

Keukens cites Blank who believes the blessings are 

pious wishes, which, however, subsequent history did 
not fulfil. The accepted interpretation makes of them 
vaticinia ex eventu; we however, would regard them as 
unrealized hopes. 2I) 

2. Fertility and Prosperity 

While blessings take many forms in Genesis, the major recurring 

elements concern fertility and prosperity which are found in both of Isaac's 

blessings (27: 28,39). 23 Most commentators take min, which occurs in both 

pericopes, in two different senses: 2' partitively in 27: 28 - wlyitten-1"kA 

hä1l5h1m mitlal haAgamayim ("May God give to you of the dew of the 

heavens ... "); privatively in 27: 39 - hinneh miAmanne ha'ere, ("Lo, away from 

the fatness of the earth"). A few believe it should be translated 

partitively in both cases. 25 This latter approach sees the contrast between 

the two blessings not in Jacob's prosperity and Esau's deprivation, but 

solely in Jacob's lordship (27: 29) and Esau's servitude (27: 40). However, the 
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context in which Isaac pronounces these words argues strongly for seeing a 

contrast between vv. 28 and 39. Isaac tells Esau quite plainly, " ... with 

grain and wine I have sustained him [Jacob]. What then can I do for you, 

my son? " Skinner is correct therefore in concluding that 27: 39 though 

expressed in a very similar way to 27: 28, is "virtually a curse "_" It may 

well be that the inversion of the usual heaven-earth sequence in Isaac's 

words to Esau is used to underline this distinction. 

27: 28a " ... of the dew of the heavens A) Jacob 
and of the fatness of the earth" B) 

27: 39b " ... the fatness of the earth ... B) Esau 

... the dew of the heavens" A) 

"The sense of Isaac's words is clear enough: all fertility has been granted 

to Jacob and so Esau cannot expect anything in that sphere "Y' Thus, 

Jacob's blessing is prosperity and lordship; Esau's "blessing" is deprivation 

and servitude. 

In some ways, it is true, Jacob does see the fulfilment of this part 

of the blessing. Yahweh blesses him in his work as herdsman, and despite 

Laban's dirty tricks, Jacob "grew exceedingly rich, and had large flocks, 

maidservants and menservants, and camels and asses" (30: 43). If his uncle's 

words are to be taken at face value, he too is materially blessed by Yahweh 

because of Jacob (30: 27). Yet, this is only part of the picture. Jacob's 

flocks may be fertile, but only after his favourite wife has suffered 

infertility for a long period, causing conflict in the family. Rachel "said 

to Jacob, 'Give me children, or I shall die! ' Jacob's anger was kindled 

against Rachel, and he said, 'Am I in the place of God, who has withheld 

from you the fruit of the womb? "' (30: 1b, 2). In contrast, the hated 

(elder! ) wife is fruitful (29: 31ff. ). The fulfilment of this aspect of the 
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blessing is complicated. He receives the blessing of fertility and 

prosperity with his flocks but only after the "wrong" wife has conceived 

and fertility has been withheld from the "loved" wife until eventually "God 

remembered Rachel" (30: 22a). Only after a considerable wait is 27: 28 

fulfilled at the two levels of Jacob's flocks and his wives. 

Isaac's blessings on his two sons had predicted fertility for Jacob but 

material deprivation for Esau. With Jacob exiled in Paddan-aram, the reader 

must wait until ch. 32 to discover whether the elder brother's "blessing" 

has become reality. Jacob returns home with living proof of the efficacy of 

his blessing, sending a present to Esau which includes "two hundred she- 

goats and twenty he-goats, two hundred ewes and twenty rams ... " (32: 14- 

15), and accompanied by "his two wives, his two maids, and his eleven 

children" (32: 22). If Esau's "blessing" has been equally efficacious, Jacob 

should encounter an impoverished individual. However, Esau has prospered, 

despite the "blessing", as can be seen in his leadership of four hundred men 

(32: 6; 33: 1). Perhaps the most telling detail of all is in Jacob's urging of 

Esau: "Accept, I pray you, my gift ['et-bir-kbti] ... " (33: 11 RSV). Jacob 

urges Esau to take his bbräkA, the same term used for the blessing he had 

previously deceitfully wrested from Esau's grasp (27: 41). The fact that 

Esau can initially refuse this, "I have enough (rob), my brother, keep what 

you have for yourself" (33: 9), underlines the fact that though he may not 

have received the blessing, he has nevertheless been blessed. Esau's 

prosperity comes to light again in ch. 36 when the brothers decide once 

again to live separate lives because the possessions of both of them make 

it impossible to live together in Canaan. Thus "Esau took his wives, his 

sons, his daughters, and all the members of his household, his cattle, all 
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his beasts, and all his property which he had acquired in the land of 

Canaan" (36: 6). For Esau the "virtual curse" of 27: 39 has been converted 

into an actual blessing (almost as if the narrative is playing on the two 

possibilities of min noted above). 

Within the Jacob cycle therefore, the blessing of fertility and wealth 

comes toýfruition in Jacob's life, but Isaac's intended aim of giving Esau a 

blessing of material deprivation founders. Both brothers are equally 

blessed. 2' This equality neutralises the distinction between the two which 

was Isaac's intention when the blessings were delivered. 

3. Division 

Two nations are in your womb, 
and two peoples, from your body, shall be divided [yippäredü] 

(25: 23a). 

An initial question to be asked before investigating this part of the 

divine oracle concerns the force of "divided". Does it, connote merely 

physical separation or an enmity between the two parties? prd is used 

seven times elsewhere in Genesis, where it connotes (in Niphal) the 

separating of rivers (2: 10), nations (10: 5,32), and (in Hiphil) lambs from 

the flock (30: 40). These examples do not carry any sense of enmity or 

strife. However, it is also used (in Niphal) to describe the separation of 

Lot from Abraham (13: 9,11,14). Here, while the word itself does not 

connote strife, the separation of Abraham and Lot is a consequence of the 

strife between their herdsmen (see 13: 7-8). The background provided by 

25: 22-34 places yippäredfl in 25: 23a in a similar context. The "struggle" in 

the womb (25: 22) portends strife in the lives of the yet unborn sons, while 
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one being stronger than the other suggests a contest of strength (25: 23c), 

as does Jacob's taking hold of Esau's heel at birth (25: 26). 29 The 

distinction made between the two in 25: 27-28 anticipates strife in the 

family, with Esau the hunter being favoured by the father, and Jacob the 

domestic individual being favoured by the mother; this suspicion is 

confirmed by the haggling over the birthright in 25: 29-34. The flight- 

return structure of 27: 46-33: 20 shows clearly the correlation between 

"strife" and "separation". Strife with Esau causes Jacob's flight into exile 

and strife with Laban is the cause of his return. Read within this context 

therefore, prd suggests more than merely separation, but includes 

an tagonism. 3 

Strife characterises the relationship between most of the individuals 

in the story: between Isaac and Rebekah in their favouritism of different 

children; Jacob and Esau over the blessing; Jacob and Laban over wives and 

possessions; Rachel and, Leah over Jacob and children. (Even ch. 26 which 

according to most commentators disrupts the flow of the Jacob story with a 

chronologically displaced narrative concerning Isaac fits in perfectly with 

this major motif. Ch. 26 presents another story centring on conflict. 

While it may disrupt plot development, it fits its context thematically. )3' 

In this respect the Jacob cycle picks up and expands a motif from the 

Abraham cycle (the strife that affects the relationship between the 

servants of Abraham and Lot, and that between Isaac and Ishmael), a theme 

continued in. the story of Jacob's family with Joseph and his brothers. 

While the object of strife differs in all of these-examples, the theme of 

contention itself is sustained throughout the ancestral history. 32 
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Does the plot of the Jacob cycle develop the "division" motif in a 

manner-compatible with the words of the divine oracle: "Two nations are in 

your womb, and two peoples, from your body, shall be divided" (25: 23a)? A 

reaction to two recent, important studies by-Coats, 35 who investigates the 

related themes of strife and reconciliation, will help to answer this 

question. 

Coats observes that several studies of the ancestral narratives have 

concluded that the "promise" theme is a secondary addition. Accepting these 

conclusions, Coats aims to discover what was originally the primary theme 

and concludes that it was "strife within the family" or more specifically 

"strife without reconciliation". 34 Taking the Jacob-Laban story (chs. 29-31) 

first, he observes the strife between Rachel and Leah (29: 15-30) and Laban's 

deceit which causes strife with Jacob (30: 25-43). Ch. 31 brings some 

resolution of the tension, but, importantly for Coats, no reconciliation. 

The covenant between Laban and Jacob does nothing to alleviate the strife, 

but merely puts the strife on a formal level, as is witnessed by Laban's 

farewell to his daughters and grandchildren and his shunning of Jacob. "The 

story ends without reconciliation for the striving parties. It confirms 

that the subject of the story is ... strife without reconciliation. "35 This 

theme is revealed once again in the Jacob-Esau story within which the 

Jacob-Laban story has been inserted. Jacob flees from Esau and when the 

two meet again (ch. 33), the strife continues with the two continuing to 

live separate lives (33: 15-17). Coats concludes, "the framework story itself 

develops entirely on the theme, strife without reconciliation. "3' 
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Coats' conclusion depends to a large degree upon his interpretation of 

the two incidents in which Jacob once again meets his adversaries Laban 

(ch. 31) and Esau (ch. 33). However, far from the covenant between Jacob 

and Laban "institutionalizing" strife, as Coats argues, the oath taken 

indicates a formal acceptance that reconciliation has been achieved and 

must be solemnly upheld: "This heap is a witness, and the pillar is a 

witness, that I will not pass over this heap to you, and you will not pass 

over this heap and this pillar to me, for harm" (31: 52). Having been 

reconciled to Jacob, Laban takes his leave by kissing and blessing his 

daughters and grand-children, not because he wishes to exclude Jacob, as 

Coats argues, but to include these members into the new reconciled 

relationship. 

Coats' conclusion that the strife between Jacob and Esau continues in 

ch. 33 rests upon his contention that "reconciliation cannot occur if the 

reconciled parties continue to live apart: "1 This would be true if the 

reason for their continued separation is strife, but the narrative seems to 

counter this explicitly. First, ch. 33 simply does not read like an exercise 

in managing strife but as a reconciliation. Esau is genuinely pleased to 

see Jacob (33: 4) and whether Jacob's subservience is genuine or not, he 

shows no signs of wishing the strife to continue. It is true that the 

brothers are again separated by the end of the chapter, but separation may 

be caused by many factors, not only strife. I would agree with 

Westermann's assessment: 

The narrator wants to say that a reconciliation 
between brothers need not require that they live side 
by side; it can also achieve its effect when they 
separate and each lives his own life in his own way ... Jacob and Esau remain brothers, though each in his 
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separate living space. 38 

This conclusion is supported by two further pieces of information regarding 

the brother's relationship. Jacob and Esau are together at the burial of 

their father (35: 29), while 36: 6-8 gives a specific reason for their 

separation - prosperity: 39 "[Esau] went into a land away from his brother 

Jacob. For their possessions were too great for them to dwell together. " 

This final statement shows that the reason for separation, far from being 

the inexorable outworking of the divine will in 25: 23a, is in fact the non- 

fulfilment of Esau's "blessing" in 27: 39. 

I conclude that the strife which is the cause of the initial separation 

is overturned by the reconciliation of ch. 33. However, the physical 

separation is maintained after this except for the brief encounter in 35: 29. 

By the end of the story prd still accurately defines the relationship 

between the two, but in a different sense than that suggested by its 

context in 25: 22-34. Separation caused by strife has become separation 

within reconciliation. 

4. Living by the Sword 

By your sword you shall live (27: 40a). 

This is an element in Esau's blessing which conceptually is closely 

connected to the strife/separation motif, but which is not really developed 

in the story. Nevertheless it may not be without significance that in the 

rest of the narrative it is Jacob rather than Esau who is explicitly 

connected with the sword (1ereb). Laban complains that Jacob carried away 

his daughters "like captives of the sword" (31: 26), while Jacob's sons "slew 

Hamor and his son Shechem with the sword" (34: 26). '° This association is 
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reiterated in the story of Jacob's family where Jacob gives to Joseph the 

mountain slope which he "took from the hand of the Amorites with my sword 

and with my bow" (48: 22). Gen. 49: 5 reminds us of the violence Jacob's sons 

Simeon and Levi wielded with their swords. In contrast, at a time when we 

(and Jacob) expect Esau to use his sword, marching with four hundred 

(armed? ) men, he appears as a pacifist: "Esau ran to meet him and embraced 

him ... " (33: 4). To be sure, this theme is not developed in any systematic 

way, yet within the story there is no evidence to show that Esau did "live 

by the sword", rather the reverse, ' while the only persons mentioned as 

using swords are Jacob and his family. This evidence may suggest that 

Esau's "blessing" fails in this detail also. 

Conclusion 

Reviewing the fate of the hopes and predictions in the three passages 

we have investigated, it is clear that either they do not come to fruition 

at all or they do so in ways not originally envisaged. Jacob's lordship is 

never seen. He serves Laban and Leah, and most importantly assumes a 

posture of subservience before Esau, until once again the two separate and 

neither can serve the other. Esau never serves Jacob and thereby the hope 

that Esau would break Jacob's yoke from his neck (27: 40c) is rendered 

redundant. The blessing of fertility and prosperity is fulfilled for Jacob 

but not without tension and a considerable delay. Esau's "blessing" of lack 

of fertility and prosperity is overturned; he prospers in a similar manner 

to Jacob. This equality effectively reverses the intention of the blessings, 

which was to distinguish between the brothers. The prediction that the two 

would be divided is indeed fulfilled, but in an unexpected manner. While 
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separation caused by strife (the reader's expectation) occurs initially, by 

the end of the story we have separation within reconciliation. Finally, if 

references to "sword" are relevant, far from living by the sword, Esau is a 

pacifist; only Jacob and his sons are mentioned as taking it up. 

The conclusions I have drawn counter the way in which the Jacob cycle 

is usually viewed. For example, Miscall believes that when looking at 

biblical narrative one must distinguish between divine and human words in 

the following way: with divine words (e. g. prophecy, oracle), "It is a 

question not of whether it will be fulfilled but of how it will be 

fulfilled, " whereas with human words (e. g. blessing, prediction), "it is a 

question of whether it will be fulfilled, and not just of how. "42 With 

Isaac's blessing reiterating, as it does, the divine oracle to Rebekah, "any 

question of the fulfillment of this human word is answered; only the issue 

of how remains, and the rest of the Jacob story details the process . 1143 

Miscall receives 

the impression that everything is carefully orche- 
strated by Yahweh: all works out in the end and the 
parts fit the whole. The neat accord between the 
divine will and human activity appears to be the 
effect of God's initiative and direction. '' 

In this way, Miscall sees the Jacob and Joseph stories as analogies, in 

which, despite differences, "the endings are in accord with the divine plan 

and promises. 15 On the contrary, I would argue that the similarities 

between the two stories lie rather in the lack of accord with the initial 

promises. (See Chapter IV for a discussion of Joseph. ) Miscall believes 

that the Jacob story as a whole fulfils the oracle/blessings, but he does 

not provide any detailed analysis of the passages concerned. He merely 

assumes that because seemingly authoritative statements are made at the 
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outset "the 'general outcome of the story is clear from the start, "6 and 

then reads the rest of the narrative in this blinkered fashion apparently 

unaware of any problems the story itself presents for such a position. 

The following representative statements illustrate that Miscall is not 

alone in his basic assertion. According to Fokkelman, Jacob and Esau's 

whole lives are going to pass under a very special 
sign, whose destiny and mutual relationship were 
decisively determined and predicted by Providence 
before their birth. '? 

Brueggemann believes that 

without a very explicit statement, the narrative [33: 1- 
17] affirms that the initial oracle of 25: 23 has come 
to fruition. " 

According to Goldingay the reader is intended 

to read the story in the context of 25: 23 and to 
marvel at how Yahweh's word is fulfilled in extra- 
ordinary ways. 4 9 

Similarly, Blenkinsopp states: 

Even before birth there occurs the oracular prediction 
of the ascendancy of the younger brother (25: 23). 
Having listened to many such stories since childhood 
we know that this will indeed happen, but ... it will 
take a great deal of pain and absence before it 
happens in the way it was meant to happen, after 
strife and reconciliation. so 

I can only reply to such assertions by stating that the narrative does 

not develop the motifs found in the oracle and blessings in such a way. 

Rather than showing their inexorable, or perhaps simply inevitable, 

fulfilment, the reader may perceive a well-documented succession of 

incidents which guarantee their non-fulfilment. 
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The Abrahamic Announcement in the Jacob Story 

With the fortune of Yahweh's oracle and Isaac's blessings providing 

the main interest in the Jacob story, the unfinished agenda begun by the 

divine Announcement of 12: 1-3 does not command as much attention. Yet the 

Jacob story gives periodic reminders that it has not abandoned this 

previous focus of interest and that in a number of ways the oracle/ 

blessings serve as reinforcers of the Abrahamic Announcement. All three 

elements of the Abrahamic Announcement are repeated in 26: 3-4 and 28: 13-15, 

and two elements - those of numerous descendants and land - in 28: 3-4 and 

35: 11-12 also, with Abraham's name being mentioned in all four passages 

lest the reader fail to make the connection. 

When one learns at the outset that "Isaac prayed to Yahweh for his 

wife, because she was barren" (25: 21a), one experiences feelings of ddjä vu, 

wondering whether this story will take us down a tortuous path similar to 

that found in the Abraham story, before the promise of nationhood can be 

seen to be on course again. On this occasion, however, the obstacle is 

overcome in the same breath with the news that "Yahweh granted his prayer 

and Rebekah his wife conceived" (25: 21b). Only with the narrative of the 

birth do we learn that Rebekah has suffered twenty years of barrenness 

(25: 20; cf. 25: 26). 

Rebekah's enquiry regarding the meaning of her difficult pregnancy 

elicits Yahweh's response that "two nations" are in her womb, echoing the 

previous divine promise to Abraham that "I will make nations of you" (17: 6). 

The trend started with the two genealogical lines of Isaac and Ishmael 

gains momentum here with Jacob and Esau. The narrative drops reminders to 
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the reader, via divine statements, that Yahweh will multiply Isaac's 

descendants (26: 4,24), with a progress report on how the future nation is 

developing: "And Abimelech said to Isaac, 'Go away from us; for you are much 

mightier than we, " (26: 16). 

Although he has wrested the birthright and blessing from Esau, Jacob 

still has an important obstacle to overcome, identical to that of Isaac in 

ch. 24. Nationhood can come to Jacob only if he gets an acceptable wife 

and has children. s3 Thus, he is sent off to Paddan-aram with Isaac's words 

in his ears, "God Almighty bless you and make you fruitful and multiply you, 

that you may become a company of peoples" (27: 3), the importance of which 

is reiterated by Yahweh's words to him on his first night on the run, "your 

descendants shall be like the dust of the earth ... " (28: 14a). 

The power of these two blessings seems to be at work when the first 

woman Jacob meets in the land of the east is not only beautiful and a 

kinswoman, but also allows him to kiss her before he has introduced himself 

(29: 11-12). 52 Even Laban's deception with Leah could be seen as furthering 

the nationhood promise, for with two wives the potential number of children 

is that much greater. However, the recurring barrenness theme intrudes 

once more ("When Yahweh saw that Leah was hated, he opened her womb; but 

Rachel was barren, " 29: 31), and as Jacob underlines, barren because God 

wants it that way (30: 2b). Not for the first time in the ancestral 

narrative, Yahweh appears to be making matters deliberately difficult. 

However, as with Rebekah's infertility this problem is overcome quickly, with 

Leah, Bilhah and Zilpah producing sons in quick succession and finally 

Rachel herself conceiving Joseph (30: 22-24). Perhaps not much more success 
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in this area can be expected than for Jacob to father a family of twelve 

sons and one daughter, and regular hints are inserted into the narrative 

that remind us of how well this aspect of the Abrahamic promise is 

progressing (cf. 32: 10,12; 35: 11). It should be noted, however, that a 

golden opportunity to increase the size of the ancestral family is by- 

passed in ch. 34. There, an opportunity is given for Jacob's family to 

become "one people" with-the people of the land (34: 16,22). Unfortunately, 

two of Jacob's sons, driven by moral considerations, exterminate these 

potential family members. We are not surprised to hear Jacob (never one to 

dwell too long on ethical issues) complaining to his sons that their action 

has had severe personal consequences for him. His sons are more concerned 

about their sister's honour (34: 31). Nevertheless, the reader can see 

clearly that the nationhood promise has gained impetus in the Jacob story. 

By the close of the Abraham story there was only one descendant who 

counted. But in 35: 22ff. the full extent of multiplication is tabulated, and 

it makes impressive reading, especially when read together with 36: 1ff. in 

which Esau's descendants are listed. There is some room for confidence 

that not only'is the nation beginning to form, but that Abraham is 

gradually becoming the father of "nations" and "kings" (17: 6). 

The land promise, like that of nationhood, gets off to a shaky start 

with the news that a famine in Canaan forces Isaac to migrate-to Philistia. 

While 15: 18-19 had promised a huge tract of land to Abraham's descendants 

the land of the Philistines had not been included explicitly and the reader 

assumes that the action will now take place outside of the land of promise. 

However, once Isaac becomes a sojourner there, Philistia too is promised to 

Isaac and his descendants (26: 3). However, Yahweh's command to sojourn 
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(gar) in Philistia clearly shows that possession is still future, and no 

amount of digging and re-digging of wells can be seen as bringing it any 

closer. 

Isaac eventually returns to Canaan (26: 31) and in his senility is duped 

by Rebekah and Jacob. Esau's anger means, however, that no sooner has 

Jacob received Isaac's blessing than he is exiled from the land of promise. 

The irony of this is compounded by Isaac's blessing in 28: 4 as Jacob is 

making his exit from Canaan, "may you take possession of the land of your 

sojournings which God gave to Abraham, " presumably referring to Canaan, 

since Jacob's Mesopotamian destination was not promised to Abraham. This 

is confirmed by Yahweh's promise to him that night, "the land on which you 

lie I will give to you and to your, descendants" (28: 13b), which necessitates 

the subsidiary promise, "I will bring you back to this land" (28: 15a). 

Jacob's first attempt to return home (30: 25ff. ) does not succeed, but 

Yahweh's direct command to him to do so (31: 3) is more successful, 

supplemented as it is with reminders of the promises given at Bethel 

(31: 13,17). The high hopes with which Jacob set off for home must have 

been somewhat muted when he enters the land limping after his nocturnal 

wrestling match at the Jabbok. 

Once back in Canaan he buys a piece of land and erects an altar 

(33: 19-20), but, as I noted concerning Abraham's purchase of Machpelah, 

buying property falls far short of receiving the gift of land. Shechem's 

rape of Dinah opens the possibility of some significant progress for the 

land promise with Hamor's offer, "You shall dwell with us; and the land 

shall be open to you; dwell and trade in it and be settled in it (w-he'älrzü 
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bah (RSV "and get property in it"], 34: 10). The moral sensibilities of 

Simeon and Levi soon scotch this possibility, however, ethnic and economic 

cooperation being demolished by their slaughter of the Shechemites (cf. 

34: 30). The repeated land promise in 35: 12 is a reminder of the unfulfilled 

agenda: "The land which I gave to Abraham and Isaac I will give to you, and 

I will give the land to your descendants after you. " Yahweh's promise, 

containing a three-fold repetition of ndtan,, places the gift of the land to 

Jacob and his descendants in the future, which necessitates a qualified 

interpretation of the qal perfect used of Abraham and Isaac. (In addition, 

we have already observed the minimal amount of real estate Abraham and 

Isaac actually possessed. ) The true status of the land promise is revealed 

in the epilogue of ch. 36, in which both Jacob and Esau cannot dwell 

together in "the land of their sojournings ('ere m-gdrdhem)" (36: 7b; cf. 

17: 8). Neither Jacob nor Esau possesses any land yet. However, the 

transition from the story of Jacob to that of Joseph contains a significant 

contrast. While Esau's genealogy projects the action to a time beyond that 

recounted by the main plot, it concludes with the words, " ... according to 

their dwelling places in the land of their possession (''t}uzzätäm)" (36: 43). 

Thus we learn that the Edomites have taken possession of their land. The 

next verse, however, informs us that "Jacob dwelt to the land of his 

father's sojournings (b-'ereq mgflr2 'äbiw)" (37: 1). Jacob has taken 

possession of no more of the promised land than he could buy for "one 

hundred pieces of money" (33: 19). He lives in the land, but as a-sojourner 

in the midst of people whose land remains theirs. 53 

When we turn to the third element of the Abrahamic Announcement - 

blessing to the nations - the Jacob story provides a catalogue of 
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unmitigated disaster. The divine oracle of 25: 23 predicts division and 

servitude as the relationship between the two nations in Rebekah's womb, 

which to the first-time reader makes it seem unlikely that the inferior will 

feel blessed by the superior. In the parenthetical ch. 26 Yahweh repeats 

that "by your descendants all the nations of the earth shall bless 

themselves" in the same breath as ceding their land to Isaac (v. 4; cf. v. 

3), and his relationship with the Philistines in this chapter undermines 

international harmony. Abimelech justifiably complains that Isaac could 

"have brought guilt upon us" (v. 10); Isaac's possessions become a source of 

envy rather than blessing (vv. 13-14); Abimelech feels threatened by Isaac 

(v. 16) and the dispute continues, culminating in Isaac's candid 

acknowledgement of Abimelech's hatred (v. 27) and a covenant necessitated 

by Abimelech's view of Isaac as a threat (v. 29a). No sooner has this 

dispute been settled than we are told that Esau had a rather more generous 

attitude to foreigners than the rest of his family, taking two Hittite women 

as wives. We are saddened to learn that "they made life bitter for Isaac 

and Rebekah" (26: 35). As the story progresses we are given more reminders 

of the less than amicable relationship between the chosen people and the 

nations, in Isaac's blessings (27: 29,40), Rebekah's complaints about Esau's 

wives (27: 46) and Isaac's charge to Jacob not to marry a Canaanite (28: 1). 

Again, Esau exhibits a much more ecumenical spirit (28: 6-9). All of this 

makes Yahweh's statement at Bethel, "by you and your descendants shall all 

the families of the earth be blessed/bless themselves" (28: 14b), seem 

impossibly optimistic. While it is true that Laban seems to reap some 

benefits from his association with Jacob (30: 27), a point not overlooked by 

his nephew (30: 28ff. ), the reader is also aware that Laban is Jacob's kith 

and kin - not a representative of the nations. s4 
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It is only when he is back in the land that Jacob has the opportunity 

to improve international relations. But as with the other aspects of the 

Abrahamic blessing, this opportunity is squandered with the Shechemite 

massacre in ch. 34. True, Hamor's son has committed a grave sin, and the 

Shechemite's motives for a closer relation are less than altruistic (34: 23a), 

but Jacob's complaint against his sons is eloquent testimony to the 

scuttling of this element of the Abrahamic Announcement: "You have brought 

trouble on me by making me odious to the inhabitants of the land ... 

(34: 30). 

Thus the Jacob story shows progress in only one of the three key 

areas, that of the nationhood promise. This represents a marked improve- 

ment over Abraham's efforts in this matter. Unfortunately, the land promise 

advances not one step, while Jacob, like Abraham and Isaac before him is of 

no tangible benefit whatsoever to the nations. 

It is obvious, of course, that the narrative does not develop the 

elements of the Abrahamic Announcement in a systematic way. While the 

major themes are mentioned, and some development can be seen, the fortune 

of these particular points does not hold the reader's attention in the same 

way it did in the Abraham story. That is to say, they no longer provide 

the main impetus of the plot, but the reader is notified nevertheless that 

they maintain some importance. Now, it is Yahweh's oracle and Isaac's 

blessings that dominate both the plot and the motivation of the characters. 

A good illustration of this is the Bethel incident (28: 10-22). Gen. 28: 13-15 

repeats the Abrahamic promises which had already been given by Isaac to 

Jacob as he set off on his journey (28: 1-4). Jacob's response to Yahweh's 
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speech reveals that he does not have much interest in the promise given 

there. His vow (vv. 20-22) is inappropriate as a response to Yahweh's 

promises in vv. 13-15, but is more appropriate to the content of his 

father's blessing (27: 27-29). s s He asks for material sustenance ("bread to 

eat and clothing to wear, " together with a promise to tithe "all that you 

give me, " v. 22), echoing Isaac's promise of prosperity, and returning home 

in peace (b-§dlbm, v. 21), presumably necessitating Esau's acceptance of the 

reversal of brotherly roles outlined in 27: 29,40. The tone of his vow also 

reveals that the Bethel incident has not changed Jacob in any way: "If God 

will be with me ... then Yahweh shall be my God" (vv. 20-21). 56 The veneer 

of piety cannot disguise the same self-interest as was displayed in the 

selling of stew to his brother and the presentation of kid dressed up as 

venison to his father. That is to say, Yahweh will be his God if he is true 

to his initial oracle to Rebekah and to Isaac's blessing uttered before him. 

The fact that Yahweh is not true to these, as Jacob understands them, 

raises the question of whether Yahweh will continue to be his God. 
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THE STORY OF JACOB'S FAMILY 

This Chapter will investigate the way in which Joseph's dreams (Gen. 37: 5- 

11) function as an Announcement of plot for the story of Jacob's family 

(chs. 37-50). The dreams received and interpreted in 37: 5-11 purport to 

determine future relationships between Joseph and the other members of 

Jacob's family, and I wish to ascertain whether subsequent events prove 

them true. (As Joseph is the focus of interest for much of the story I 

will refer to the narrative, where appropriate, as "the Joseph story", but 

this should not be taken to show my acceptance of the critical assumptions 

which usually underlie this designation. )' 

The importance of 37: 5-11 for the plot of the story is generally 

recognised. 2 For example, Brueggemann comments, 

The power and validity of the dream in 37: 5-9 emerge 
as a main issue. The dream functions in the Joseph 
narrative as the oracle does for the Jacob materials 
... the dream of chapter 37 governs all that follows. 3 

An important matter for assessing the importance of the dreams is their 

source. Are they merely a reflection of Joseph's own psychology, or are 

they divine revelation? While it is commonly assumed that the dreams do 

derive from God, ' not all agrees If one reads this pericope in isolation, 

there is little evidence to support a divine source for the dreams. Joseph 

does not present the dreams as divine when divulging them to his brothers 

and father, nor do the dreams themselves make any mention of God. 6 

However, when 37: 5-11 is read within a larger context, the possibility is 

raised that the dreams come from God. Dreams have occurred on four 
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previous occasions in the ancestral narratives. To Abimelech, "God came to 

Abimelech in a dream by night ... " (20: 3); twice to Jacob, "And he dreamed 

... and behold, the angels of God were ascending and descending on it! And 

behold, the Lord stood above it and said, ... " (28: 12,13); "Then the angel 

of God said to me in the dream ... " (31: 11); to Laban, "But God came to 

Laban the Aramean in a dream by night ... " (31: 24). All of these dreams 

have two features worthy of note. First, they are nonsymbolic; 7 they simply 

recount in sober form the words issued by God or the angel of the Lord, and 

in the case of Abimelech and Jacob (31: 11) the human reply. Second, they 

all unambiguously see God as their source. 

When we compare this evidence with that of chs. 37-50 we discover 

that in this latter narrative four individuals receive dreams, all of which 

differ from those found in chs. 12-36 in the following way. First, they are 

all symbolic: Joseph sees sheaves bowing down to his sheaf (37: 7) and the 

sun, moon and eleven stars bowing down to him (37: 9). The butler dreams of 

a vine, bunches of grapes and cups of wine (41: 9-11). The baker sees cake 

baskets and birds eating their contents (41: 16-17). Finally, Pharaoh is 

intrigued by the imagery of seven fat cows and seven thin cows coming out 

of the Nile, followed by seven plump and seven thin ears of grain (42: 1-7). 

Second, none of the dreams features God at all, either as an actor or as 

being acknowledged as the source of the dream by the dreamer. An 

additional element which distinguishes these dreams from those recounted 

earlier is that, because they are symbolic, they all require interpretation: 

Joseph's dreams by his brothers and father, and the Egyptians' by Joseph. 

(The formal interpretations underline their symbolic nature even though 

most of the dreams are fairly transparent in meaning. ) Quite clearly, 
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therefore, the dreams in the Joseph story are of a different type. However, 

Joseph's interpretation of the Egyptians' dreams reveals that they too come 

from God. (Or at least, Joseph believes them to be divine. ) Joseph offers 

his services as an interpreter to his fellow prisoners with the words, "Do 

not interpretations belong to God? " (40: 8). It is hardly likely that the 

dreams could be purely human if their meaning can be derived from God 

alone. Joseph's rhetorical question suggests quite strongly, therefore, that 

the dreams are divine revelation. With Joseph's interpretation of Pharaoh's 

dreams we see this point made unequivocally. Joseph honours God not only 

as the interpreter of the dream ("God will give Pharaoh a favourable 

answer" [41: 161), but also as its source, "God has revealed to Pharaoh what 

he is about to do" (41: 25; cf. v. 28). Joseph's successful interpretation of 

the dreams lends credence to his judgement regarding their source. We see 

therefore, that none of the Egyptian dreamers mentions the divine in his 

dream report, yet the dream, according to Joseph, derives thence. With this 

in mind, the lack of reference to the divine in 37: 5-11 cannot be offered as 

conclusive proof for denying the divine nature of Joseph's dreams. To argue 

this would make Joseph's dreams uniquely "human", amidst all of the other 

"divine" dreams in Genesis. It is surely unlikely that the dreams of one 

who interprets God's dreams elsewhere with divine aid should himself have 

dreams which merely reflect his own vaunting ambition. Also, the crucial 

importance of 37: 5-11 for understanding the Joseph story as a whole 

strongly suggests God as the author of the dreams (as we shall see below). 

Joseph's report in 37: 5-11 may in fact be seen as an example of the 

"subdued theology" of chs. 37-50: God works throughout, but is explicitly 

mentioned only occasionally. 
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Joseph's dreams continue the spirit of the previous Announcements of 

plot which introduce the ancestral cycles. All of these were concerned with 

inverting normal expectations. Thus 12: 1-3 promises, among other things, 

many descendants to a childless man and 25: 23 announces that the elder son 

will serve the younger. In a similar manner, 37: 5-11 asserts that the 

eleventh of twelve sons will assume sovereignty. e While both dreams are 

symbolic and are "interpreted" by the brothers and Jacob, their meaning is 

immediately clear to all concerned. ' The overriding theme in the dreams is 

that of "bowing down" (t} weh). The sheaves "bow down" (v. 7); the sun, moon 

and stars "bow down" (v. 9); Jacob wonders if he will "bow down" (v. 10). 10 

In addition, we should note that all of the dreams in chs. 37-50 come in 

pairs. When Joseph interprets the duplication of Pharaoh's dreams as an 

indication that their fulfilment is fixed, the reader very naturally draws 

the connection with Joseph's dreams and wonders whether their doubling has 

the same significance. 13 Thus, it is not only the clarity but also the 

duplication of the message that Joseph will be acknowledged as lord by his 

family, that causes strife with his elder brothers and initial ridicule and 

modified scepticism from Jacob (vv. 10,11). 

Our discussion of Joseph's dreams will be facilitated if we investigate 

each dream individually, because an awareness of the differences between 

them is crucial for a correct understanding of their role in the story. 12 

The general intention of the first dream (37: 7) is obvious, and the reader 

hardly needs the brothers' interpretation (v. 8). At this stage it is not 

clear why the brothers should be symbolised by "sheaves" of grain, for the 

imagery will only be elucidated as the dream moves toward its eventual 

fulfilment. By that time we shall realise the'peculiar significance of the 
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symbolic details. 1 3 Initially however, any such fulfilment is placed in 

jeopardy by the brothers' hastily devised plot as they see Joseph arriving 

on his errand from Jacob: "Come now, let us kill him and throw him into one 

of the pits; and we shall say that a wild beast has devoured him, and we 

shall see what will become of his dreams" (37: 20). Joseph's imprisonment 

down in the pit stands in ironic juxtaposition with the image of elevation 

contained in the dreams. '4 Upon his arrival in Egypt it. is true that Joseph 

attains a position of authority in Potiphar's household (39: 2-4), but this 

must not be allowed to detract from the fact that Potiphar is his lord who 

has bought him from the Midianites/Ishmaelites (37: 36; 39: 1), and his future 

is determined by his refusal to obey a command from his mistress. 

Similarly, the keeper of the prison may have placed Joseph in charge of the 

other inmates (39: 22), yet Joseph himself is also a prisoner, and his 

position merely makes him the first among equals. Thus, the way in which 

the narrative juxtaposes Joseph's elevation and humiliation may serve to 

remind the reader that he has been destined for great things (as witnessed 

by his initial dreams), but that this has been frustrated by his physical 

separation from those who should serve him and by his descent from the 

status of favourite son to that of slave, and finally, imprisoned slave. 

Those who have been opposing the dream either consciously (the brothers) or 

unwittingly (Potiphar's wife) appear to have succeeded. 's Joseph's 

imprisonment in Egypt is almost as effective in frustrating the fulfilment 

of the first dream as if he had been devoured by a wild beast as Jacob 

surmised (37: 33). 

There is a degree of overlap between Joseph's two dreams, with the 

second (37: 9) supplementing the first. Joseph's dream of the sheaves which 
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bowed down to him obviously refers to his brothers' subservience, and this 

imagery of prostration is reiterated in the second dream where the "eleven 

stars" do the same. However, the second dream includes, in addition to his 

brothers, his father and mother (37: 10). Thus the first dream would be 

fulfilled by his brothers bowing down to him. (It is likely that the first 

dream has only his ten older brothers in mind, i. e. those who are his 

seniors and with whom he has already been in dispute, those likely to be 

binding sheaves with him in the field and who will later sell him to the 

traders. " Benjamin, as Joseph's junior would probably be too young to be 

drawn into this family dispute, and would probably accept Joseph's seniority 

in any case. My interpretation in the rest of this Chapter is not 

materially altered even if the first dream is taken to include Benjamin. ) 

However, the second dream demands that both parents and all eleven brothers 

do the same. This raises a very serious problem: Joseph's mother, Rachel, is 

dead. Her death and burial have already been recorded in a preceding 

narrative (35: 19). And chs. 37-50 as a whole seem to assume the fact of 

her death. For example, 37: 11 records the reaction of Jacob and his sons to 

Joseph's second dream, but makes no mention of Rachel, about whom the 

second dream is also concerned. Later, having been duped by his sons, Jacob 

mourns for Joseph and is comforted (insincerely) by those same sons and 

also by his daughters, but Rachel is conspicuous by her absence from this 

scene of family tragedy. When Joseph meets his brothers in Egypt, he 

enquires concerning the welfare of Jacob, but makes no mention of his 

mother (43: 27), suggesting that Joseph knew of her death before he went to 

Egypt. 17 In 48: 7 Jacob states quite clearly that Rachel died on their 

journey from Mesopotamia to Canaan - many years before Joseph had his 
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dreams. Thus, the case for arguing that Rachel was already dead at the 

time Joseph had his dreams is compelling. 

If it is argued that Rachel was still alive, a different problem is 

created. Rachel died giving birth to Benjamin (35: 16-19). Therefore, if she 

was still alive when Joseph dreamed, Joseph had only ten brothers, and not 

the eleven stipulated by the dream; if Joseph at that time had eleven 

brothers, then his mother must have been dead. 3e It is clear therefore, 

that there is something inherently impossible about the dream. 19 In fact 

Rachel's previous demise may explain Jacob's response to his son's dream 

report, which could be paraphrased as, "how is it possible that I and your 

mother [who is already dead! ] and your brothers will bow down to you? "° 

Aalders, it is true, makes a detailed attempt to overcome the problem 

by suggesting that much of ch. 37 precedes the action of ch. 35. He 

suggests two possibilities: either Rachel died between Joseph's two dreams, 

or after the two dreams and before Joseph's visit to his brothers at 

Dothan. 21 It can be seen quite clearly that Aalders' suggestions merely 

confirm the problem. If Rachel died before the second dream, she should not 

be included in it; if she did not die until after it, the reference to 

"eleven stars" would not be possible. Yet even Aalders effectively concedes 

defeat when he states, 

As far as the fulfillment of this dream is concerned 
we would do well not to dwell on the details with too 
much emphasis. To do so could lead to serious 
difficulties. 2 2 

Aalders concludes that the general intention of the dream is to place 

Joseph in a position of power and authority within the family. 2S However, 
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this generalised interpretation does not accord with Jacob's understanding 

in which each element of the imagery has significance. In addition, all of 

the other dreams in the Joseph story show a very close and detailed 

relationship between imagery and reality. The butler and baker see three 

bunches of grapes and cake baskets respectively because their fate will be 

decided in three days; in addition the imagery is peculiarly appropriate to 

their respective vocations. Pharaoh sees seven fat and thin cows emerging 

from the Nile followed by seven plump and thin ears of grain, because the 

agricultural prosperity of the country will go through two contrasting 

seven year cycles. As we shall see below, the imagery of Joseph's first 

dream has a similar significance. Thus the dreams of the Joseph story as a 

whole do not allow us to treat the details of Joseph's second dream in a 

cavalier manner, as though they are of no importance. They must be treated 

seriously and the problems which arise from doing so frankly acknowl- 

edged. 24 

In summary, Joseph's dreams present the reader with related but not 

identical pictures. The first dream predicts the subservience of the (ten) 

brothers; the second dream, the subservience of father, mother and eleven 

brothers. We have already seen how the first dream has seemingly been 

frustrated by Joseph's descent into Egypt; this situation obviously 

threatens the second dream, yet it also carries within itself the seeds of 

its own non-fulfilment; only two of its three elements (subservience of 

father and brothers) can possibly be fulfilled - taken as a whole, it is an 

impossible dream. 25 
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As long as Joseph remains enslaved and imprisoned in Egypt, it is 

impossible for his dreams to be fulfilled. However, his successful inter- 

pretation of the dreams of the butler and baker raises the possibility that 

his own dreams too may become reality. Although the butler forgets Joseph 

for two years, the failure of the court officials to give an interpretation 

for Pharaoh's dreams provides Joseph with the opportunity to interpret them 

and to receive the royal accolade. With Joseph's promotion to second 

position in the empire, the groundwork has been laid for the possible 

consummation of his boyhood dreams. The reader does not have to wait long. 

The famine pictured in Pharaoh's dreams hits Canaan and Jacob despatches 

ten of his sons to Egypt to buy grain (42: 1-5), "And Joseph's brothers came, 

and bowed themselves (wayyiAta4'wfl) before him with their faces to the 

ground" (42: 6). The connection with Joseph's original dreams is abundantly 

clear and the explicit reminder, "Joseph remembered the dreams which he had 

dreamed of them" (42: 9), is hardly necessary. The reader can now see the 

significance of the imagery of sheaves bowing down (37: 7): the dream is 

fulfilled when Joseph's brothers prostrate themselves before him on the 

floor of a granary. The fulfilment of the first dream is not confined to 

42: 6 but is repeated in 43: 26, "they ... bowed down (wayyiitatrwß) to him to 

the ground"; 44: 14, "his brothers came ... and they fell (wayyipp"1G) before 

him to the ground"; 50: 18, "His brothers also came and fell down 

(wayyipp-10) before him. "26 However, I must emphasise an important point. 

The obeisance of the brothers in 42: 6 fulfils at most only the first dream. 

(If one feels the first dream refers to all eleven brothers, then it is not 

completely fulfilled until 43: 26. ) At this point the second dream remains 

unfulfilled. Only ten brothers have come down to Egypt; the second dream 

requires all family members. 27 
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The fate of this second dream now needs to be investigated. This 

task will be facilitated if we look also at another problem - that of 

Joseph's harsh treatment of his brothers. We will find that these two 

seemingly unconnected issues help to shed light on each other. 

The major problems in understanding Joseph's bizarre behaviour towards 

his brothers are that it is given no explicit explanation in the narrative, 

and also, that it does not fit easily with the belief that Joseph is being 

presented as an ideal administrator and the archetypal Wise man. 2 He 

repeatedly torments his brothers by accusing them of crimes of which he 

knows them to be innocent, e. g. "You are spies, you have come to see the 

weakness of the land" (42: 9). In addition, by imprisoning Simeon and 

demanding Benjamin's presence in Egypt, he puts his frail father through 

torture, as can be seen in Jacob's words to his sons: "You have bereaved me 

of my children: Joseph is no more, and Simeon is no more, and now you would 

take Benjamin; all this has come upon me" (42: 36). 

What motivates Joseph's behaviour? A possibility which immediately 

suggests itself is that Joseph is out for revenge against the brothers who 

had wronged him when he was a youth, and it is true that there seem to be 

a number of "tit-for-tat" measures in which the brothers relive Joseph's 

experiences, e. g. their three-day imprisonment (42: 17) parallels their 

earlier "incarceration" of Joseph in the pit (37: 23ff. ). 29 However, a major 

objection to this possibility is the fact that on several occasions Joseph's 

emotions get the better of him (42: 24; 43: 30), and at times he treats them 

in a kindly manner (e. g. 42: 25-27). These actions are hard to reconcile 

with someone who is motivated solely by vindictiveness. It is not 
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necessary to deny that revenge may have been part of the picture, but his 

apparently contradictory actions - both harsh treatment and tender emotions 

- show that this single motive does not explain everything. 30 

By far the commonest suggestion for explaining Joseph's actions is 

some variation of the following. Joseph's intention is to test his brothers 

to see whether they have-reformed, repented and shown loyalty to Benjamin 

and Jacob, as preconditions for his forgiveness and his reconciliation with 

them. 3 1 Since the text is not explicit on the matter any investigation of 

Joseph's motives involves reading between the lines, but we may well wonder 

what evidence there is to support this almost universal suggestion? It is 

possible that Joseph's replacement of the money bags in the sacks is a test 

of their honesty (42: 25) - but the narrative nowhere confirms this 

suspicion. Joseph's enquiry about Jacob's welfare (43: 27) could be a test 

question concerning his brothers' treatment of the old man, but as Jacob is 

in Canaan at the time, Joseph has no way of knowing whether their reply, 

"Your servant our father is well, he is still alive" (43: 28), is the truth or 

a bare-faced lie. In addition, it could be argued that since Judah's speech 

in 44: 18-34 shows the brothers in a generous light, with Judah as spokesman 

for the group, expressing genuine love for Jacob and Benjamin, once Joseph 

is reassured on this issue, he reveals his true identity (45: 3) and the 

family reconciliation is accomplished. However, was it Joseph's aim to 

elicit such a speech from Judah? It may be the result of Joseph's ploy, but 

was it the aiai? As we shall see, the Joseph story as a whole would seem 

to counter such a suggestion. 
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If we look in more detail at the conventional explanation of Joseph's 

behaviour, we may ask why Joseph should ever think that the brothers would 

treat Benjamin badly. The story states clearly the understandable reasons 

for their previous hatred of Joseph: Jacob's excessive love for him (37: 4) 

and his tale-bearing and dream reports (37: 2,8,11,19-20). 32 The reasons 

for the brother's hatred were based on the unique relationship between 

Jacob and Joseph, and Joseph's behaviour as a braggart. There is nothing to 

suggest that either of these factors would be repeated in Benjamin's case. 33 

(It is true that Jacob treats Benjamin preferentially (43: 28), but this piece 

of information is for the reader's consumption only; it is not divulged to 

Joseph. ) In the same manner we may ask why Joseph should think that the 

brothers would treat Jacob in a disrespectful or harmful way. Although the 

reader knows how the brothers deceived Jacob with the cloak dipped in 

goat's blood, Joseph does not. "" That is to say, the view that Joseph's 

harsh treatment is designed to discover whether his brothers have repented 

and are now acting properly toward Jacob is a question which seems reason- 

able to the reader, who knows how they deceived Jacob, but is not so 

reasonable to ascribe to Joseph, who knows nothing of the deception of his 

father. 

In addition, 42: 21-22 amounts to a confession by the brothers that 

they were wrong to have treated Joseph as they did in ch. 37. If Joseph is 

looking for a "confession" or "reformation" before he reveals himself, then 

here he has it. Yet instead of being overjoyed at this revelation, which 

would allow him to drop the masquerade and be reconciled to his brothers 

(which is surely what one would expect if the conventional explanation of 

the "test" is correct), Joseph's only response is to weep (42: 24). 
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It is maintained by some that Joseph has to put his brothers through 

such agonies if true reconciliation is to be achieved. Westermann believes 

that 

the narrator wants to say that at the very moment 
that he saw his brothers before him, Joseph had 
decided to heal the breach ... The structure as a 
whole allows this conclusion. It is to this purpose 
that Joseph allows his brothers to undergo the severe 
trial of being at the disposition of the potentate. A 
quick pardon at this moment could not have led to a 
real solution, as the continuation shows. 35 

It is difficult to see why a "quick pardon" could not have produced 

a reconciliation. In fact Joseph subjects his family to such severe 

treatment that any reconciliation is threatened. It is instructive to 

observe that when Joseph meets his brothers he is in an analogous situation 

to Esau in ch. 33.76 Both he and Esau meet the agents of their previous 

injustices after an absence of twenty years, and are both in a position of 

power - Joseph as Grand Vizier, Esau with four hundred men. Yet Esau acts 

in a completely different manner. He does not concoct an elaborate series 

of self-concealments and deceptions, nor does he demand any repentance or 

bottle up his emotions for use at a more propitious time, but immediately 

"ran to meet [Jacob], and embraced him, and fell on his neck and kissed him, 

and they wept" (33: 4). An immediate (unspoken) pardon was Esau's response 

to a brother who had cheated him, and this resulted in a true reconcili- 

ation. It would be unfair to demand that Joseph act in exactly the same 

manner as Esau, but ch. 33 shows that testing, trial and confession are not 

a necessary route to reconciliation. Esau has shown a better way. 
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I conclude therefore, that the narrative provides no support for the 

view that Joseph treated his brothers harshly in order to ascertain or 

provoke their repentance. 

Does the narrative give any clues about Joseph's motives? I noted 

above that the brothers' prostration in 42: 6 fulfilled only the first dream 

(37: 7); the second dream (37: 9) remains unfulfilled. The narrator rarely 

divulges the inner thoughts of his characters, but this occasion is an 

exception. On seeing his brothers with their faces to the earth, "Joseph 

remembered the dreams which he had dreamed of them; and he said to them, 

'You are spies, you have come to see the weakness of the land"' (42: 9). As 

Ackerman observes, "Like the reader, Joseph remembers not the betrayal or 

suffering wrought by his brothers, but his dreams. "37 This rare insight 

into Joseph's mind must be significant. 3 The verse seems to link Joseph's 

decision to treat his brothers harshly with his remembrance of his 

dreams. 39 At first there seems to be no logical connection, especially if, 

with the majority of scholars, one assumes that both dreams have already 

been fulfilled. But if it is recognised as it surely must be, that only the 

first dream has been fulfilled, then a possibility suggests itself. Joseph's 

accusation of his brothers is the beginning of an attempt to fulfil the 

second dream! This suggestion is given credence when after the initial 

thrust of claim and counter claim between the two parties, Joseph utters 

his ultimatum, "By this you shall be tested: by the life of Pharaoh, you 

shall not go from this place unless your youngest brother comes here" 

(42: 15). In terms of the dispute between them, this "test" would hardly 

prove anything. The group may well be brothers, and have a younger sibling 

in Canaan, but they could still be spies. Later, when the nine brothers 
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return with Benjamin, Joseph would have no way of knowing whether he were 

their brother or an imposter used to buttress their deception. That is to 

say, there is no logical connection between the accusation and the test. '! 

However, Joseph's test does have a logical connection with the second dream: 

Benjamin must come down to Egypt if the "eleven stars" (37: 9) are to bow 

down before him. In fact, once the party return from Canaan with Benjamin, 

and present themselves before Joseph, this is exactly what happens, "When 

Joseph came home, they Call eleven brothers] ... bowed down (wayyi taIwf) 

to him to the ground" (43: 26); "And they bowed their heads and made 

obeisance (wayyi talrwu)"' (43: 28). This act of social etiquette fulfils the 

letter of the dream imagery, but despite this, Joseph continues his 

deception by planting evidence on Benjamin (44: lff. ), which elicits the 

following confession from Judah, "Behold, we are my lord's slaves, both we 

and he also in whose hand the cup has been found" (44: 16). Joseph's 

deception has resulted not only in all his brothers bending the knee, but 

also in their confessing their subservience. Thus Joseph has succeeded in 

bringing about the fulfilment of one element of the dream: the "eleven 

stars" have bowed down. This situation has been brought about solely as a 

result of Joseph's strange actions. 

(Sternberg sees the possibility that an explanation for Joseph's 

request to see Benjamin is his desire to fulfil the dreams. However, 

Sternberg dismisses the notion immediately because he believes that "the 

dreams make no sense to Joseph, either singly or paired, " and because of 

this assumption wonders how "anyone [can] hypothesize a wish to fulfil the 

dreams and causally relate it to the insistence on Benjamin's showing 

himself. ""2 I hope that my argument above has demonstrated how this is not 
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only possible but even essential. I can find no substantiation in the text 

itself for Sternberg's position that Joseph did not understand the dreams. 

That Joseph did understand them is demonstrated by his remembrance of them 

at the same instant that his brothers bowed down before him. Yet Sternberg 

effectively concedes the weakness of his argument by suggesting that Joseph 

may have acted in the way he did toward his brothers not in order to fulfil 

the dreams but "to test and elucidate [the dreams]. " But since the only way 

Joseph has of elucidating the dreams is to try to fulfil them, Sternberg 

really confirms the position he seeks to discredit. ) 

It might be objected to the foregoing account of Joseph's behaviour 

toward his brothers that if Joseph wished to fulfil the second dream and 

have all his family do obeisance to him, why did he require the presence of 

only Benjamin in Egypt? Why did he not request Jacob as well? For a while 

this remains a puzzle for the reader. However, a perfectly plausible reason 

is provided a little later in the story. Judah's plea to Joseph (44: 18-34) 

recounts the previous discussion between Joseph and his brothers (42: 7ff. ). 

In his speech, however, Judah reminds Joseph of a detail not divulged to the 

reader on that previous occasion: "We said to my lord, 'The lad cannot leave 

his father, for if he should leave his father, his father would die"' (44: 22; 

cf. 42: 13). Despite being told this, Joseph had persisted in demanding 

Benjamin. Why? I suggest that in requesting Benjamin Joseph thought he 

would get Jacob automatically, if, as Judah stated, the two were 

inseparable. This suggestion is supported by Joseph's words to his brothers 

when they return to Egypt with Benjamin. His first recorded words to them 

are, "Is your father well, the old man of whom you spoke? Is he still 

alive? " (43: 27). Joseph had expected to see Jacob. When he sees that he is 
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absent, it occurred to Joseph that his ploy may have backfired and, as Judah 

had said, the separation had killed Jacob. When he is reassured that Jacob 

is still alive (43: 28), Joseph realises that he must try another ploy to get 

Jacob - and this he does by threatening to imprison Benjamin over the 

silver cup incident. To let the other brothers return to Canaan while 

Benjamin remains in Egypt serves no useful purpose unless Joseph still has 

his mind on the unfulfilled dream. Benjamin's imprisonment is necessary for 

the next element of the dream to be fulfilled, with Jacob pleading for 

clemency for Benjamin, and, presumably, prostrate before Joseph. However, at 

this point, the unexpected happens, with Judah's impassioned plea (44: 18-34). 

Joseph's subterfuge was based on the assumption that the old man could not 

be separated for long from his youngest son. Judah's speech shows that 

Joseph has miscalculated. 43 Imprisoning Benjamin, rather than bringing 

Jacob to Egypt, would actually kill Jacob: "When he sees that the lad is not 

with us, he will die" (44: 31). In response to this unwelcome revelation, the 

love Joseph has for his father and family overcomes his hubris, he breaks 

down, and reveals his true identity (45: 1-3). Thus Joseph's plan is never 

put into action. Even though Jacob does come to Egypt he comes as Joseph's 

father (e. g. 46: 29; 47: 1), with all his rights and privileges within the 

family. Significantly, not only is the first element of the second dream 

never fulfilled, " but it is actually reversed when Joseph brings his sons 

to Jacob for blessing: "Then Joseph removed them from his knees, and he 

bowed himself (wayyiitat}d) with his face to the earth" (48: 12). 45 Joseph, 

despite his elaborate plans and callous calculations, receives his come- 

uppance, to the delight of the reader. (The fact that Rachel is dead and 

cannot bow down to Joseph means that this element of the second dream was 

always doomed to fail. The reader, however, is left to ponder whether 
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Yoseph considered this to be impossible. Does he attempt to fulfil only 

those parts of the dream which can be fulfilled, or has he become so 

intoxicated with power that he believes he is capable of anything, and if 

his plans to get Jacob had not been thwarted, would have plotted even the 

fulfilment of the element concerning his mother? ) 

In contrast to this reading, Ackerman's attempt to see the fulfilment 

of the second dream in the incident in which Jacob slumps exhausted on the 

head of his bed is hardly convincing. " I would agree with Gibson who 

comments, 

It is not so commonly pointed out, however, that the 
second dream is not fulfilled in the epic ... Joseph's 
dream of the sun and moon and stars must have been a 
false one, suggested by his own arrogance and 
ambition, and not at all by God's prompting. 47 

I agree with Gibson's comments on the non-fulfilment of the second dream, 

but I suggest a different reason. (See below. ) 

The above interpretation still needs to take account of the occasions 

when Joseph's emotions get the better of him. Can these be accommodated to 

the picture I have presented so far of Joseph as a calculating and scheming 

individual? I would suggest that the characterisation of Joseph is a subtle 

one. He is presented neither as complete villain nor complete saint, but 

like most humans has elements of each. I would suggest that Joseph retains 

genuine love for his family, yet the old hubris he had before, at home with 

the family, " reasserts itself when he meets his brothers. There is some- 

thing about his family that brings out the worst in Joseph. He wants to 

have the best of both worlds: he wants to be reunited with his family but 

on his own terms, with himself their superior. Rather than accepting the 
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opportunity of reconciliation offered by the initial meeting with the 

brothers, he desires to enforce the fulfilment of the second dream (or, at 

least, as much of it as he possibly can). I conclude that the love for his 

family and his own hubris militate against one another, and produce the 

emotional fluctuations described in the narrative. 49 

Joseph's dreams dominate the narrative so much that a survey of the 

attitudes to the dreams on the part of the characters in the narrative and 

the effect of such attitudes on their fulfilment is a necessary task. The 

characters relate to the dreams in a number of ways. First, Joseph's 

brothers explicitly attempt to frustrate them (37: 18ff. ). Yet, paradoxically, 

this actually creates the circumstances in which the first dream can be 

fulfilled (42: 6). 50 Second, Joseph's personal relationship to the dreams is 

quite complex and has at least three aspects. For much of his sojourn in 

Egypt Joseph is unable to do anything about the dreams. In his position as 

a slave and then a prisoner he does not have enough control over his 

personal circumstances to make the dreams work; yet events actually move 

inexorably toward the fulfilment of the first dream (42: 6). Not only is he 

unable to effect the fulfilment of the dreams, he also exhibits an apathy 

towards them. In the naming of his firstborn, Manasseh, Joseph explains the 

child's name with the curious statement, "For ... God has made me forget all 

my hardship and all my father's housd' (41: 51). (This is reinforced by the 

fact that despite being in such a position of authority for more than seven 

years, Joseph makes no attempt to contact his family in Canaan. ) If he has 

"forgotten" his "father's house" (bot 'Abi) then he must also have 

"forgotten" the dreams, because they relate to family relationships. (This 

is underlined by the contrast between 41: 51 "God has made me forget 
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Ena anal ... all my father's house, " and 42: 9, "And Joseph remembered 

[wayyizkör] the dreams. ") Therefore, it is in the state of not caring about 

the fulfilment of the dreams that the first dream actually comes to 

fruition. Finally, having seen the first dream fulfilled with no effort on 

his part, he attempts to fulfil the second dream through his series of 

elaborate ruses designed to get Benjamin and Jacob down to Egypt to 

acknowledge his sovereignty. Paradoxically this actually frustrates its 

fulfilment. Joseph succeeds in seeing his eleven brothers accepting his 

majesty, but Jacob never does; that element is reversed by Joseph's pros- 

tration before his father. And of course his mother cannot, for she is 

dead. 

Conclusion 

As we have seen, the first dream is, fulfilled in 42: 6 (and also in 

43: 26; 44: 14 and 50: 18. ) Joseph's elder brothers bow down to him without 

his having done anything actively to bring it about. The second dream is 

not fulfilled. While one element, the obeisance of his mother, cannot occur, 

that of his father's obeisance could, but does not occur; only one element, 

the prostration of all eleven brothers, is realised. I suggest that the 

reason why the dream as a whole fails is that Joseph tried to make it 

happen through his playing God with his family (despite his later protest- 

ations, "Fear not, for am I in the place of God? " [50: 19]). The usual 

scholarly position on the power of the dreams is summed up by Brueggemann: 

"All sorts of enemies of the dream try to resist: the brothers, the woman 

(chap 39), the famine (chap 41), all resist the dream and fail. They 

cannott"51 It is true that the active opposition of these foes is overcome; 
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but Joseph's attempted enforcement of the second dream, paradoxically, 

successfully "resists" it. I will investigate the relationship between 

fulfilment and non-fulfilment in the Conclusion to the thesis when 

discussing the way in which plot Announcements in general are integrated 

into their respective narratives. 

My conclusions outlined above may be illustrated by ch. 48. In the 

preamble to his act of blessing, Jacob refers to the death of Rachel (48: 7). 

The precise reason for this reminiscence eludes us. 52 However, Jacob's 

words, whatever their motivation, reinforce for the readers what they 

already know. Rachel is dead, cannot bow before Joseph, thus this element 

was always doomed to fail. Another aspect of the dreams comes into focus 

during the blessing ritual, where Joseph bows before Jacob (48: 12). This 

reverses the first element of the second dream, where father should have 

bowed to son. In addition, in blessing Joseph first before all the rest of 

his sons, and giving him preferential treatment, (" ... I have given to you 

rather than to your brothers one mountain slope ... ", 48: 22), we see the 

results of the fulfilment of the first dream, and of the third element of 

the second: Joseph is superior to his brothers. Thus, this one episode 

encapsulates the way in which the Announcement of plot has fared: the first 

dream and third element of the second dream - Joseph's superiority over his 

brothers - are fulfilled; however, the first two elements of the second 

dream - obeisance of father and mother - never materialise. 

This interpretation of the Joseph story counters the way in which it 

is usually viewed, as the following representative statements illustrate. 

Goldingay writes: 
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The main theme of the story from Genesis 37-47 is 
then how Joseph's dream [i. e. both dreams) comes true 
despite and even through the affliction and 
humiliation brought about ... [by the brothers, 
Potiphar's wife, etc. ]5 S 

Redford asserts that the plot of the story is 

intent ... upon showing how despite the inherent 
improbability the dreams were literally fulfilled. 5' 

Brueggemann believes that Joseph is bound to be triumphant because not 

only does he control the food supply and has knowledge (wisdom), but also, 

He will win because he has had a dream [i. e. both 
dreams] dreamed over him [which results in] ... his full 
triumph and his assertion of rule. 5 

The dreams are seen by these writers as having a predestinating power, 

which I believe is at odds with the way the dreams are envisaged in the 

narrative. I believe that these citations represent a tradition of 

interpretation which has failed to note the essential difference between 

Joseph's two dreams, and Joseph's relationship to them. 56 Typically, they 

speak of Joseph's dream, not his dreams. 

Many scholars see divine "Providence" or "Sovereignty" as being a major 

theological theme of chs. 37-50,57 and the narrative is usually taken to 

provide the supreme example in Genesis of God's will as an irresistible 

force, as the following quotations show: 

... what had been fixed by a celestial decree, was at 
length, in its proper time, carried forward through 
circuitous windings to its completion. 58 

God's providence and 'hesed' ... shape the world of 
creation and his elect people ... The entire scheme of 
history has been programmed to serve the high pur- 
poses of divinity. S9 

This divine election is one of the themes of Genesis 
(cf. Rom 9: 11ff), and God's design is seen to be no 
more thwarted by the indiscretion of its allies (here 
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Israel and Joseph) than by the malice of its 
opponents. 60 

If one accepts such a position, then it follows that the narrative of chs. 

37-50 presents human activity as being either predestined to conform to 

God's plans, or as being irrelevant in the light of God's guaranteed success. 

This all-sufficiency of divine sovereignty makes human 
action almost irrelevant (cf. Prov 21: 30). 61 

It [chs. 37-50) urges that in the contingencies of 
history, the purposes of God are at work in hidden and 
unnoticed ways. But the ways of God are nonetheless 
reliable and will come to fruition ... the main point is 
that the ways of God are at work, regardless of human 
attitudes or actions ... 
.., this story takes a high view of God, so high that 
human action is declared irrelevant. 62 

Yahweh is wholly free to dispose of the issue as he 
will. What then remains for man to do? ... 
According to this doctrine, all earthly events are 
subject to a law which is wholly beyond the grasp of 
the human mind. ' 3 

If all this were true, we would be forced to agree with Redford's 

conclusion that 

God had manipulated the principals of the drama like 
so many marionettes. " 

However, I do not believe that such conclusions do justice to the entirety 

of the story of Jacob's family. '5 They ignore entirely the fact that the 

second dream, which reveals God's will as much as the first, does not come 

to fruition. This makes it impossible to talk of its aspirations as being 

"fixed by a celestial decree" or of the scheme of history as being 

"programmed. " In addition, if it is possible to sustain my suggestion that 

the reason why such divine plans are thwarted is due at least in part to 

Joseph's actions, then human activity cannot be dismissed as being "almost" 

or actually "irrelevant. " 
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The scholarly positions presented above,. against which I have been 

arguing, usually appeal to the "key texts" 45: 5, "And now do not be 

distressed, or angry with yourselves, because you sold me here; for God sent 

me before you to preserve life, " and 50: 20, "As for you, you meant evil 

against me; but God meant it for good ... " These sentences are not to be 

taken, as they are so often, as predestinarian theologoumena; within their 

context they are addressed to the brothers by Joseph, and simply confirm a 

point presented in previous ancestral stories, that attempts to thwart God's 

purpose merely speed its triumph. I do not see 45: 5 and 50: 20 as stating 

that God's plans succeed regardless of any human activity. They say 

nothing of Joseph's attempts to fulfil God's plan in his own way. This 

shows us that divine providence is essentially "reciprocal"; that is the 

degree of success it enjoys is related to the type of activity humans 

engage in when responding to its dictates. While it may succeed in 

reaction to human opposition, or in sympathy with human inability or despite 

apathy, it cannot be fulfilled if humanity attempts to take matters into its 

own hands and tries to force the issue. Such human strategies lead to the 

frustration of providence. If this is indeed the nature of divine 

providence presented by chs. 37-50, then the "predestinarian" model usually 

accepted by interpreters of this narrative needs to be reassessed. 
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The Abrahamic Announcement in the Story of Jacob's Family 

1. Nationhood 

With the fate of Joseph's dreams providing the main interest, the 

development of the nationhood promise is not at the forefront of this 

story; nevertheless the events presented in chs. 37-50 obviously relate to 

it in a number of ways. On the broader scale, the famine which hits Canaan 

threatens the future of the ancestral family, but Joseph's presence in Egypt 

guarantees its survival (though this outcome is seen only when one comes 

to the end of the story). At the outset matters do not seem to be so 

promising, with the conspiracy of the brothers to kill. Joseph threatening to 

reduce Jacob's progeny by one. Joseph's eventual sale into slavery is only 

one degree better than this. 

However, despite this unpromising start, the reader is given a number 

of glimpses into ways in which the progeny promise survives and grows. 

The information that Judah marries a Canaanite woman, resulting in 

offspring (38: 2-5), bodes well, but is complicated in ways which require an 

unusual solution. The sin of Er (whatever it was) results in his premature 

death before begetting any progeny. Onan's contraceptive practice (38: 9) 

obviously stifles fertility, and his despatch by Yahweh compounds the 

problem, leaving Judah with only one son. Nevertheless, the increase of 

this one branch of the ancestral family is continued through a remarkable 

example of female scheming (38: 12ff. ). 

Joseph marries in exile and has two sons but it is Jacob's journey to 

Egypt which provides the occasion for the most explicit connections with 

the progeny promise. First, God appears to him in a night vision, assuring 
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him that "I will there make of you a great nation" (46: 3). No sooner has 

this assurance been given than a full catalogue of the ancestral family is 

given (46: 8-27), showing exactly how much progress has already been made 

toward becoming a "great nation. " Considering the inordinate length of time 

it took Abraham to produce one son acceptable to Yahweh, this list of 

seventy souls makes comparatively impressive reading. In addition, once in 

the land of Goshen the reader is informed that they "were fruitful and 

multiplied exceedingly" (47: 27). The further reminder of the promise given 

at Bethel (48: 4 cf. 28: 14; 35: 11), together with Jacob's blessing on Joseph's 

sons (48: 16b, 19) predicting further increase, adds to the impression that 

while Abraham's progeny have not yet become a "great nation" in their own 

right, by the end of Genesis that prospect seems at least a possibility. 

2. Lid 

In contrast, the land promise does not fare so well. At the beginning 

we receive the reassuring though not spectacular statement that Jacob lived 

within Canaan (37: 1). However, the main thrust of the plot from that point 

onward is in showing how first Joseph and then all of the family eventually 

migrate to Egypt. In addition, the famine which comes to Canaan marks it 

out as an undesirable place in which to live. The family is given a new 

land by no less a personage than Pharaoh himself (47: 6), but this royal 

generosity does not hide the fact that this is not the land promised by 

Yahweh. (Ironically, they are given a land outside of Canaan, while the 

only possession they have in Canaan is a burial plot which had to be 

bought. ) This explains why Jacob, ever the one to recognise a good bargain, 

prefers to live in Goshen, but be interred in Canaan. Despite Jacob's choice 

of burial place, the funeral entourage returns from Canaan and we are told 
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quite baldly that "Joseph dwelt in Egypt, he and his father's house" (50: 22). 

So with the exception of the deceased Jacob, the entire ancestral family 

now lives in exile. And at this point the reader is confronted by an 

intriguing question. Why did the brothers and Joseph remain in Egypt even 

after the famine had ended? Jacob lived in Egypt for seventeen years 

before his death (47: 29; cf. v. 28); but as we know from Joseph's dreams, the 

famine lasted for only seven years. Did Jacob remain because Yahweh had 

promised him that there he would make of him a great nation (46: 3)? In 

order for the nationhood promise to be fulfilled, does the land promise have 

to be postponed, and if so, for what reason? Such questions are not 

answered in Genesis, but form part of the unfinished agenda carried over 

into Exodus and beyond. 

3. Blessing 

The two main characters, Joseph and Jacob, act in ways which see the 

third element of the Abrahamic Announcement - being a blessing - brought 

once again to the reader's attention. Apart from the discord he causes at 

home, Joseph appears to be a blessing to all he meets: to Potiphar's 

household (39: 4ff. ); to the keeper of the prison (39: 21-23); to Pharaoh 

(41: 46ff. ); to the Egyptians (41: 56); and eventually to the whole earth 

(41: 57). Having dispensed his blessing to all and sundry in exile it comes 

as a shock to see him being anything but a blessing when he meets his 

brothers, by putting them through such a severe trial (42: 9ff. ), and by 

subjecting his old father to psychological torture (43: 26), although in the 

end, once Joseph's elaborate plots to secure the fulfilment of his dreams 

fail, he does dispense material blessing to Jacob and his family (45: 10ff. ), 
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Joseph's relationship to the Egyptians is more complex. Through his 

agricultural policy Joseph does save the lives of the Egyptians, but does so 

at a price - their enslavement (47: 13ff. ). 

In his old age Jacob appears to have become more generous with 

blessings. In being ushered into Pharaoh's presence, Jacob blesses him 

(47: 7). Previously Jacob has either received blessings, or failing that, 

stolen them. Never before has Jacob given a blessing. Yet he still cannot 

resist the temptation of standing usual expectations in this area on their 

heads by inverting the expected blessings on Manasseh and Ephraim (48: 9ff. ). 

And finally, the "blessings" (cf. 49: 28) he pronounces on his sons (49: 1ff. ) 

are a strange mixture of positive (49: 8-13,20-26), negative (49: 3-7,13) 

and a balance between the two (49: 14-15,19). 

By the end of Genesis, therefore, the three main elements of the 

Abrahamic Announcement have fared differently. The nationhood promise has 

not been fulfilled, but at least it is on its way to fulfilment with seventy 

people in Goshen being fruitful and multiplying. The land promise is much 

more problematical. The entire ancestral family are in exile, while Abraham, 

Isaac and Jacob lie in their graves in Canaan. They have not given up the 

vision of the land, however, for Joseph promises his exiled brothers that 

"God will visit you, and you shall carry up my bones from here" (50: 25). 

Nevertheless, one cannot but see the cyclical route that the land promise 

has taken. The ancestral story began with the call of Abraham in Haran; it 

concludes with his descendants in a similar situation, outside of the land 

of promise. 
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The issue of being a blessing develops in a complex way. Joseph is 

eventually a blessing to his family, but one is left wondering whether his 

hand was forced on this issue as he saw the plans for the enforcement of 

his dreams disintegrating before him. To the Egyptians he is a blessing, 

but only in the sense that losing one's freedom is preferable to dying of 

starvation. And Jacob pronounces blessings, albeit of a highly unorthodox 

kind, inverting the rights of primogeniture in the case of Manasseh and 

Ephraim, and dispensing to his sons "blessings" in which the negative 

outweighs the positive. 
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A summary of the way in which the Announcements of Genesis govern 

the plots of their respective narratives shows that they struggle to 

translate themselves into reality. In the primaeval history the command to 

be fruitful, multiply and fill the earth makes slow progress, but is at 

least on the way to success by the end of this section even though interest 

has narrowed down to Terah's three sons and to Abraham in particular - 

whose wife is barren. This comparative success is achieved despite 

opposition from factors such as painful childbirth and universal death. The 

two remaining elements do not fare so well. The command to "subdue" the 

earth is effectively eliminated altogether. Yahweh's curse on the ground 

(3: 17-19) renders it impossible to fulfil absolutely; the earth will always 

successfully resist total human domination. This is demonstrated in the 

cosmic upheaval of the Deluge in which humans succumb to the ferocity of 

the earth and also in common death, where humans return to the ground from 

which they were made. The absence of this element from the post-Deluge 

edict (8: 21-9: 7) suggests that Yahweh has eliminated it as a requirement. 

The imperative to have dominion over the animals has a more complex 

development. The limited dominion granted to humans in ch. 1, which denied 

them the right to kill animals for food, degenerates into a situation where 

animals will stand in "fear and dread" of humans, and may be consumed for 

human sustenance (9: 3). Yet the curse of 3: 14-15 indicates that humans 

will not exert this despotism effortlessly over the entire animal kingdom. 

The Abraham story derives much of its interest from the way in which 

the progeny/nationhood promise progresses. This element is itself a 
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continuation of the "multiplication" motif of the primaeval history. Despite 

the problems Abraham experiences in understanding the exact focus of this 

promise, by Abraham's death a son through whom the future great nation will 

be generated is on the scene, with an acceptable wife - though like her 

mother-in-law she too is barren (25: 21). Therefore, while this element does 

not see any spectacular success, at least it remains viable. The promise of 

land possession (as it eventually becomes) similarly remains on the agenda 

but has hardly moved forward at all - apart from possession of a grave and 

a well and knowing which land will be given to his descendants, the land 

promise remains exactly that -a promise. By contrast, the command to 

Abraham to "be a blessing" is an almost unmitigated disaster. Abraham does 

next to nothing to bless anyone, but prefers to look after his own 

interests. When the Abrahamic Announcement is traced through to the end of 

the book, we see the nationhood promise making steady, though not 

spectacular progress; in Egypt the seventy members of the ancestral family 

form the nucleus for the future potential nation. Unfortunately, the land, 

though still promised, has been abandoned by these same people in favour of 

a higher standard of living in Egypt. Yet Yahweh, who approves of the 

emigration, and has even engineered it, also promises that one day they will 

return to possess Canaan. So the land promise remains tied up with their 

destiny. Yet despite such evidences of Yahweh's involvement with the 

ancestral family, the patriarchs as a whole remain almost as resistant as 

Abraham to the command to "be a blessing". 

The Announcement prefacing the Jacob story is developed in a subtle 

way. While Jacob's lordship over his brother is simply negated (with 

Jacob's own words reversing the proposed relationship), the other elements 
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exert their influence on the narrative in a more complex manner. The 

blessing of fertility and prosperity (the latest modification of the 

"multiplication" and "nationhood" motifs of the previous cycles), comes to 

Jacob as predicted, yet also to Esau - countering the prediction of 

distinction between the two. The equality between the two brothers on this 

point effectively negates the intention of the Announcement. In an even 

subtler move the prediction of division between the two parties is 

fulfilled, but in a way not guessed at by the reader. Division caused by 

strife (our expectation) is converted into separation within reconciliation. 

The story of Jacob's family presents a seemingly simple picture of two 

dreams, of which the first is fulfilled and the second (taken as one unit) 

is not. However, this narrative probably raises more questions regarding 

the reasons for the failure of its Announcement as a whole to become 

reality than any of the others. 

It is quite clear from reviewing this evidence that individual elements 

of the Announcements exert their influence on the plot of Genesis in 

several different ways. Only one element - Joseph's first dream - seems to 

be fulfilled to the letter, and is the only element which might legitimately 

be seen as predestinating subsequent events. Other elements also exert 

their influence strongly, but in a modified form from that which was 

announced at the outset. Human dominion over animals, and the separation 

and fertility/prosperity elements of the Jacob story would be included in 

this category. Other elements may be seen as enjoying qualified success, 

inching their way to fulfilment, but certainly not dominating the plot as 

predeterminators of action; among these would be the Abrahamic land motif. 
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Some evolve during the book: the prime example of this is the "multi- 

plication" motif of the primaeval history which is modified into the 

progeny/nationhood promise to Abraham and continued in the prediction of 

fertility/prosperity to Jacob. Others evolve within individual narrative 

blocks, e. g. the land element in the Abraham story. Perhaps most important- 

ly some elements are negated. Each of the Announcements prefacing the four 

narrative blocks of Genesis contains one element which simply fails to 

assert itself. In the primaeval history, it is the command to subdue the 

earth; in the Abrahamic Announcement, the command to be a blessing; in the 

Jacob story, it is Esau's subservience to Jacob; and with Joseph, his. second 

dream is never converted into reality. Taken as a whole, therefore, the 

Genesis Announcements seem to have an unpredictable relationship to the 

narratives they purport to govern. Can any reason for this be found? 

Having come to the end of Genesis, the reader can observe a 

paradoxical relationship between human activity onýthe one hand and the 

fulfilment of individual elements of the Announcements on the other. This 

is seen most clearly in the ancestral narratives. For example, the Abraham 

story presents a series of initiatives taken by Abraham of which many, 

though understandable and "justifiable" at the time, place obstacles in the 

way of the Announcement of 12: 1-3. These include his taking of Lot despite 

being told to leave his kindred (12: 1 cf. v. 4); his pretence on two 

occasions that Sarah is his sister (12: 10-20; 20: 1-17); agreeing to Sarah's 

scheme which results in the birth of Ishmael, etc. It is not without 

significance that God's command to Abraham which threatens the life of the 

son of promise (22: 2) meets with Abraham's utter resignation. He travels to 

the appointed spot, places his son on the altar, but at the last minute God 
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changes his mind, and at the same time announces "because you have done 

this ... I will indeed bless you, and I will multiply your descendants as the 

stars of heaven and as the sand which is on the seashore" (22: 16,17). 

Abraham's initiatives had previously placed the promise under threat; his 

unquestioning, passive obedience has now confirmed its permanence. The 

difference between Abraham's two relationships to the Announcement (and its 

later modifications) is not simply a matter of disobedience versus 

obedience. It is a matter of inventing schemes to fulfil what God has 

promised as opposed to resigning himself not only to the promise but also 

to God's way of achieving it. (Yet it is precisely at this point that the 

reader feels sympathy for some of the characters. Many of the actions 

taken by characters which are later revealed to be inappropriate can be 

explained by Yahweh's habit of not clarifying the exact nature of the 

Announcement at the outset. For example, the way in which the promise that 

Abraham will become the father of a great nation will be fulfilled goes 

through several stages of clarification before Abraham knows exactly what 

Yahweh has in mind. It is this aspect which complicates the task of 

knowing whether Announcements are successful or not, i. e. whether an 

Announcement in its original form or as it is later clarified or modified is 

exerting its influence. ) 

The story of Jacob's family repeats these dynamics seen in the Abraham 

story. Chs. 37-50 fall into two distinct sections when we investigate the 

relationship between Joseph's active initiatives and apathetic inactivity. 

At the outset, apart from the opening verses of ch. 37, Joseph is the 

passive, used individual: i. e. he is "sent" (37: 13); "stripped" (37: 23); "taken" 

and "cast" into the pit (37: 24); "sold" (37: 26), etc. The vast majority of 
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verbs in chs. 37-41 which are associated with Joseph, have him as their 

object rather than subject. When he is not passive, his activity does not 

relate in any self-conscious way to the fulfilment of the dreams. However, 

from ch. 42 onwards, Joseph takes the initiative: he "sells" (42: 6); "treats" 

and "speaks" roughly to his brothers (42: 7ff. ); "puts" his brothers in prison 

(42: 17ff. ), etc. I have tried to demonstrate that the first dream is 

fulfilled during his "passive" phase and the second frustrated during his 

"active" phase. This perspective gives added irony to Joseph's statement to 

his brothers, "Fear not, for am I in the place of God? " (50: 19). In his 

attempt to manipulate events so that the divine dream would come to 

fruition, he had indeed put himself in the place of God. However, he was 

forcefully reminded of his humanity with the disintegration of his ambition. 

Also, we must not forget that Joseph's brother's attempts to counter the 

Announcement actually facilitate the fulfilment of the first dream. 

These dynamics may be expressed by the following formula: human 

attempts to frustrate the Announcements tend to fulfil them; human attempts 

to fulfil the Announcements tend to frustrate them. This is clearly 

presented by some of the material in the Abraham and Joseph narratives but 

can also be plausibly suggested as a perspective on the Jacob story. Jacob, 

like his grandfather and son, attempts to make the divine oracle happen 

through deceiving his father over the blessing and taking advantage of his 

brother over the birthright. Just as Abraham's initiatives (worthy or not) 

do not facilitate the promise of progeny, and Joseph's elaborate charade is 

counter-productive in getting the second dream to convert its imagery into 

reality, so, I would suggest, it is precisely because of Jacob's efforts to 

secure his destiny as lord that he actually becomes the servant. Jacob's 
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own words suggest his recognition that despite being the "blessed", the 

blessing received through deceitful human initiative has turned out to be a 

curse: "Few and evil have been the days of my life" (47: 9). This is the 

very reverse of the suggestion that "subsequent 'deceptions' [by the 

patriarchs] will not negate the promise. "' The implication of all of this is 

that the Announcements would have had a better chance of fulfilment if the 

human characters had done less to fulfil them and allowed Yahweh to do 

more. 

The dynamics of paradox, however, do not explain all of the problems 

associated with translating the aspirations of the Announcements into 

reality. God himself seems to place impediments in the way of the 

Announcements being fulfilled. These impediments fall into two broad 

categories. Those which exist from the outset, and those introduced at a 

later stage by Yahweh. The former raise doubts in the mind of the reader 

and challenge the faith 'of the characters (e. g. the reversal of primo- 

geniture in the stories of Jacob and Jacob's family). The latter make the 

reader question whether Yahweh has abandoned his original intentions 

outlined in the Announcement (e. g. the curses of 3: 14-19). These latter 

kinds of impediments enter the narrative largely as responses to human 

actions. Some Announcements which seem plausible at the outset become 

seemingly less so because of later divine modifications or amplifications 

(e. g. the promise of a son to Abraham and Sarah [as it is finally defined], 

is inherently less likely than Abraham, through some'means, becoming the 

father of a great nation). 
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Actually only three aspects of the Announcements which present 

inherent difficulties remain unfulfilled. In the Jacob Announcement it is 

that Esau should serve Jacob, and in the Joseph Announcement that first his 

father, and secondly his mother should bow down to him. But even here, I 

have suggested above that the dynamics of paradox may well explain why the 

first two of these three aspects do not occur. - 

However, it is Yahweh's subsequent actions which have a far greater 

effect in deciding whether Announcements succeed or fail. This is seen 

most clearly in the primaeval history. Yahweh's responses to human 

disobedience in ch. 3 have far-reaching effects on the Announcement of 1: 28. 

The curse on the serpent, while not negating human dominion over animals, 

gives notice that humans will not wield that dominion effortlessly over all 

creatures. The curse on the Woman does not negate the command to multiply, 

but makes it a less attractive proposition to women. But the curse on the 

earth has far more ramifications. The earth becomes far less tameable and 

a much less hospitable environment in which the Man may exert his dominion 

- indeed the earth will successfully resist and receive the Man in death. 

This last point is confirmed by Yahweh's decision to omit the subjugation of 

the earth from his post-Deluge edict. He has decided to annul this element. 

There is one recurring element which seems to attract Yahweh's 

solicitous attention more than any of the others. The "multiplication" 

motif which appears in various forms - the command "be fruitful, multiply 

and fill the earth" (1: 28); the progeny/nationhood promise of 12: 1-3; the 

fertility/prosperity promise of Isaac's blessings. All of these are 

challenged, but in each case Yahweh acts to facilitate their fulfilment. 
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Admittedly, Yahweh's "help" in the primaeval history amounts to no more than 

an amelioration of the curse he himself has placed on the Woman: i. e. 

although she will experience pain in procreating, her "desire will be for 

her husband. " Thus, human multiplication will not cease just because it has 

become less enjoyable. In the ancestral stories the major impediment to 

reproduction is the barrenness of generations of matriarchs (bearing in 

mind that Sarah's barrenness is only revealed to be a problem after 

Yahweh's announcement of the necessity of her maternity in ch. 18). Yahweh 

systematically, though not immediately, removes these problems by granting 

conception to Sarah, Rebekah and Rachel. One receives the impression that 

this element must succeed. Other aspects can be abandoned or modified but 

Yahweh must keep faith with this aspect or the Genesis story would end in 

utter nihilism. 

In the final analysis, I must conclude that the Announcements are 

misleading indicators of how the plot of Genesis will develop. Too many 

other factors impinge on the narrative for these to be taken as 

predetermining plot. A great deal depends on how Yahweh relates to the 

Announcements; whether he is willing to persevere with an individual 

element (e. g. human multiplication), or is willing to annul it (e. g. human 

subjugation of the earth or Esau serving Jacob), or modify it (e. g. dominion 

over animals or the separation of Jacob and Esau). The development of the 

Announcements in Genesis does not present Yahweh as predetermining from 

the outset what his creatures will do. Commands may be disobeyed - and 

often are. In addition, promises may be modified and curses reversed. 

Announcements may be seen as declarations of Yahweh's initial intention - 

what Yahweh would like to happen - but no more than that. A great irony 
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arises from the recognition of this fact. The Announcements give the 

impression to the first time reader that Yahweh will be in total control of 

the story. But the stories reveal that humans just as often call the tune. 

In the majority of cases it is their actions which result in Yahweh's 

modifications and negations. Whether a divine Announcement governs its 

narrative or not depends to a large extent, not on Yahweh forcing it 

through, or systematically overcoming all opposition, but on how humans 

behave. 

My conclusions indicate that Genesis is a sophisticated piece of 

literature. The way the Announcements are integrated into the narrative 

constitutes a warning to readers not to place faith in seemingly author- 

itative statements, but to read with caution, carefully and questioningly. 

The book delights in teasing its readers, forcing us to read the text 

closely to see what is actually happening and not, like many commentators, 

just taking statements, even divine statements, at face value. (The 

prediction that Joseph's mother will bow down to him is the prime example 

of this. Its impossibility makes it the book's ultimate misleading indicator 

of plot development. ) As we have seen, the plot of the Genesis stories is 

not predetermined by the Announcements, but neither is it completely open- 

ended. While plots do not simply show an enactment of the agenda presented 

in the Announcements they do develop in some relationship to them. 

Sometimes the correlation between the two is that of modification or even 

negation; rarely is it that of fulfilment. 

There is here, therefore, no high view of divine providence. The plot 

confirms or denies individual elements of the Announcements for a variety 
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of reasons - not always easily discernible. This conclusion counters the 

way in which most commentators view most of the Announcements. Of course, 

by no means all scholars see every Announcement as moving smoothly towards 

its fulfilment. In the Abraham story in particular it is difficult to deny 

the tension between promise and fulfilment, and such views have been noted 

in the Chapters above. What I hope to have demonstrated in this thesis is 

that none of the Announcements "guarantees and effects the hoped-for 

success"2, is "fixed by a celestial decree"" or demonstrates that the 

"entire scheme of history has been programmed to serve the high purposes 

of divinity. " Not one demonstrates that "everything is carefully 

orchestrated by Yahweh: all works out in the end ... "5 or that Yahweh's 

"will cannot be frustrated by any circumstances. "6 The story of Genesis is 

certainly not "the story of the fulfillment of the divine promises of 

blessing. "7 These may be the expectations of the first time reader who 

could be forgiven for assuming that what is supposed to happen will 

actually happen. However, a close reading of Genesis disabuses one of that 

notion. The power exerted by the Announcements on the plot is far more 

complex, and far more interesting, than that. 
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McGuire, "Joseph Story, " pp. 9-25; Ackerman, "Joseph, Judah, and Jacob, " pp. 

85-113; Greenstein, "Equivocal Reading, " pp. 114-25. 

13. E. g. Dahlberg, "Unity of Genesis, " pp. 360-67; Cohn, "Narrative 

Structure, " pp. 3-16. 
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14. E. g. Brueggemann, "Kerygma of Priestly Writers, " p. 400; idem, Genesis, 

pp. 290,296; Gibson, Genesis, 2: 12; von Rad, Genesis, p. 265. 

15. Cf. Brueggemann, "Kerygma of Priestly Writers, " p. 400; von Rad, Genesis, 

p. 265. 

16. E. g. Gibson, Genesis, passim. 
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1. The significance of Gen. 1: 28 has been seen by Brueggemann, "Kerygma of 

Priestly Writers, " pp. 397-414. However, he views it from a source-critical 

perspective and treats it in relation to the "P" narratives only. 

We suggest that the formidable blessing declaration of 
Gen 1 28 provides a focus for understanding the 
kerygma of the entire tradition ... 

These five verbs [be fruitful; multiply; fill; subdue; 
have dominion], I suggest, are the central thrust of 
the faith of the priestly circle. 

Westermann, Genesis 1-11, p. 143, sees the programmatic nature of Gen. 1: 26- 

28, but does not expand on this observation. Smith, "Structure and 

Purpose, " p. 311, posits a two-fold structure for the primaeval history, 

within which the phrase "be fruitful and multiply and fill the earth, " "has 

an overpowering theological emphasis ... It is the key theological focal 

point in the two parallel sections of Genesis 1-11. " 

2. Lohfink, "'Seid fruchtbar, " p. 80, insists that 1: 28 functions not as a 

command but as a blessing. While it is true that 1: 28a states waybärek 

'Otäm 18l6him, the "blessing" God delivers contains five imperatives. The 

Announcement is both blessing and command: the capacity to be able to 

perform these functions is indeed a blessing, but the imperative form 

underlines the necessity of so doing. 

In agreement with Lohfink, Gilbert, "'Soyez feconds, " p. 741, states 

that to see in "be fruitful and multiply" a commandment is to abuse the 

grammatical form of the imperative. On the contrary, I would maintain that 
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to interpret the imperatives as expressing only the promise of fertility (as 

Gilbert, p. 742) is to read,. them too. narrowly. Cf. Kautzsch, Gesenius' 

Grammar, p. 324. 

3. See Gen. 2: 4; 5: 1; 6: 9; 10: 1,32; 11: 10,27; 25: 12,19; 36: 1,9; 37: 2. 

4. "I will greatly multiply your pain and your childbearing" is probably an 

example of hendiadys. See Westermann, Genesis 1-11, p. 262; Wenham, 

Genesis 1-15, p. 81. 

5. Ogden, "'Curses' of Genesis 3: 14-19, ' pp. 131-32, argues on form-critical 

grounds that 3: 16 is not a curse. According to Ogden, 3: 14-15 and 3: 17-19 

"are the most expanded curse forms in the OT, ' while 3: 16 lacks both an 

'ArOr formula and an object of the curse, which for him areýthe bare' 

minimum requirements for identifying a curse. While 3: 16 may not be a 

formal curse, I would hold-that it is at the very least curse-like. Further, 

it cannot be denied that it modifies in a negative way the Announcement of 

1: 28. 

6. Foh, "What is the Woman's Desire?, " pp. 376-83, argues that t üq8 

(desire) should not be translated as sexual desire. On the basis that 

t". 4ügd in 4: 7b carries no sexual overtones, she believes that "the woman has 

the same sort of desire for her husband that sin has for Cain, a desire to 

possess or control him. " Thus she interprets 3: 16b as having two 

antithetical parts: 

t) You (Woman) shall attempt to control your husband. 

ii) But he will master you. 
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However, it seems to me that Foh argues from the context of 4: 7b, while 

ignoring the context of 3: 16b. Sexual desire would be out of place in the 

context of ch. 4, but entirely appropriate in 3: 16 where the curse is 

concerned with childbearing. Also, it may not be irrelevant to point out 

that the subsequent narrative shows little evidence of women trying to 

control their husbands (the obvious exception being Rebekah in 27: 5ff. ), but 

with the multiplying of the human race there is plenty of evidence for the 

survival of sexual desire. 

7. Seen by e. g. Fishbane, "Genesis 2: 4b-11: 32, ' p. 24. 

8. Cf. Cassuto, Genesis 1: 197. 

9. There have been many attempts to interpret the troublesome 'et. 

Cassuto, Genesis 1: 198-99 translates, "I have created a man equally with the 

Lord, " and thus sees the cry as a boast by Eve that she is just as much a 

creator as Yahweh. Cf. Kikawada, "Two Notes on Eve, " pp. 33-37. Gibson, 

Genesis 1: 143 takes a similar line: "I have created a man as well as the 

Lord. " Westermann, Genesis 1-lt. p. 281, suggests a similar, though less 

stark statement: "I have acquired a man, with Yahweh, " suggesting at least 

some correspondence between Yahweh's creative and Eve's procreative acts 

(see also p. 290). From my perspective, Fretheim, Creation, p. 95, offers an 

interesting translation which takes ANE parallels into account: "I have 

purchased a man from the Lord. " This enables him to see a connection 

between Eve's cry and the curse of 3: 16; "the 'purchasing' thus has refer- 

ence to the difficulty of the birth. This is the price she had to pay for 

sin. " However, the connection Fretheim draws between "purchasing" and 
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childbirth on the basis of this translation strikes me as obscure. The 

catalogue of suggestions compiled by Westermann, Genesis 1-11, p. 291, 

which either interpret 'et in a way which cannot be demonstrated from any 

other OT context, or propose hypothetical emendations, suggests to me that 

the problem is beyond resolution. As Westermann points out, the usual 

translation, "with the help of Yahweh, " has no parallels to support it. Cf. 

Skinner, Genesis, p. 102. 

10. Cf. Fishbane, "Genesis 2: 4b-11: 32, " pp. 27-28; Westermann, Genesis 1-11, 

p. 6; Wenham, Genesis 1-15, p. 126. 

11. Cf. Driver, Genesis, p. 75; Cassuto, Genesis 1: 275; Wilson, Genealogy and 

History, p. 164; Fretheim, Creation, p. 103; von Rad, Genesis, p. 69; Childs, 

Old Testament as Scripture, p. 153; Westermann, Genesis 1-11, p. 17: 

P relates the genealogies very clearly to the work of 
God in the blessing and its commission: 'Be fruitful 
and multiply, ' 1: 28. The effect of the blessing is 
described in the genealogies ... this god-given 
dynamism is effective in the succession of new births 
which the genealogies report. 

The imperative, 'be fruitful and multiply and fill the 
earth' is being carried out in Gen 5. (p. 348) 

Smith, "Structure and Purpose, " pp. 311-12; Coats, Genesis, p. 71. 

12. Robinson, "Genealogies of Genesis, " p. 600 n. 8. 

13. In this connection it is interesting that Lewis, Noah and the Flood, p. 

124, notes the rabbinic observation that Noah neglected the command to be 

fruitful and multiply until he was five hundred (5: 32), because he did not 

want to produce children in such a wicked world. 
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14. Some have taken them to be heavenly/divine beings, an interpretation 

which goes back at least as far as the LXX, where G and 0 translate as tit 

tcyysXot tot 8co4. Similar positions have been taken by modern critical 

scholarship, e. g. Driver, Genesis, p. 82; Skinner, Genesis, pp. 141-42; 

Kraeling, "Gen. 6: 1-4, " pp. 193-208; Knight, A Christian Theology, p. 128; 

Cassuto, Genesis 1: 291-94; Childs, Myth and Reality. pp. 50-51; Kidner, 

Genesis, p. 84; Fretheim, Creation, p. 104; von Rad, Genesis, p. 114; Cassuto, 

"Sons of God and Daughters of Man, " pp. 17-28; Wifall, "Gen 6: 1-4, ' p. 295; 

Porter, "Daughters of Lot, " p. 138; Petersen, "Genesis 6: 1-4, " pp. 57-59; 

Marrs, "The Sons of God, " pp. 219-20; Van Gemeren, "The Sons of God, " pp. 

320-48; Brueggemann, Genesis, p. 71; Newman, "Genesis 6: 2,4, ' pp. 31-36. 

Most support such an argument on the basis that similar designations 

elsewhere in the OT carry this connotation. Cf. Job 1: 6; 2: 1 (b"nd hWlbhim); 

38: 7 (b"nd '"löhim); Pss. 29: 1; 89: 7 (b"n6 'slim); Dan. 3: 25 (bar '"lähin). 

These terms are usually taken to be the equivalent of mal'akd '6l6him, 

attested in e. g. Gen. 28: 12. In these contexts ban is read as an idiom 

which places the individuals mentioned in the same class as ''lahim, in the 

same way in which the b"nb hann"bi'im (II Kgs. 2: 3,5,7) are a group 

belonging to the same class as hann"bi'im. Later traditions are also cited 

as supporting this interpretation, e. g. Enoch 6: 2ff.; I Pet. 3: 19,20; II Pet. 

2: 4-5; Jude 6; Josephus, Antiquities of the Jews 1: 73. Thus the pericope 

describes the cohabitation of angels/gods with human females (as b"nOt 

h8'ädäa is taken to mean). 

Others have taken the b"ne hä"lahis to be humans, usually seen as the 

descendants of Seth. This line of interpretation also boasts an ancient 
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lineage, being attested in the targumim: see Aberbach and Grossfeld (eds. ), 

Tarszum Onkelos, p. 50; Calvin, Genesis 1: 238; Kline, "Divine Kingship, " pp. 

187-204; Westermann, Genesis 1-11. pp. 371-72 (though Westermann's position 

is ambiguous]; Eslinger, "Contextual Identification, " pp. 65-73. 

In this interpretation, the b'nOt hä'ädem are usually seen as the 

descendants of Cain. However, Eslinger, "Contextual Identification, " reverses 

these correlations. 

15. It is argued by some that if the bone hals18his are angelic/heavenly 

beings, their offspring mothered by the b"nAt hä'Mdem'are heavenly-earthly 

hybrids. When God announces that he will withdraw his "spirit" (rflal) 

(6: 3a], it is possible that this is done because the hybrids have a super- 

abundance of it (more than a human measure; cf. Cassuto, Genesis 1: 296; von 

Rad, Genesis, p. 114), or which some see as being the sole preserve of God 

and the angels and counter to "flesh"_ - bäär (6: 3a) - characteristic of 

humans (e. g. Skinner, Genesis, p. 145. This being the case, the imposition 

of a, lifespan of 120 years (6: 3b) prevents these hybrids from living '81em 

(cf. Van Gemeren, "The Sons of God, " p. 347; Brueggemann, Genesis, p. 72), and 

reestablishes the boundaries between humanity and divinity (Petersen, 

"Organization of the Cosmos, " p. 59). The Nephilim (6: 4) are generally taken 

by proponents of this argument to be the gigantic hybrid offspring of these 

unions (e. g. Skinner, Genesis, p., 139; Childs, Myth and Reality, p. 55; cf. 

Cassuto, Genesis 1: 298). 

Alternatively, if the bone h&'lbhim are taken to be human beings, the 

withdrawal of Yahweh's spirit (6: 3a) is simply the divine judgement of . 
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withdrawing or limiting the life-force within humans (cf. 6: 17) to a maximum 

of 120 years -a considerable reduction from that seen in the preceding 

genealogies. Read in this way, the pericope is concerned with the breaking 

down of the division between the "faithful" and the "rebellious" to produce 

a humanity almost totally alienated from God. 

16. First proposed by Rendtorff, "Genesis 8,21, " pp. 69-78; followed by 

Koch, "Die Hebräer, " p. 72. 

17. Cf. Combs, "Political Teaching, " p. 109, who sees this verse as intro- 

ducing an ominous note to the narrative. He argues that whereas the reader 

would expect the text to say that they "were fruitful and multiplied and 

filled the earth, " the text actually introduces the unfamiliar verb näpac, 

which "denotes a shattering or breaking or dispersing in a negative sense, " 

suggesting "that once again a form of violence has expressed itself in 

man's filling the earth. " However, while näpa!; can carry this meaning, the 

context of Gen. 9: 19 would support the traditional translation. Cf. the use 

of n8paq in I Sam 13: 11; Is 33: 3. 

18. Cf. von Rad, Genesis, p. 144; Sarna, Understanding Genesis, pp. 65-66; 

Smith, "Structure and Purpose, " p. 312; Brueggemann, Genesis, p. 93; Mauldin, 

"Singularity, " p. 48; Clines, Theme of the Pentateuch, p. 68; Westermann, 

Genesis 1-11. p. 528; Robinson, "Genealogies of Genesis, " p. 602. 

Cassuto, Genesis 2: 175, contends that the number seventy (7x10) was 

used in the ANE to indicate the great abundance of offspring. However, his 

acknowledgement (p. 177) that the number of offspring in ch. 10 comes to 71 
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rather than 70 makes it unlikely that ch. 10 can be'seen as another, 

example, despite Cassuto's plea that "one more or less is not material. " He 

suggests omitting Nimrod to get the correct figure. Wenham, Genesis 1-15, 

p. 213, just as unconvincingly suggests omitting the Philistines. 

19. Anderson, "Unity and Diversity, " pp. 73-74. 

20. Skinner, Genesis, p. 229. Cf. Fokkelman, Narrative Art in Genesis, p. 17, 

"Implicitly they want to penetrate the strictly divine and become divine 

themselves. What drives them is hubris"; Richardson, Genesis 1-11, p. 126; 

Sasson, "Tower of Babel', ", pp. 217,219; Chauvin, "Une series" p. 224; 

Couffignal, "La tour de Babel, " pp. 64,67,69; Wenham, Genesis 1-15, pp. 239- 

40,242. 

21. Fokkelman, Narrative Art in Genesis, p. 17. 

22. Von Rad, Genesis, p. 149; Gowan, When Man Becomes God, pp. 27-28. This 

objection is acknowledged by e. g. Fokkelman, Narrative Art in Genesis, p. 19, 

but he counters that, "I deliberately choose-a maximising reading [of 

ba. Amayim], for here the heavens must be retained for the sake of contrast 

to 'the earth, the whole earth. "' However, I would suggest that the contrast 

can still be maintained even when reading ba§ämayim metaphorically. 

23. - Sarna, Understanding Genesis, p. 73, argues that "the desire for fame is 

perfectly human and not in itself reprehensible. Indeed, the granting 

thereof is part of the divine promise to Abraham. " Westermann, GGenesis 1- 

11, p. 548, comments correctly-that the narrator gives no indication of 
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whether making a name for oneself is bad or not. However, I would see a 

contrast between the people of Babel wanting to make a name for themselves, 

and Abraham's being given a name by Yahweh. 

24. This line of interpretation goes back at least as far as Josephus. See 

Antiquities I, iv. Cassuto, Genesis 2: 230, paraphrases the narrative in this 

way: 

Your intention was to build for yourselves a gigantic 
city that would contain all mankind and you forgot 
that it was God's will to fill the whole earth with 
human settlements, and that God's plan would surely be 
realized, (Also p. 243) 

See also Gowan, When Man Becomes God, p. 27; Wenham, Genesis 1-15, p. 242. 

25. Sarna, Understanding Genesis, p. 67; Clines, "'Sons of God' Episode, " p. 

38; Brueggemann, Genesis, p. 99. 

26. Brueggemann, Genesis, p. 98. 

27. Kikawada, "Genesis 11: 1-9, " p. 32. Cf. Anderson, "Unity and Diversity, " 

p. 79, "there is no basis for the negative view that pluralism is God's 

Judgment upon human sinfulness. Diversity is not a condemnation. " 

28. Driver, Genesis, p. 137, comments that 11: 10-26 merely, "bridges over an 

interval, about which there is nothing special to record, by a genealogy. " 

However, read in the light of 11: 1-9 it is this genealogy which is in itself 

significant. 

29. Brueggemann, Genesis, pp. 95-96. 
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30. Holladay, Lexicon, p. 151. Cf. Rendtorf1, "'Subdue the earth, "' p. 215; 

Westermann, Genesis 1-11, p. 161. 

31. Anderson, "Creation and Ecology, " p. 154, agrees that the meaning of 

käba§ must be found within the context of Genesis 1-11 and must not be 

decided in isolation. 

32. Cf. Gibson, Genesis 1: 112, "The picture is naively simple, but we are 

not far from the concept of 'man's' stewardship over nature ... " set out in 

ch. 1. 

I would disagree with the view of Vogels, "L'etre humain, " p. 526, who 

states that the narrative gives no clue as to why God would want to place 

the -Man in the Garden. This is true only if one reads ch. 2 in isolation 

from ch. 1. Regardless of one's view of the origin of these chapters, their 

proximity in the present form of the text demands that they be read 

together. 

33. Bergman and Ottosson, I'lerets, " p. 393. 

34. P1öger, "Ildhämäh, " pp. 90-93. 

35. Miller, Genesis 1-11, p. 37. 

36. Cited by Cassuto, Genesis, 1: 223, and commenting on Gen. 4: 12 concludes, 

"The parallelism in our verse is synonymous not antithetic; 'ereq and 

'Adhämd are identical. " 
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37. Cf. Kidner, Genesis, p. 72, who believes that "man in his own disorder 

would never now 'subdue' the earth. " Naidoff1, "A Man to Work the Soil, " p. 

10, suggests that 3: 17-19 affirms as much as it negates, with the Man being 

able to sustain himself with food from the earth. This is true, but still 

does not amount to a complete human subjugation. of the earth. 

38. Patte and Parker, "Structural Exegesis, " p. 74, observe that in the 

curses on the Woman and Man, the curse is to be dominated by that from 

which they were taken. Thus the Woman is to be dominated by the Man, and 

the Man by the '-d&mA. 

39. Jobling, "Myth and its Limits, " p. 23. Wyatt, "When Adam Delved, " p. 

119, suggests that 3: 23 should be translated as, "Yahweh God expelled him 

from the Garden of Eden (and) from tilling the soil from which he had been 

taken. " This is based, unconvincingly, on the view that 3: 17-19 contains no 

reference to agriculture, i. e. the curse is for the Man to be deprived of 

agricultural work. The reference just a few verses later to Cain tilling 

the soil renders this argument unlikely. 

40. Cassuto, Genesis, 1: 203, sees Abel's keeping of sheep (4: 2), as an 

example of human dominion over the animals, as enjoined in 1: 26-28, but 

strangely does not link Cain's agriculture to the Announcement seeing only 

the connection with Adam's work in 2: 5;, 3: 23. He is followed by Waltke, 

"Cain and His Offering, " pp. 363-64. 
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41. Cf. Driver, Genesis, p. 66; Cassuto, Genesis, 1: 218; von Rad, Genesis, p. 

106; Hauser, "Linguistic and Thematic Links, " p. 298; Plöger, "`dhamah, " p. 

96; Gros Louis, "Genesis 3-11, " p. 43. 

42. There have been several interpretations of what min hä"dämA might 

convey: cultivated soil rather than the earth as such, e. g. Driver, Genesis, 

p. 66; Skinner, Genesis, p. 108; the earth as such and not simply the culti- 

vated soil, e. g. Cassuto, Genesis 1: 223; Eden or possibly the Holy Land, e. g. 

Richardson, Genesis 1-11, p. 83; the geographical area in which Cain was 

living at that time, e. g. Westermann, Genesis 1-11, pp. 309-10. 

43. Gunkel, Genesis, p. 45. 

44. Cf. Skinner, Genesis, p. 164; von Rad, Genesis, p. 128. 

45. On the significance of this verse within the structure of the Flood 

narrative, see Anderson, "From Analysis to Synthesis, " pp. 36,38; Wenham, 

"Coherence of Flood Narrative, " pp. 338ff.; idem. Genesis 1-15 pp. 156-57, 

183. 

46, Rendtorff, "Genesis 8 21, " pp. 69-78. He is followed in his general 

conclusions by e. g. Koch, "Die Hebrder, " p. 72; Fretheim, Creation, pp. 112-13; 

von Rad, Genesis, p. 122; Brueggemann, "Kingship and Chaos, " p. 326; Clark, 

"Structure of Pre-Patriarchal History, " pp. 205ff.; Coats, Genesis, p. 82; 

Fishbane, Text and Texture, p. 33; Fritz, "'Solange die Erde steht, "' p. 609. 

47. Rendtorff, "Genesis 8 21, " p. 72. 
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48. This point anticipated by Richardson, Genesis 1-11, p. 105. 

49. Rendtorff, "Genesis 8 21, " pp. 74-75. 

50. E. g. Steck, "Genesis 12 1-3, ' pp. 525-54; followed by Westermann, Genesis 

1-11, pp. 454-56; Wenham, Genesis 1-15, p. 190. Cf. Clines, Theme of the 

Pentateuch, pp. 70-72. 

51. Petersen, "Yahwist on the Flood, " p. 442. 

52. Westermann, Genesis 1-11, p. 445. 

53. Cassuto, Genesis, 2: 119-20 suggests that the force of '8d after the 

verb in 8: 21a is, "I will not curse any more - more than it is already 

cursed"; i. e. the former curse of 3: 17 still holds - but it will not be added 

to. 

54. As seen also by Gros Louis, "Genesis 3-11, ' p. 47. - It might be object- 

ed that 8: 17, relating to land creatures, omits the injunction "to fill the 

earth, " and thus the omission of "subdue the earth" in 9: 1 may not be sig- 

nificant. Note, however, that land creatures, the focus of 8: 17, receive no 

blessing /imperative at all in ch. 1. 

55. Wenham, Genesis 1-15, p. 206 (cf. p. li). 

56. Contra Cassuto, Genesis, 2: 159-60. He argues that the curse of 3: 17-19 

was that the earth would bring forth only thorns and thistles. Noah's 
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cultivation of the vine shows that this curse has been set aside. However, 

the statement that "you shall eat the plants ('eebl of the field" (3: 18b) 

can hardly mean a rigorous diet of thorns and thistles for humans, as the 

next verse, "you shall eat bread (leIeml" (3: 19a) indicates. Cain's offering, 

whatever its imperfections, consisted of the "fruit of the ground [mipprri 

hä''dämA]" (4: 3). When Noah is commanded to store up "every sort of food" 

(6: 21), this must surely be more than thorns and thistles. In this light, 

Noah's cultivation of grapes is not a reversal of 3: 17-19. Rather than a 

complete reversal, some see 9: 20ff. as an amelioration of the curse, e. g. 

Fretheim, Creation, p. 120; von Rad, Genesis, p. 136; Plöger, "'`dhemdh; ' p. 96. 

However, while the drinking of wine may make agricultural toil more 

tolerable, it does not diminish it. 

57. Brown et al., Lexicon, pp. 921-22; Holladay, Lexicon, p. 333. Cf. Lev. 

25: 43,46,53; 26: 17; Num. 24: 19; 1 Kgs. 5: 4,30; 9: 23; Is. 14: 2,6; Ezk. 29: 15; 

34: 4; Pss. 49: 15; 68: 28; 110: 2; Lam. 1: 13; Neh. 9: 28; II Chr. 8: 10. 

58. See discussion by Limburg, "'Have Dominion over the Earth'?, " p. 222; 

Coats, "The God of Death, " p. 229; Westermann, Genesis 1-11, pp. 158-59. 

59. Contra Dequeker, "'Green Herbage, "' pp. 120ff. Dequeker's argument rests 

partly on "parallels" from Egyptian, Mesopotamian, and Greco-Roman liter- 

ature and partly on the unlikely suggestion that 9: 2-3 ! conveys the idea 

that previously humans ate animal flesh, but not the "yereq Web" (reserved 

for animal food in 1: 29-30); but from now on they may eat both. Cf. Wenham, 

Genesis 1-15. p. 34, who states that Gen. 1 does not forbid the consumption 
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of meat, and that 9: 3 ratifies rather than inaugurates the practice. These 

minority opinions do not convince me. 

60. Anderson, "Human Dominion over Nature, " p. 44; Duncan, "Adam and the 

Ark, " p. 191; Houston, "'And let them have dominion, "' p. 166. Cf. Limburg, 

"Dominion, " p. 223; Westermann, Creation, pp. 50-54. 

61. Anderson, "Creation and Ecology, " p. 154. 

62. E. g. Richardson, Genesis 1-11, p. 67; Asselin, "The Notion of Dominion, " 

p. 289; Cassuto, Genesis 1: 92,130; Kidner, Genesis, p. 65; Fretheim, Creation, 

p. 78; Naidoff, "A Man to Work the Soil, " p. 5; Coats, Genesis, p. 53; Gibson, 

Genesis 1: 117; Rosenberg, "The Garden Story, " p. 7; Vogels, "L'etre humain, " p. 

527. Duncan, "Adam and the Ark, " p. 192, argues unconvincingly that the 

naming of the animals means that they are "admitted into a sacred circle of 

communication and communion. " 

63. The question of whether the Man's naming of the Woman is a 

demonstration of his dominion over her is a controverted issue. However, 

regardless of whether it is (e. g. Trible, "Eve and Adam, " p. 81 (concerning 

3: 20]; Clines, "What does Eve do to Help? " pp. 8-9; Wenham, Genesis 1-15, pp. 

50,68,70), or is not (e. g. Trible, "Eve and Adam, " p. 77 (concerning 2: 231; 

Boomershine, "Structure of Narrative Rhetoric, " p. 119; Ramsey, "Name-Giving, " 

esp. pp. 34-35), no one argues that naming in itself confers unlimited power 

to the one who names. 

64. E. g. Driver, Genesis, p. 44; Fretheim, Creation, pp. 80-81. 
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65. E. g. Richardson, Genesis 1-11, p. 71; Cassuto, Genesis 1: 143, 

In reality it is not he [the serpent] that thinks and 
speaks but the woman does so in her heart. Thus we 
need not wonder at the serpent's knowledge of the 
prohibition: it is the woman who is aware of it. Nor 
should we be surprised that he knows the purpose of 
the Lord God: it is the woman who imagines that she 
has plumbed the Divine intention - but is quite 
mistaken. 

However, the fact that the serpent is differentiated from the Man and Woman 

in the curses of 3: 14ff. shows that it is very difficult to support this 

argument. 

66. Burns, "Dream Form in Genesis 2.4b-3.24, ' p. 9. 

67. See the list of opinions in Westermann, Genesis 1-11, p. 237. 

68. E. g. Skinner, Genesis, p. 71; Sarna, Understanding Genesis, p. 26, 

It is not an independent creature; it possesses no 
occult powers; it is not a demoniacal being; it is not 
even described as evil, merely as being extraordinarily 
shrewd. 

Von Rad, Genesis, p. 87; Coats, Genesis, p. 54; Gibson, Genesis, 1: 124; 

Westermann, Genesis 1-11 p. 239; Vogels, "L'Atre humain " p. 529. 

Even Calvin, Genesis 1: 140, who takes the serpent to be a 

representation of Satan acknowledges that from the text of Genesis alone 

one can only conclude that humans were deceived by an animal. 

69. Cf. Walsh, "Genesis 2: 4b-3: 24, " p. 170. Rosenberg, "The Garden Story, " p. 

7, suggests that 2: 18-23 demonstrates the Man's mastery of and independence 

from the animals, "by his preference for one of his own kind as sexual and 
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social companion. " In this light, the serpent in ch. 3 may be seen as an 

"instrument of revenge by the animal kingdom against its defecting kin, man 

... Of Rosenberg's argument, however, rests more on parallels he sees with 

the Gilgamesh Epic than on a close reading of the Genesis narrative per se. 

70. E. g. Driver, Genesis, p. 48; Richardson, Genesis 1-11, p. 74; Fretheim, 

Creation, p. 88; Walsh, "Genesis 2: 4b-3: 24, " pp. 117,175 n. 35; von Rad, 

Genesis, p. 93; Fishbane, "Genesis 2: 4b-11: 32, " p. 21; Gibson, Genesis 1: 135; 

Westermann, Genesis 1-11, p. 259; Ogden, "Genesis 3: 14-19, ' p. 134. 

71. Skinner, Genesis, p. 80, who'does, however, go on to say, that neither 

side will experience outright victory. Cf. Calvin, Genesis 1: 167-68; Cassuto, 

Genesis, 1: 161. 

72. As seen correctly by Wenham, Genesis 1-15, pp. 80,89. 

73. I would disagree therefore, with Anderson, "Creation and Ecology, " p. 

163, who maintains that nowhere in the period from Creation to Flood is 

there any indication of conflict between humans and beasts, but rather that 

a "paradisaical peace" exists between the two parties. Also, Jobling, "Myth 

and its Limits, " p. 33, states that 2: 4b-3: 24 does not take much interest in 

animals, in contrast to the surrounding material (1: 26-30; 4: 1-16). This 

position is possible only if one narrows the perspective to the human use 

of animals - an unwarranted step. 
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U. Rosenberg, "The Garden Story, " p. 8, cites Benno Jacob's suggestion 

"clothes for the skin, " which leaves open the question of whether they are 

made from animals or not. 

75. Rosenberg, "The Garden Story, " p. B. 

76. Brown et al., Lexicon, pp, 838,889; Holladay, Lexicon, pp. 212,302; 

Wenham, Genesis 1-15, p. 113. 

77. Molina, "Noe et le deluge, " p. 259; Gros Louis, "Genesis 3-11, " p. 259. 

A similar view in Philo, Mos ii. 62, is cited by Lewis, Noah and the Flood, p. 

48. 

78. Westermann, Genesis 1-11, p. 448; Wenham, Genesis 1-15, p. 186. 

79. The force of this statement is diluted by the translation of Fishbane, 

"Genesis 2: 4b-11: 32, ' p. 34, " ... may your lordship and power rule the 

creatures of the earth ... 11 

80. Cf. Calvin, Genesis 1: 291; Kidner, Genesis, p. 101, who both maintain, 

surprisingly, that permission to eat meat might not be an innovation here. 

Similarly, Dequeker, "'Green Herbage, "' p. 127. 

81. Cf. Driver, Genesis, pp. 95-96; Skinner, Genesis. pp. 169-70; Richardson, 

Genesis 1-11, p. 107; Fretheim, Creation, p. 113; Clines, "Theology of the 

Flood Narrative, " p. 138; Westermann, Genesis 1-11, p. 462. Cf. Genesis 

Rabbah 34: 12, where it is stated that "fear and dread returned, but dominion 
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did not return. " (This assumes "fear" and "dread" were part of the original 

ordinance in 1: 28). 

82. Wenham, Genesis 1-15, p. 24. See Thiselton, "The Supposed Power of 

Words, " pp. 283-99, for a trenchant criticism of the view that any word, 

human or divine, has such inherent power. However, I believe that the 

evidence from Genesis must modify Thiselton's conclusions regarding the 

power of divine words. See succeeding Chapters. 
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CHAPTER II: THE ABRAHAM STORY 

1. Gibson, Genesis 2: 12. This is an almost universally accepted position 

(though usually confined to the "Yahwist" strand). Cf. Gunkel, Genesis, p. 

167; Muilenburg, "Abraham and the Nations; " p. 393; Wolff, "Kerygma of the 

Yahwist, " p. 137; Clements, Abraham and David, p. 15; Muller, "Imperativ und 

Verheißung, " p. 558; von Rad, Genesis, pp. 165-67; Wehmeier, "'Blessing for 

the Nations, "' p. 2; Tsevat, "Hagar and the Birth of Ishmael, " p. 53; Yarchin, 

"Imperative and Promise, " p. 164; Westermann, Promises to the Fathers, p. 

156; idem, Genesis, 12-36, p. 146; Martens, Plot and Purpose, pp. 26,32; 

Goldingay, "Patriarchs in Scripture and History, " p. 3. 

The influence of 12: 1-3 stretches beyond Gen. 12-25, of course. Cf. 

Bright, Covenant and Promise, p. 24, "The whole story of the exodus, the 

wilderness experience, and the giving of the land is seen in the fulfilment 

of the promise made to the fathers. ' 

2.1 will use this form of the name throughout, retaining the form Abram 

only in quotations. Similarly with the forms Sarai/Sarah. 

3. Cf. von Rad, "Form-Critical Problem, " pp. 65-66; Dequeker, "La vocation 

d'Abraham", p. 9. 

4. Wehmeter, "'Blessing for the Nations', " pp. 2-3; Lundbom, "Abraham and 

David; ' pp. 203-09; Dumbrell, "Covenant with Abraham, " p. 50, states, "the 

new powerful word, which in Gn. 12: 1-3 forms the substance of the 
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Abrahamic covenant, is to annul the curse of Gn. 1-11. " In this, he is in 

agreement with, e. g. Muilenburg, "Abraham and the Nations, " pp. 389-90; de 

Pury, "La tour de Babel, " pp. 80-97; Gibson, Genesis 2: 6-7. 

5. This observation still stands, substantially, even if one accepts the 

view that the primaeval history as such ends in Gen 8: 21. Cf. Rendtorff, 

"Genesis 8,21; ' pp. 69-78. (For a convincing rebuttal of Rendtorff's 

argument, see Steck, "Genesis 12 1-3; ' pp. 525-54). Wherever one draws the 

lines of demarcation, 12: 1-3 is preceded by chs 1-11, and immediately by 

the Babel narrative and the genealogies; the points of contact outlined 

above make a comparison mandatory. 

6. Yarchin, "Imperative and Promise, " p. 165. 

7. This has been taken up by e. g., Skinner, Genesis, p. 244; Speiser, 

Genesis, pp. 85,86. Speiser comments (p. 86), that the second person is 

syntactically unacceptable. However, he gives no good reason why the 

second person imperative is unacceptable. His problem occurs only if he 

shifts from imperative to perfect. Coats, Genesis, p. 107, argues that the 

2nd. m. s. impv. disrupts the flow of impfs. with waw. He suggests 

prefixing a yod to the MT to maintain this flow of impfs., with the 

resultant, ... so that I may make your name great, so that it may be a 

blessing. " He does not, however, explain why the disruption in the flow of 

impvs. is a problem. If the passage wished to convey the impv. in this 

line (v. 2d), which it is perfectly free to do, it could not have done so 

any better than the present MT. 
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8. Yarchin, "Imperative and Promise, " p. 166. 

9. Wolff, "Kerygma of the Yahwist, " p. 137 n. 28. Unfortunately, the two 

examples he cites do not prove his point beyond any shadow of doubt. I 

Kgs. 1: 12 may be rendered in a way which preserves the force of the impv. 

form, i. e., "Now therefore come, let me give you counsel: save your own life 

and the life of your son Solomon... " (cf. RSV, " ... that you may save ... "). 

II Kgs 5: 10 is a stronger example, but even here the force of the 

imperative is still possible; "Go and wash in the Jordan seven times, and 

your flesh shall be restored - be clean! (cf. RSV, " ... and you shall be 

clean"). (Cf. discussion by Burney, Notes on Kings, p. 6). Nevertheless, 

this line of argument is followed by several, e. g., Driver, Tenses, p. 69; 

Joüon, Grammaire, p. 318; Green, Old Testament Hebrew, p. 154; Vriezen, 

"Bemerkungen zu Genesis 12: 1-7, " p. 387; Ruprecht, "Vorgegebene Tradition, " 

p. 180; Westermann, Genesis 12-36, p. 144; RSV. 

10. Andersen, Sentence, p. 108. 

11. Andersen, Sentence, p. 108. 

12. E. g. Mitchell, "Abram's Understanding, " p. 35; Klein, "Yahwist Looks at 

Abraham, " p. 44; Terrien, Elusive Presence, p. 73; Dequeker, "Noah and 

Israel, "-p. 123; Auf fret, "Structure littdraire de Gen 12: 1-4aa, " p. 247; 

Dumbrell, "Covenant with Abraham, " pp. 42-43. Cf. Coats, Genesis, p. 108; 

Yarchin, "Imperative and Promise, " p. 171; Chew, "Blessing for the Nations", 

p. 167. 
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13. -Terrien, Elusive Presence, p. 74. 

14. Cf. Driver, Tenses,, p. 64; Joilon, Grammaire, pp. 314-15 (who notes 

other possibilities); Davidson, Hebrew Grammar, p. 197; Lambdin, Biblical 

Hebrew, p. 119; Kautzsch, Gesenius' Grammar, p. 320; Greenberg, Hebrew, pp. 

183-84; Alexander, "Genesis 22, " pp. 19ff., demonstrates this convincingly 

in analysing an identical construction in Gen 17: 1-2. Such an understand- 

ing calls into question the view of 12: 1-3 as a purely gracious pronounce- 

ment, such as that expressed by Moberly, "Akedah, " p. 318, commenting on 

ch. 22: "One of the most notable features about the divine promises 

elsewhere in Genesis is that they always constitute a unilateral and 

unconditional offer on God's part. " 

15. Calvin, Genesis, pp. 348-49. 

16.1 follow here the helpful outline provided by Chew, "Blessing for the 

Nations", pp. 5-10.1 

17. Rahlfs (ed. ) Septuaginta. 

18. Aland et al. (eds. ), The Greek New Testament. 

19. See Kautzsch, Gesenius' Grammar, p. °138. Modern advocates of a 

passive translation include, Cassuto, Genesis 2: 315; Kidner, Genesis, p. 114; 

Chew, "Blessing for the Nations, " pp. 5-10, leans in this direction. A very 

similar translation is possible if the niphal is to have a similar force to 

the Greek middle, as advocated by Schreiner, "Segen für die Völker, " p. 7, 
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and followed by Wolff, "Kerygma of the Yahwist, " p. 137; Vogels, God's 

Covenant, p. 42; Martin-Achard, Actualit6 d'Abraham, p. 68; Wehmeier, 

"'Blessing for the Nations', " p. 7; Dumbrell, "Covenant with Abraham, " p. 49. 

In this case, the intention would be, "in you all the families of the earth 

shall find blessing. " 

20. Westermann, Genesis 12-36, p. 151. 

21. See Kautzsch, Gesenius' Grammar, p. 137; Davidson, Hebrew Grammar, p. 

103; Rowley, Election, pp. 65-66; Joüon, Grammaire, p. 113; Vogels, God's 

Covenant, p. 42. 

22. As argued by Driver, Genesis, p. 145; Rowley, Election, pp. 65-66; 

Speiser, Genesis, p. 86; Vriezen, "Bemerkungen zu Genesis 12: 1-7, " p. 388; 

Westermann, Genesis 12-36, p. 151. This approach assumes, of course, that 

the formula found in 12: 3b has identical meaning regardless of verb form 

or context, whenever it is used in the subsequent ancestral history. This 

assumption needs to be proved. Chew, "Blessing for the Nations" passim 

(following Vogels, God's Covenant, p. 42), argues for subtle distinctions in 

the force of the formulas, in the light of their contexts. Skinner, 

Genesis, p. 244, arguing from source-critical grounds, concludes that the 

usages of the hithpael in 22: 18 and 26: 4, "are not necessarily decisive of 

the sense of 12g. " This concession, however, does not prevent him from 

favouring the reflexive. 

23. Chew, 'Blessing for the Nations", p. 10. 
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24. Cf. Coats, Genesis, p. 107. 

25. Cassuto, Genesis 2: 311-12; Skinner, Genesis, p. 243. However, Speiser, 

Genesis, p. 85 translates as, "... Go forth from your native land / And from 

your father's home ... ;' explaining me'arsekä OmimOladt"kä as "a clear case 

of hendiadys" (p. 86). 

26. Jeyaraj, "Land Promise, " pp. 3ff. 

27. E. g. Clements, Abraham and David, pp. 15ff., 57. 

28. E. g. Zimmerli, "Promise and Fulfillment, " p. 92; Wolff, "Kerygma of the 

Yahwist, " p. 140. Habel, "Gospel Promise to Abraham, " p. 348 sees the land 

promise "implied" in the command to move from Ur to Canaan. 

29. E. g. von Rad, "Promised Land, " p. 79; idem. Genesis, p. 159; Westermann, 

Genesis 12-36, p. 148. 

30. Jeyarai, "Land Promise, " p. 4. 

31. Von Rad, "Promised Land, " p. 84, 

the promise of the land is thus to some 
extent kept apart from the great pro- 
nouncement in which God declares His 
purpose, but by virtue of this special 
treatment it actually gains in import- 
ance. 
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32. Childs, Old Testament as Scripture, p. 151, is too restrictive in his 

assessment that "the promises function only as a prelude to the coming 

exodus, and extend into the distant future, " (emphasis mine). That they 

extend beyond Genesis cannot be denied; that they get a chance to do so 

depends on the treatment they receive in Genesis. 

Westermann, Promises to the Fathers, p. 126 comments, 

This is the most important distinction between the 
various promises: the promises that will be 
fulfilled for those who receive them or for their 
families must be distinguished from those that 
can only be fulfilled after Israel is a nation. 

This does of course raise the question as to when, in the mind of 

the narrator, the nation began. From Westermann's source - and traditio - 

critical perspective, nationhood appears only at the time of the Davidic- 

Solomonic hegemony (the milieu for the "Yahwist"). Even granting the 

correctness of this position, the ancestral narrative shows that the future 

goal ("great nation") depends on the present behaviour of Abraham. 

Westermann's two categories may be distinguished, but not separated. 

33. Cf. most major commentaries. 

34. Cf. Clines and Turner, "What Happens in Genesis, " p. 15. 

35. Coats, Genesis, p. 108, fails to see the inherent contradiction in his 

statement, "Abram executed the instructions as received and took Lot 

along. " Cf. Alexander, Literary Analysis of Abraham Narrative, p. 34; 

Gibson, Genesis 2: 29; Coats, "Curse in God's Blessing, " p. 31. Ch. 24 

reinforces my point. In 24: 4 Abraham sends his servant "to my country and 
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to my kindred (mDledet), " i. e. the servant is sent to the place and people 

whom Abraham was earlier commanded to leave (12: 1). The "kindred" in 

question here are the members of Nahor's family, Nahor like Abraham being 

Lot's uncle. The three key terms of 12: 1, Ceres; m6ledet; bet 'äbi) recur 

in 24: 4,7; Lot belongs to this social group. Abraham may have left behind 

the rest of his kindred - but he took Lot. 

36. Cf. Clines, "Ancestor in Danger, " p. 5. 

37. E. g. Dequeker, "La vocation d'Abraham, " p. 4. 

38. Cassuto, Genesis 2: 310,317, is one of the few to have noticed this 

obvious fact. Cf. von Rad, Genesis, 158; Baldwin, Genesis 12-50, p. 33. 

Most assume, impossibly, that 11: 32 is chronologically prior to 12: 1; e. g. 

Vogels, "Lot, " p. 141. Westermann, Genesis 12-36, p. 140, states for no 

apparent reason that "Abraham would have left Haran for Canaan only after 

the death of Terah. " Kidner, Genesis, p. 112, notes the difficulty of 

maintaining (on the basis of the MT), that Abraham left after Terah's 

death, and follows the LXX which gives Terah's age at death as 145. 

39. E. g. Vogels, "Lot, " p. 142. 

40. Also, I am not persuaded by the arguments of Miscall Workings of Old 

Testament Narrative, p. 12, who contends that the text tells us that 

Abraham went, but not why he went. It is impossible to state 

categorically, he argues, why Abraham set out. But this is hardly true 

even if one stares in blinkered fashion only at the letters on the page. 
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If Abraham "goes" immediately after receiving a command to "go", I do not 

believe that the text has to say mechanically, "by the way, this was in 

response to God's command. " If it did, we could hardly call it literature, 

nor would we wish to read it. Miscall argues that "the particle 'as' 

(Hebrew: ka'äter [12: 4a]) is frequently used to point to a congruence 

between a course of action and a previous statement without positing a 

necessary causal relation. " This is arguable: but can it seriously be 

suggested for Gen 12: 1-4? 

41. While 12: 10 does not state explicitly that Lot accompanied Abraham 

and Sarah, 13: 1 more or less demands this understanding. 

42. Westermann, Genesis 12-36, p. 161. Cf. von Rad, Genesis, p. 167. 

43. Most studies of 12: 10-20; ch. 20; ch. 26, treat the pericopes as 

isolated units, and do not relate them to the position they hold in the 

plot of the Abraham story. E. g. Polzin, "'Ancestress in Danger, "' pp. 81-98; 

Gordis, "Lies, Wives and Sisters, " pp. 344-59. 

44. Clines, "Ancestor in Danger, " p. 3. 

45. Some take the position, on the basis of 20: 12, that Abraham spoke the 

truth here - Sarah being his half-sister, e. g. Kidner, Genesis, p. 116. 

Driver, Genesis p. 149, considers Abraham not to have been telling the 

whole truth. He does, however, soothe the conscience of his readers by 

informing us that "untruthfulness and dissimulation are extremely common 

faults in the East, " (p. 48) and that Abraham should not be judged by 
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Christian standards! Gen. 11: 29 informs us that Nahor married within the 

family, his wife Milcah being his brother Haran's daughter. The same verse 

tells us that Abraham married Sarah. Given what we are told regarding 

Nahor's marriage, if Sarah, like Milcah, had also been a close relative, we 

would surely have been told. 

46. Despite the protestations of e. g. Calvin, Genesis 1: 362-63, there can 

be little doubt that Sarah ended up in the Pharaoh's bed. His logic is 

that "if God reproved Pharaoh that he should do Abram no harm; it follows, 

that he preserved Sarai's honour uninjured" (p. 364). I am not convinced. 

Cf. Koch, Growth'of Biblical Tradition, p. 125; Bledstein, "Trials of Sarah, " 

p. 412; Coats, Genesis, p. 111; Gordis, "Lies, Wives and Sisters, " p. 355. 

47. Calvin, Genesis 1: 359, argues in this vein. It was essential for 

Abraham's'life to be spared, for the purposes of God were centred on him. 

Cf. Gros Louis, "Abraham: I, " p. 59: That faith by itself is not sufficient 

is indicated in Egypt, when Abram, remembering the Lord's promises and 

believing in them, must act to ensure that they are not thwarted by 

Pharaoh. " 

48. Alexander, Literary Analysis of Abraham Narrative, p. 21. Cf. von Rad, 

Genesis, p. 169; Gibson, Genesis 2: 34; Baldwin, Genesis 12-50, p. 38. 

49. Brueggemann, Genesis, p. 129; Coats, Genesis, p. 111. Cf. Kidner, 

Genesis, p. 116. 
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50. E. g. Koch, Growth of Biblical Tradition, p. 111; von Rad, Genesis, p. 

167; Coats, Genesis, p. 109; Westermann, Genesis 12-36, p. 159. 

51. As suggested by Clines, "Ancestor in Danger, " p. 2. Baldwin, Genesis 

12-50, p. 36 entitles the episode, "Abram in Danger", suggesting a similar 

viewpoint. Berg, "Ein Sündenfall Abrahams, " pp. 7-8, likewise suggests a 

shift of emphasis from Sarah to Abraham. 

52. Helyer, "Separation of Abram and Lot, " p. 79. Cf. Weippert, "Canaan, " p. 

126. 

53. Contra Vogels, "L'offrande de la terre, " p. 52, who argues that 

Abraham's offer of land to Lot meant that he was making an offer 

outside the terms stipulated in the divine promise, i. e. that the land was 

his descendants' (12: 7). 

54. Cf. Vogels, "L'offrande de la terre, ' p. 53. 

Le texte montre aussi que daps cette demarche 
purement humaine, en se separant d'Abraham, 
l'homme de la promesse, Lot se separe de ces 
promesses et par consequent s'eloigne de plus en 
plus de Dieu. 

Helyer, "Separation of Abram and Lot, " p. 86: "after Lot's separation, Abram 

has no heir; he is thrown back entirely upon Yahweh's promise of an heir". 

Coats, "Lot, " p. 127: "Lot chooses to separate himself from Abraham and 

thus from the blessing of God. " Cf. Cassuto, Genesis 2: 366. 

55. Contrary to the opinion expressed in note 54, such a state of affairs 

is only temporary. 
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56.1 believe that the assertion by Westermann, Genesis 12-36, p. 178, 

that 13: 14-17 is an insertion because "the content of the promise does not 

fit the narrative to which it is appended, " misses the point entirely. 

57. Cf. Brueggemann, Genesis, p. 132, "The problem for Abraham is to trust 

only the promise. This he does in 13: 1-18, in contrast to 12: 10-20. " 

58. Sarna, Understanding Genesis, p. 116. Cf. Westermann, Genesis 12-36, 

p. 199. 

59. Brueggemann, Genesis, p. 140: "This chapter is pivotal for the Abraham 

tradition. Theologically, it is probably the most important of this entire 

collection. " Cf. Grog, "Glaube und Bund, ' p. 25; Rendtorff, "Genesis 15, " pp. 

74-75; Westermann, Genesis 12-36, p. 230; Hunter, "Father Abraham, " p. 8. 

60. Cf. Snijders, "Genesis XV, " p. 265; Clements, Abraham and David, p. 16; 

Anbar, "Genesis 15, " p. 40. 

61. Westermann, Genesis 12-36, p. 219. 

62. Skinner, Genesis, p. 279. 

63. Skinner, Genesis, p. 279. 

64. Gazelles, "Connexions et structure de Gen., XV, " p. 330. 

65. Skinner, Genesis, p. 278. 
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66. Skinner, Genesis, p. 278. 

67. Speiser, Genesis, p. 111. 

68. E. g. the compounded hypotheses of Seebass, "Gen 15 2b, " p. 139, who 

builds on a suggestion by A. B. Ehrlich, Randglossen zur hebräischen Bibel 

1 (1908): 58. He conjectures the following evolution: 

hO It zera° --i- hQ "l1ezer 

He assumes that ben-me§eq is an allusion to Damascus. However, Snijders, 

"Genesis XV, " p. 270, believes that me§eq should be read in the light of 

ma§aq (Is. 33: 4), which describes locusts attacking crops, and suggests 

that ben-me§eq describes "the attacker, the man who forces himself upon a 

person. " The term would then refer to Abraham's fear that a stranger - 

Eliezer - would usurp the position of the promised seed. Unger, "Text of 

Genesis 15 2,3, ' p. 50 suggests the coherent (? ) translation "And the 'son 

of my house' is the 'son of Meseq', which is Damascus ... and beheld [sic], 

the 'son of my house' shall be my heir, " but even this assumes haplography 

and the insertion of a later gloss. 

69. Cf. Driver, Genesis, p. 175; Skinner, Genesis, p. 279; Westermann, 

Genesis 12-36, p. 220. 

70. Driver, Genesis, p. 175. 

71. See Clines and Turner, "What Happens in Genesis, " p. 17. 
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72. E. g. Calvin, Genesis 1: 399-400; Luther, cited in von Rad, Genesis, p. 

183. 

73. E. g. Brueggemann, Genesis, pp. 141-42. 

74. Von Rad, Genesis, p. 183. Cf. Gaston, "Abraham and the Righteousness 

of God, " p. 41. 

75. Reading the development of the plot up to this point gives no 

justification for stating that Sarah was to be the mother of a great 

nation and that her infertility threatened the promise. For this common 

mistake cf. von Rad, Genesis, pp. 191,196; Berg, "Der Sündenfall Abrahams 

und Saras, " p. 7. 

76. Contra Calvin, Genesis 2: 423; von Rad, Genesis, pp. 192,196; Kidner, 

Genesis, p. 126; Brueggemann, Genesis, pp. 150,153; Baldwin, Genesis 12-50, 

p. 57. 

r 

77. As seen by Westermann, Genesis 12-36, p. 237; McEvenue, "Narrative 

Styles in Hagar Stories, " p. 68; Tsevat, "Hagar, " p. 67; Coats, Genesis, p. 

130. It is sometimes suggested that Sarah's initiative and Abraham's 

response is a great sin. But this can only be maintained if one argues 

that the intention of both from the outset was to force God's hand in the 

posterity promise. Cf. von Rad, Genesis, p. 191; Magonet, "Die Söhne 

Abrahams, " p. 207; Berg, "Der Sündenfall Abrahams und Saras, " pp. 8ff. 

Calvin, Genesis 2: 426-27, sees the sin as being against marital purity. 
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78. Tsevat, "Hagar; " p. 56. 

79. Mitchell, "Abram's Understanding, " p. 42; Brueggemann, Genesis, p. 151. 

80. This is a position rejected by many. E. g. von Rad, Genesis, p. 194, 

states that in the blessing on Ishmael, "there is not a word about the 

great promise to Abraham. " However, this rests on making the promise to 

Hagar (16: 10) and the blessing on Ishmael (16: 11) mutually exclusive units, 

which is hardly tenable in the context. The child in Hagar's womb is 

obviously the first of her many descendants. Westermann, Genesis 12-36, p. 

245, also misses the mark. He sees the intervention of the angel at the 

spring, "as the fulfillment of Sarah's original plan; if Hagar goes back, 

Sarah can have a son by means of her. " However, this ignores the facts 

that Hagar's descendants (through Ishmael] are described in terms which 

recall the son promise to Abraham, and that 16: 15 stresses the paternity 

of Abraham. No mention at all is made of the adoptive maternity of Sarah. 

Baldwin, Genesis 12-50, p. 59, argues that the absence of any reference to 

the child being a blessing to the nations indicates that this is not the 

child of promise. However, the outstanding characteristic of the son of 

promise in ch 15 is that from him would flow innumerable posterity. The 

association of Ishmael with this aspect is enough to identify him as the 

promised son - in the story so far. Therefore I agree with the assessment 

of Alexander, Literary Analysis of Abraham Narrative, p. 47, 

In contrast to later episodes, the present pericope 
makes no suggestion that Ishmael is not the divinely 
appointed heir ... Indeed, the divine intervention in 
vv 7-14 leaves one with the definite impression that 
Ishmael must be the promised son. " 
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81. Alexander, "Genesis 22, " p. 19; cf. Yarchin, "Imperative and Promise, " p. 

174. 

82. Driver, Genesis, p. 185. 

83. Cf. Driver, Genesis, p. 188; Neff, "Birth and Election of Isaac, " p. 8; 

Brueggemann, Genesis, p. 156; Gibson, Genesis 2: 67; Chertok, "Abram the 

Doubter, " p. 463. Calvin Genesis 1: 460 suggests that Abraham's laugh shows 

him to be "partly exulting with joy, and partly being carried beyond 

himself in admiration. " If Abraham is so pleased at the news, however, one 

wonders why he pleads with God for Ishmael in the next verse. Speiser, 

Genesis, p. 123, suggests the translation, "Abraham threw himself on his 

face, and he smiled ... " The reader may smile at the turn of events, but 

Abraham's violent action of throwing himself on the floor reveals deeper 

emotions than a mere smile. 

84. Gibson, Genesis 2: 67. Even Calvin, Genesis 1: 442, admits, "we see in 

what a circuitous course the Lord led him. " 

85. Aalders, Genesis 2: 1; Westermann, Genesis 12-36, pp. 279,281. 

86. Cf. Speiser, Genesis, p. 131. Kidner, Genesis, p. 132, states, "Her 

derision suggests that either Abraham had not yet told her of the promise 

(17: 16,19) or he had failed to convince her. " This suggests that Abraham 

believed the promise - an assumption not borne out by the events of ch. 

18, as we shall see. Calvin, Genesis 1: 474, sees a difference between the 

two laughs. Abraham's shows him to be "transported with admiration and 
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joy"; that of Sarah's "foolishly sets her own age and that of her husband 

in opposition to the word of God. " I am of the opinion, however, that the 

two laughs demonstrate the couple's total lack of belief. 

87. Westermann, Genesis 12-36, p. 281. 

88. Cf. Gibson, Genesis 2: 78. 

89. Coats, Genesis, p. 142. 

90. Crenshaw, "Popular Questioning, " p. 380. 

91. Rodd, "Judge of all the Earth, " p. 137. 

92. Brueggemann, "Shape for Old Testament Theology, II, " pp. 409-10; idem, 

Genesis, p. 167. 

93. Blenkinsopp, "Abraham and Righteous of Sodom, " p. 129. 

94. See Harrisville, "God's Mercy, " pp. 170-71, for a helpful, though less 

than exhaustive, brief survey of approaches. 

95. Contra von Rad, Genesis, p. 212; Hasel, The Remnant, p. 148. 

96. Cf. Coats, Genesis, p. 114. 
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97. Calvin, Genesis 1: 495,506. However, Calvin saw the limits of such a 

position: "They are therefore under a mistake, who so highly extol his 

faith, " (p. 508). 

98. Driver, Genesis, p. 205. 

99. Skinner, Genesis, p. 307. 

100. Aalders, Genesis 2: 22. 

101. Alexander, "Lot's Hospitality, " pp. 289-91. 

102. Porter, "Daughters of Lot, " p. 128, tries to exonerate Lot on the 

grounds that he did not know what was happening, and his daughters on the 

grounds that they acted out of "extreme necessity". This attitude is 

difficult to maintain when the passage is read within the context of the 

Abraham story as a whole. Coats, "Lot: A Foil, " pp. 122ff., correctly notes 

the shortcomings of Lot's character., 

103. Contra Aalders, Genesis 2: 22; Martens, Plot and Purpose, p. 31; 

Alexander, Literary Analysis of Abraham Narrative, p. 53. 

104. Nevertheless, the reader of the story so far can see that Abraham's 

half trust in Lot was misplaced. Lot is not circumcised and is therefore 

outside the covenant (cf. 17: 14,23), even though he is inside the land of 

promise. For this reason, his fathering of Moab and Ammon can hardly be a 

step forward in the fulfilment of the covenant promise to make Abraham 
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the father of nations (17: 5) (contra Clines, "Ancestor in Danger, " p. 9); 

these children were begotten by an uncircumcised father in an act of 

incest. (Note that the promise of nations was made in the context of 

covenant -the sign of which was circumcision [17: 4-7,10-11]). 

105. Cassuto, Genesis 2: 276 is one of the few who notes Abraham's 

deception here. Many take Abraham's claim at face value, e. g., Calvin, 

Genesis 1: 530; Koch, Growth of Biblical Tradition, pp. 123,130; Petersen, 

"Thrice-Told Tale, " pp. 39-40; Alexander, Literary Analysis of Abraham 

Narrative, p. 54. For discussion of this point see note 45. 

106. Calvin, Genesis 1: 521-22; Aalders, Genesis 2: 26; Gibson, Genesis 2: 96; 

Miscall, Workings, p. 32; Clines, "Ancestor in Danger, " p. 11. 

107. E. g. Skinner, Genesis, p. 301; Speiser, Genesis. pp. 128-30; Clines, 

"Ancestor in Danger, " p. 11. 

108. E. g. Kautzsch, Gesenius' Grammar, p. 376; Driver, Genesis, p. 195; 

Westermann, Genesis 12-36, p. 273. II Kgs. 4: 16 could possibly support 

this interpretation. 

109. This fact counters the suggestion of Aalders, Genesis 2: 31, 

that God had made Abimelech temporarily sterile 
was a miraculous protection for Sarah. Thus it 
was also God's protection for the promised child 
that Sarah was to produce. 

Cf. Baldwin, Genesis 12-50, p. 82. 
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110. Contra McEvenue, "Elohist at Work, " pp. 319-21, who makes the 

following amazing statements: Abraham "has no choice but to expose Sarah 

to the whims of men in authority wherever he goes" (p. 319); "Abraham was 

forced to expose Sarah to -dishonour because originally there was no fear 

of God in Gerar (v. 11)" (p. 321 (emphasis mine]). 

111. Cf. Aalders, Genesis 2: 30. Brueggemann, Genesis, p. 177, states 

unconvincingly that the incident at Gerar is less damaging to Abraham's 

reputation than that in 12: 10-20. 

112. I can find no justification for the view of Baldwin, Genesis 12-50, p. 

83, that Abraham, "had been praying over decades for amend to Sarah's 

barrenness ... and Abraham was soon to see the answer to his prayers for a 

son., 

113. Coats, Genesis, p. 149 notes the general cohesion between the two 

chapters when 20: 18 and 21: 1 are read together. 

114. Brueggemann, Genesis, p. 180. Cf. the similar exaggeration in 

Alexander, Literary Analysis of Abraham Narrative, p. 60, "In ch. 21 the 

impression is given that God has substantially fulfilled all his promises 

to Abraham". 

115. Kidner, Genesis, p. 139; Speiser, Genesis, p. 155; Aalders, Genesis - 

2: 33; Westermann, Genesis 12-36, p. 334. Cf. Rabinowitz, "Sarah's Wish, " pp. 

362-63, who translates, "And Sarah said, 'God has made a joke of me; 

whoever hears will laugh at me"'. This has the advantage of maintaining 
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the nuance of ;; Oq found in 17: 17 and 18: 12-15, but the disadvantage of 

being unlikely within the context of ch 21. 

116. There is disagreement over the meaning of 21: 9. The problem is 

twofold. First, the MT states merely that Ishmael was "playing" (m";; aIeq). 

There is no inference that he was playing with Isaac or with anyone else. 

The LXX adds, pcT& Iaacax roO o%o6 a6%, and most agree that such an 

addition is necessary to complete the sense. The second problem concerns 

the nuance of WVkdq; is it used with a good or evil connotation? Some, 

e. g. Calvin, Genesis 1: 542; Kidner, Genesis, p. 140; Baldwin, Genesis 12-50, 

p. 86, argue from context, i. e. Sarah's reaction, that it must be rendered 

by "mocking" or something similar. "It was, therefore, a malignant 

expression of scorn, by which the forward youth manifested his contempt 

for his infant brother" (Calvin). Others take it as conveying the simple 

playfulness of youth with no negative associations whatsoever. Driver, 

Genesis, p. 210; Skinner, Genesis, p. 322; Speiser, Genesis, p. 155; 

Westermann, Genesis 12-36, p. 339, point out that for the verb to carry a 

negative connotation, b- would be needed to designate the object. 

(However, if one follows the LXX this argument falls by the way. ) These, 

together with Gibson, Genesis 2: 101, argue that either Ishmael was playing 

by himself, or if with Isaac, was amusing rather than abusing him. Von 

Rad, Genesis, p. 232, does not believe it is possible to decide between 

these options. Coats, Genesis, p. 153, makes the interesting suggestion 

that "Sarah saw Ishmael meahilo, playing the role of Isaac", (i. e. acting as 

though he were Abraham's heir. ) Basically, the argument concerns whether 

Sarah was justified in expelling Hagar and Ishmael, or whether she was 

acting out of envy and jealousy. For my present purposes it is enough to 
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note that Sarah saw Ishmael as a threat to Isaac as heir. This fact is 

more important than any more immediate justification she may have felt. 

117. Schwartz, "Free Will and Character Autonomy, " p. 65, commenting on 

this rare example of a psychological, moral signpost, observes that "when 

it does occur, it tends to mark points of confrontation between human 

judgment and divine will. " 

118. See the discussion in Westermann, Genesis 12-36, p. 340. 

119. Magonet, "Die Söhne Abrahams, " p. 208. 

120. Gordon, "Hagar, " pp. 275-76. 

121. Cf. Sarna, Understanding Genesis, p. 160; Yarchin, "Imperative and 

Promise, " p. 173; Lawlor, "Test of Abraham, " p. 25; Gros Louis, "Abraham II, " 

p. 76, "a kind of coda that epitomizes the themes of the Abraham 

narrative. " 

122. Cf. Sarna, Understanding Genesis, p. 160; Magonet, "Die Söhne 

Abrahams, " p. 205, cites the midrashic question of which was the hardest 

ldk-l kd - the first or the second? Lawlor, "Test of Abraham, " p. 22; 

White, "Initiation Legend of Isaac", p. 14. Yarchin, "Imperative and 

Promise, " p. 174, believes that this connection "underscore[s] the 

programmatic nature of the chapter 12 text"; Brueggemann, Genesis, p. 185; 

Westermann, Genesis 12-36, p. 357; Mazor, "Genesis 22, " p. 82; Vriezen, 
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"Bemerkungen zu Genesis 12: 1-7, ' p. 383, notes that the only other 

occurrence of the formula (with cohortative) is Song of Songs 2: 10. 

123. Sarna, Understanding Genesis, p. 160. 

124. Crenshaw, "Journey into Oblivion, " pp. 244-45. Cf. Lawlor, "Test of 

Abraham, " p. 22. 

125. Brueggemann, Genesis, p. 188. Cf. Sarna, Understanding Genesis, p. 

163; von Rad, Genesis, p. 239; White, "Initiation of Isaac, " p. 14; Hopkins, 

"Between Promise and Fulfillment, " p. 181; Aalders, Genesis 2: 45. 

126. Cf. Skinner, Genesis, p. 328; von Rad, Genesis, p. 239; Sarna, 

Understanding Genesis, p. 161; Speiser, Genesis, p. 164; Coats, "Abraham's 

Sacrifice, " p. 392; idem, Genesis, p. 158; Lawlor "Test of Abraham, " p. 27; 

Starobinski-Safran, "Sur le sens de l'dpreuve, " p. 26; McEvenue, "Elohist at 

Work, " p. 324; Westermann, Genesis 12-36, p. 361; Mazor, "Genesis 22, " p. 82. 

127. White, "Initiation of Isaac, " p. 13. Even if the narrator's note 

relieves the reader's tension, it creates a new tension between the 

reader's comfort and Abraham's angst. 

128. Cf. Swindell, "Abraham and Isaac, " p. 51 

129. Cf. Calvin, Genesis 1: 561; Skinner, Genesis, p. 327;, von Rad, Genesis, 

p. 239; Baldwin, Genesis 12-50, pp. 84,90. 
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130. Crenshaw, "Journey into Oblivion; " p. 249. 

131. Cf. Driver, Genesis, p. 216; Speiser, Genesis, p. 166; Brueggemann, 

Genesis, p. 187; Lawlor, "Test of Abraham, " p. 27; Gibson, Genesis 2: 108. 

There have always been objectors to such a position. As pointed out by 

Starobinski-Safran, "Sur le sens de 1'6preuve, " p. 27, commentators ask - If 

God knows the thoughts of human beings, why does he need such concrete 

experiences to verify what he already knows? (To this one might add that 

the "visitors" in ch. 18 knew what Sarah was thinking [18: 12]). Cf. the 

objections of Sarna, Understanding Genesis, p. 162; Aalders, Genesis 2: 49. 

Nevertheless, the narrative of ch. 22 gives us no grounds for assuming, 

that Yahweh does know. 

132. Alexander, "Genesis 22, " p. 17. 

133. Alexander, "Genesis 22,1 p. 21. Cf. Chew, "Blessing for the Nations", 

p. 63. Moberly, "Akedah, " pp. 320-21, suggests the following perspective 

for understanding 22: 15-18. 

Abraham by his obedience has not qualified to be the 
recipient of blessing, because the promise of 
blessing had been given to him already. Rather, the 
existing promise is reaffirmed but its terms of 
reference are altered. A promise which previously 
was grounded solely in the will and purpose of 
Yahweh is transformed so that it is now grounded- 
both in the will of Yahweh and in the obedience of 
Abraham. It is not that the divine promise has been 
contingent upon Abraham's obedience, but that 
Abraham's obedience has been incorporated into the 
divine promise. Henceforth Israel owes its existence 
not just to Yahweh but also to Abraham. 

This rather forced interpretation is obviated if one accepts the argument 
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I have presented previously, that there was an element of contingency in 

the promises from the outset (12: 1-3). 

134. Cf. Peck, "Murder, Timing and the Ram, " p. 24: 

If Abraham had discovered the ram too late, the child 
would have been dead ... or if Abraham had discovered 
the ram too early, before facing the full meaning of 
the act ... [he] would have depended upon an easy 
answer, upon cheap grace. " 

135. Cf. Gordon, "Hagar, " pp. 273-74. 

136. This remains true despite the observations on the meaning of gOy 

(12: 2) by Alexander, Literary Analysis of Abraham Narrative, p. 306 n. 14. 

He believes that the concept of nationhood necessarily carries with it the 

idea of land in which the nation exists. In support he cites Clements, " a)? 

gAy, " p. 427: "the three aspects of race, government, and territory are all 

important ... Normally all three aspects were combined in the formation of 

a goy ... .�I can accept this as true without having to affirm, as 

Alexander does, that there is an explicit promise of land in 12: 1-2. 

137. However, on the basis of my study so far on the nation/posterity 

promise, -I would reject as over-zealous the claim of Jeyaraj, "Land 

Promise, " p. 2, "that the theme of the whole story of Abraham is 'promise 

and possession of the land'. " Cf. Clines, Theme of the Pentateuch, p. 46. 

The assessment of von Rad, "Promised Land, " pp. 84-85, is more likely: "It 

must, be stressed that it is the linking together of the promise of the 

land and its ultimate fulfilment, with all the tensions this involves, which 
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gives to the Hexateuch as a whole its distinctive theological character; ' 

(emphasis mine). 

138. Cf. Särna, Understanding Genesis, p. 97; Dequeker, "La vocation 

d'Abraham, " p. 3, who conclude that Terah's journey was a purely human 

initiative. 

139. Kikawada, "Unity of Genesis 12: 1-9, " pp. 229-35, believes the verses 

exhibit rhetorical devices and balances which demonstrate that the whole 

unit must be read as one if the full impact of the parts is to be 

appreciated. Cf. Westermann, Genesis 12-36, pp. 152-53 who argues 

similarly though dismissing vv. 4-5 as secondary. 

140. E. g. Skinner, Genesis, p. 245; Gunkel, Genesis, p. 163; Alexander, 

Literary Analysis of Abraham Narrative, p. 35. 

141. As argued by e. g. Ruprecht, "Vorgegebene Tradition, " p. 179, although 

he sees the fulfilment as provisional (vorläufigen). He also sees 12: 5c as 

carrying the same weight (p. 176). Koch, Growth of Biblical Tradition, p. 

116, commenting on 12: 9-10, sees Abraham as leaving the land which "has 

just been given to him. " Cf. Jeyaraj, "Land Promise, " p. 5; Clines and 

Turner, "What Happens In Genesis, " p. 10. 

142. Jeyaraj, "Land Promise, " p. 5. Cf. Miscall, Workings of Old Testament 

Narrative, p. 25. 
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143. Cassuto, Genesis 2: 301. Cassuto's argument rests in part upon 

arguing that the altars constructed by Abraham were not cultic altars (as 

no sacrifice is mentioned) but are tokens of the sanctification of the land 

to Yahweh and of the "symbolic conquest of the country" (p. 329). However, 

I am not convinced that the absence of references to sacrifices renders 

the altars symbolic. In 12: 8, we are told that Abraham "pitched his tent", 

but makes no mention of him living in it. Was this only a symbolic tent? 

Secondly, even if one grants the symbolic nature of the altars, why should 

this signify the conquest of the country? 

144. E. g. Kidner, Genesis, p. 116; Klein, "Yahwist Looks at Abraham, " pp. 

44-45; Baldwin, Genesis 12-50, p. 37. 

145. Cf. Berg, "Ein Sündenfall Abrahams, " pp. 9-10, who argues that this 

lack of divine consultation reveals a human act which endangers the land 

promise. Cf. Kidner, Genesis, p. 116. 

146. Miscall, Workings of Old Testament Narrative, p. 25. 

147. Helyer, "Separation, " p. 79. 

148. Jeyaraj, "Land Promise, " p. 9. 

149, E. g. Sarna, Understanding Genesis, p. 104; Brueggemann, Genesis, p. 130 

(citing David Daube, Studies in Biblical Law, pp. 28-36); Westermann, 

Genesis 12-36, p. 180 (citing Daube, p. 37). Cf. Victor, Theme of Promise, 

pp. 115,118. 
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150. Jeyaraj, "Land Promise, " p. 9. 

151. Calvin, Genesis 1: 376. 

152. Snijders, "Genesis XV, " p. 265; Rendtorff, "Genesis 15, ' p. 76; Anbar, 

"Genesis 15, " p. 40. 

153. Victor, Theme of Promise, p. 135; Westermann, Genesis 12-36, p. 224; 

Baldwin, Genesis 12-50, p. 54. 

154. Hasel, "Animal Rite, " pp. 61ff. 

155, E. g. pp. 64-65, where examples from the Mari letters and the Abba-AN 

treaty text are adduced as parallels. However, in neither of these is 

there a division of animals nor does either party pass through the middle, 

as is the case in Gen 15. 

156. Hasel, "Animal Rite, " p. 69. 

157. Cf. Brueggemann, Genesis, p. 150; Wenham, "Animal Rite, " p. 134 

(possibly); Gibson, Genesis 2: 55; Jeyaraj, "Land Promise, " pp. 13-17; 

Westermann, Genesis 12-36, pp. 215,229. 

158. As seen correctly by Habel, "Gospel Promise to Abraham, " p. 351. 

159. Victor, Theme of Promise, p. 138. 
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160. Such a theory has come under searching criticism from e. g., Porter, 

"Legal Aspects of 'Corporate Personality', " (who limits himself to legal 

texts); Rogerson, "Corporate Personality, "; idem, Anthropology, pp. 55-59. 

Porter questions the cogency of key texts used by Wheeler Robinson in his 

classic formulation of the theory, while Rogerson considers its anthropo- 

logical basis to be insecure. 

161. The recipients of the promise had previously been "you and your 

descendants" (13: 15; cf. v. 17); the recipients of the land outlined in 

15: 18-21 are simply "your descendants" (v. 18). The difference between 

these two designations is probably no more significant than the fact that 

the focus of the verses leading up to this latter declaration by Yahweh 

has been on the descendants of Abraham who will enter the land after 

Abraham's death (cf. vv., - 13-16). 

162. Noted e. g. by Skinner, Genesis, p. 290: 

a) Self-introduction of deity 17: 1//15: 7 

b) Covenant 17: lff. //15: 9ff. 

0 Promise of numerous seed 17: 4ff. //15: 5 

d) Promise of land 17: 8//15: 18 

e) Promise of son 17: 1921//15: 4 

f) Abraham's incredulity 17: 17//15: 3,8 

163. Contra Alexander, Literary Analysis of Abraham Narrative, p. 60, who 

believes that by ch. 21, "God has substantially fulfilled all his promises 

to Abraham. " Abraham's puny possessions show that the land promise awaits 

its fulfilment. 
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164. Some have suggested that Ephron's offer is not to be taken too 

literally, but is a typical part of oriental bartering. E. g. Sarna, 

Understanding Genesis, p. 169; von Rad, Genesis, p. 247; Brueggemann, 

Genesis, p. 195. Even if this is granted - and the evidence adduced is far 

from compelling - the irony of the situation is clear to the reader. 

However, Goldingay, "Patriarchs, " p. 6, has seen correctly the distinction 

between gift and purchase. I would disagree, however, with his judgement 

that this was a "sinful act" of Abraham. 

165. I see no reason for supposing with Brueggemann, Genesis, p. 196, that 

getting a legal right to the grave was "a symbolic but concrete guarantee 

of possession of the whole land. " The assertion by Klein, "Yahwist Looks 

at Abraham, " p. 49 that "at death the patriarchs were no longer mere 

aliens, but they got possession of the land ... Their burial was a down 

payment on the promise of an everlasting possession of the land" similarly 

lacks any support. Cf. Kidner, Genesis, p. 145. (Von Rad, Genesis, p. 250, 

has seen the weakness of this argument. ) I also disagree with Coats, 

Genesis, p. 164; Westermann, Genesis 12-36, p. 376, who argue for no 

connection whatsoever with the land promise. There is a very close 

connection - but not that of promise/fulfilment. 

166. Scharbert, "brk; brräkhsh, " p. 293. Terrien, Elusive Presence, p. 74, 

suggests that b-räk8 "designates far more than the pseudo-magical virtue 

of material wealth, physiological fertility, and immediate success. It 

evokes well-being in a corporate sense, and it implies social respons- 

ibility. " 
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167. Cf. Westermann, Genesis 12-36, p. 165. 

168. Skinner, Genesis. p. 250; Koch, Growth of Biblical Tradition, p. 123; 
" 

Petersen, "Thrice-Told Tale, " p. 37; McEvenue, "Narrative Styles in Hagar 

Stories, " p. 71. 

169. Petersen, "Thrice-Told Tale, " p. 38; Westermann, Genesis 12-36, pp. 

166-67. 

170. Cf. Berg, "Ein Sündenfall Abrahams, " p. 14. 

171. Holladay, Hebrew and Aramaic Lexicon, p. 237. 

172. I cannot agree with Gibson, Genesis 2: 45, who suggests that Abraham's 

defeat of the kings demonstrates that the blessing (of 12: 1-3) was 

working. Abraham has been commissioned with the blessing of the nations, 

not their destruction. 

173. The contention of Gibson, Genesis 2: 63-64 that this story shows the 

unfolding of the blessing to the nations, is, on my interpretation, 

unsupportable. Klein, "Yahwist Looks at Abraham, " p. 46 observes correctly 

that Hagar "is a representative of 'all the families of the earth, ' from 

whom Abraham and Sarah withheld blessing. " 

174. Wolff, "Kerygma of the Yahwist, " p. 148. Also, Habel, "Gospel Promise 

to Abraham, " p. 349; Klein, "Que se passe-t-il en Genese 18, " pp. 84-85. 

Klein, "Yahwist Looks at Abraham, " p. 46, is too sympathetic toward Abraham 
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when he suggests that as Ammon and Moab emerge from Sodom, Abraham is 

also praying for the likes of these. This is to impute knowledge to 

Abraham that has not yet been divulged. 

175. Westermann, Genesis 12-36, p. 323. 

176. Cf. von Rad, Genesis, p. 229; Coats, Genesis, p. 150; Brueggemann, 

Genesis, p. 178; Westermann, Genesis 12-36, p. 325. McEvenue, "Elohist at 

Work, " p. 321, contends that "Abraham was forced to expose Sarah to 

dishonour because originally there was no fear of God in Gerar, " but this 

is not supported by the text. 

177. Cf. Chew, "Blessing for the Nations", p. 63, 

It therefore appears that this particular universal destiny 
and responsibility ... is not to be transmitted to Abraham's 
seed, until the patriarch proved himself to be a suitable 
agent, as a 'fearer of God' (22: 12) would be, to bring 
about blessing for others. 

However, even though Abraham may now have proved himself, his attitude 

toward the nations does not change in any way. 

178. I am therefore only in partial agreement with Mitchell, "Abram's 

Understanding, " p. 38, who states that "God never made any material 

additions to the provisions set forth at the first. God did give further 

explanations, spelling out details, of the promises and obligations. But 

nothing of substance was added. " I would argue that developments of 

substance do occur. 

179. White, "Word Reception, " p. 77. 
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180. Magonet, "Die Söhne Abrahams, " p. 206. 

181. As argued by Go1ka, "Die theologischen Erzählungen im Abraham-Kreis, " 

p. 190; Goldingay, "Patriarchs, " p. 6. 
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41 CHAPTER III: THE JACOB STORY 

1. Von Rad, Genesis, p. 265. See also Fishbane, "Composition and Structure, " 

p. 33; Fokkelman, Narrative Art in Genesis, p. 94, "By its centre of power 

scene 1 [Gen. 25: 19-261 ... obliges the reader to read all of the events of 

Jacob's life in the light of the oracle ... "; Brueggemann, Genesis, p. 208, 

"Clearly the oracle of designation (25: 23) governs the narrative"; p. 215, 

"The oracle of 25: 23 casts its power over the entire Jacob narrative"; Coats, 

Genesis, p. 185, "It sets the tone for the entire scope of the Jacob story 

5, 

2. Jacob's objection in 25: 12 does not concern the proposed deception but 

only the risk of being caught. 

3. Cf. Scharbert, "brk; b rakhah, " p. 289, who states that the term means 

that Isaac is uttering God's will. However, it is better to see it as 

expressing Isaac's seriousness, rather than proof of Yahweh's agreement (cf. 

pp. 298,303). This term is not found in Isaac's speech to Esau (27: 4), but 

in Rebekah's report of it. However, it is unlikely to be her invention, 

given Isaac's invocation-of God in 27: 28 ("May God give to you ... " 

[w-yitten-1"kd hä''16him)). 

4. E. g. Westermann, Genesis 12-36, p. 434, cf. p. 409; idem, Promises to the 

Fathers, p. 89, 'Theologically, the whole narrative cycle of Jacob and Esau 

is determined by the concept of blessing"; Brueggemann, Genesis, p. 207, sees 

"blessing" as the dominating influence in the Jacob cycle. However, the 
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sharp-distinction he makes between "religious" promises and "earthly" 

blessings is hardly tenable. God delivers both promises and blessings, 

making it difficult to designate one category more "religious" than the 

other. Also, e. g. 28: 13 contains the "promise" of land, which could hardly 

be more "earthly". The sharp divide between "religious" and "earthly" is not 

inherent to the text itself. 

5. E. g. Kuntzmann, "Le symbole des jumeaux, " p. 36. See also Coats, Genesis, 

p. 203; Brueggemann, Genesis, p. 217. 

6. Driver, Genesis, p. 247; cf. Skinner, Genesis, p. 356; Maag, "Jakob - Esau 

- Edom, " p. 419; Schiltknecht, "Konflikt und Versöhnung, " esp. pp. 522-25; 

Scharbert, "brk; b"rakhah, p. 303; Westermann, Promises to the Fathers, pp. 

80-81; Bartlett, "Brotherhood of Edom, " p. 19; Aalders, Genesis 2: 79-80; 

Westermann, Genesis 12-36, p. 412. 

7. Skinner, Genesis, p. 371. See also Driver, Genesis, p. 261; von Rad, 

Genesis, p. 278; de Pury, Promesse divine et legende cultuelle 1: 103 In. 32]; 

Speiser, Genesis, pp. 210,212; Westermann, Genesis 12-36, pp. 436,441. See 

Thompson, "Conflict Themes, " pp. 5-9, for a discussion of recent scholarly 

approaches which treat the Jacob story (or at least the conflict themes 

within it) as expressing real historical relationships between Israel and 

its neighbours. 

8. Cf. Westermann, Genesis 12-36, p. 443, "[27: 40b] foretells Esau's way of 

life and that of his descendants ... " Cf. Luke, "Isaac's Blessing, " p. 37, 

"the historical conflicts between the two peoples had already commenced 
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when their ancestors were in their mother's womb"; Sarna, Understanding 

Genesis, p. 183; Kuntzmann, "Le symbole des jumeaux, " p. 33, sees 25: 23 

operating at three levels: a) Personally between Jacob and Esau; b) 

Nationally between Israel and her neighbours; c) Psychologically between 

Jacob and'himself and his descendants. 

9. Ahroni, "Why did Esau Spurn the Birthright?, " p. 326. Cf. Thompson, 

Origin Tradition, p. 161, "The episode [25: 22f. ] makes a prediction of 

conflict between Jacob and Esau and gives the interpretation that both 

children will be ancestors of the nations Edom and Israe. r' (emphasis mine). 

10. The difficulty of limiting matters to Israel and Edom can be seen in 

the scholarly literature. For example, Westermann, Genesis: 12-36, p. 443, 

believes that Isaac's blessing on-Esau in 27: 39-40 shows that "Esau is to 

have a hard life, but he is to live, " yet he also asserts that "the oracles 

refer not to the two men, but to the later tribes and peoples. " The latter 

statement contradicts the former. If the blessing refers only to national 

matters then it can say nothing about Esau. If it does say something about 

Esau, as Westermann correctly affirms in his former statement, then we may 

legitimately ask concerning the degree of coherence between the blessing 

and the subsequent plot of the Jacob-Esau story. Westermann adds to his 

uncertainty with the statement cited in note 8, which I believe is, in fact, 

the best way of viewing the blessings. 

11. Bartlett, 'Brotherhood of Edorn, " p. 19. 

12. Luke, "Isaac's Blessing, " p. 40. 
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13. De Pury, Promesse divine et legende cultuelle 1: 103.1 would argue 

that it is in fact the non-fulfilment of the oracle and blessings which 

dominates chs. 25-36. (See below). 

14. cebed is used in the divine speech to Isaac in 26: 24 to describe 

Abraham as Yahweh's servant. In Gen. 27: 37 Isaac uses the same term in 

explaining to Esau the blessing he has just given to Jacob. 

15. Speiser, Genesis, p. 95. 

16. The introduction of Leah and Rachel obviously echoes the elder/younger 

motif first encountered with Esau and Jacob, seen most obviously in Laban's 

statement, "It is not so done in our country, to give the younger before the 

first-born" (29: 26). The divine oracle had stated that "the greater (elder) 

shall serve the lesser (younger)" (25: 23); with Laban's trickery it happens, 

in a different sense, that the younger (Jacob) serves (for) the elder (Leah). 

Also, it is dust possible that Laban's foisting Leah onto an unsuspecting 

Jacob could be an echo of Jacob's previous deception of his father. There, 

Jacob deceived Isaac whose eyes were weak (wattikhLnd Cenayw, 27: 1); here, 

Leah whose eyes are weak (rakkAt, 29: 17) is party to deceiving Jacob -a 

neat reversal (Zucker, "Jacob in Darkness, " p. 407. Cf. Matthews and Mims, 

"Jacob the Trickster, " p. 188). 

17. See Fokkelman, Narrative Art in Genesis, p. 138, "[Issachar] is by far 

the most important name in the whole Story of Jacob after that of Jacob 

himself. " 
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18. Westermann, Promises to the Fathers, p. 82. 

19. Gibson, Genesis 2: 209; cf. Calvin, Genesis 2: 99; Fokkelman, Narrative Art 

in Genesis, - p. 200; Brueggemann, Genesis, p. 232. Bar-Efrat, "Analysis of 

Structure, " p. 166, sees chs. 32-33 as an example of "plot reversal" but 

curiously does not make any connection with the divine oracle or Isaac's 

blessings. 

20. E. g. von Rad, Genesis, p. 279. 

21. E. g. Westermann, Genesis 12-36, p. 443. 

22. S. H. Blank, "Studies in Post-Exilic Universalism, " HUCA 11 (1936): 176, 

cited in Keukens, "Der irreguläre Sterbesegen Isaaks, " p. 54. (However, 

Keukens' view that the lack of fulfilment of Isaac's blessings is due to 

Isaac not following the correct protocol in their delivery is less than 

convincing. ) 

This point has been treated more recently by Thompson, "Conflict 

Themes, " esp. pp. 15-16: 

It is very difficult to understand this narrative 
[25: 19-34] as an historiographical reference to a past 
or contemporary hegemony of Israel over Edom ... the 
past 'ancestral event' is not oriented by the narrator 
to either his contemporary world or to the world of 
the historical past of Israel and Edom. 

23. Pedersen, Israel 1: 204-5, enumerates four major elements which include: 

a) The power to multiply - ch. 9; 12: 2; 13: 16; 26: 24; 28: 14; cf. v. 3; 35: 11; 
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48: 4. b) Numerous progeny - "to be blessed and to have a large progeny 

amounts to the same thing" (p. 205). c) Wealth and prosperity - 24: 35; 

26: 12-14; 27: 27-28. (The fourth element is power over enemies). Cf. von 

Rad, Genesis, p. 278, who sees a contrast between Isaac's blessings and the 

usual ancestral promises. 

24. E. g. Skinner, Genesis, p. 373; von Rad, Genesis, p. 279; Kidner, Genesis, 

p. 157; Speiser, Genesis, pp. 207,210. 

25. E. g. Calvin, Genesis 2: 98; Driver, Genesis, p. 260. 

26. Skinner, Genesis, p. 373. Cf. the double entendre in 40: 13,19, noted in 

Kidner, Genesis, p. 157. 

27. Luke, "Isaac's Blessing, " pp. 38-39. Luke attempts to argue for the 

reversal of word order in the remainder of the verses, but his argument is 

less than convincing, presumably requiring reading lwh for Oyh. 

28. Westermann, Genesis 12-36, p. 526 observes on 33: 9, 

Esau has obviously suffered no disadvantage through 
the loss of his prerogative as firstborn. He has even 
prospered and become powerful without it, and to such 
an extent that he can do without the substantial gift 
representing considerable wealth. 

However, Westermann does not relate this observation to Isaac's blessings 

(which for him represent a different source - see p. 436, and cf. p. 524), 

and the observation remains for him a mere curiosity. 
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29. Westermann, Promises to the Fathers, p. 80, sees rivalry "hinted at 

obliquely" in this detail. 

30. For a similar position, see Cohen, "Two that are One, " p. 335, who sees 

the sibling rivalries (Jacob/Esau; Rachel/Leah) as sustaining the narrative. 

However, his development of the theme is not exegetical but follows a 

midrashic model. The following are examples of those who see "conflict 

between brothers" as the main theme of chs. 25-36: Hauge, "Struggles of the 

Blessed I, " p. 11 In. 32]; Westermann, Promises, p. 79; Gammie, "Theological 

Interpretation, " pp. '118-19; Thompson, Origin Tradition, pp. 104ff.; 

Brueggemann, Genesis p. 205, sees "the juxtaposition of special designation 

and a life of conflict [as] the mainspring of the narrative. " 

31. Thompson, Origin Tradition, p. 103. 

32. Hauges "Struggles of the Blessed I, " pp. 15-16. 

33. Coats, "Strife and Reconciliation, " pp. 15-37; idem, "Strife Without 

Reconciliation, " pp. 82-106. 

34. Coats, "Strife Without Reconciliation, " p. 83. 

35. Coats, "Strife Without Reconciliation, " p. 90; cf. Fokkelman, Narrative 

Art in Genesis, p. 192. 

36. "Strife Without Reconciliation, " p. 102; cf. "Strife and Reconciliation, " 

p. 26. 
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37. "Strife and Reconciliation, " p. 26. 

38. Westermann, Genesis 12-36, p. 527. On ch. 33 as reconciliation see 

also Vischer, "La reconciliation, " p. 50; Hauge, "Struggles of the Blessed II, " 

p. 120; Fokkelman, Narrative Art in Genesis, p. 88; Miscall, "Jacob and Joseph 

Stories, " p. 36; Westermann, Promises to the Fathers, p. 89; Gibson, Genesis 

2: 208; Cohen, "Two that are One, " p. 338; Thompson, Origin Tradition, pp. 110- 

11. 

39. As'seen correctly by Thompson, Origin Tradition, p. 114. 

40. The irony of 34: 26 is noted by Gammie, "Theological Interpretation, " p. 

124. 

41. It is true that Esau plans to kill Jacob (27: 42), but he has been 

sorely aggrieved and Rebekah realises that this is simply an impetuous 

reaction which will disappear after "a while" (27: 44). Ch. 33 proves her to 

be correct. 

42. Miscall, "Jacob and Joseph Stories", p. 32. 

43. Miscall, "Jacob and Joseph Stories, " p. 33. 

44. Miscall, "Jacob and Joseph Stories, " p. 33. Miscall concedes that the 

text does not explicitly make this point, because God is only involved in 

the human story at certain points, and is not to be seen as a divine 

puppeteer. Cf. p. 39. 
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45. Miscall, "Jacob and Joseph Stories, " p. 34. 

46. Miscall, "Jacob and Joseph Stories, " p. 33. 

47. Fokkelman, Narrative Art in Genesis, p. 94. 

48. Brueggemann, Genesis, p. 208. I am of the contrary opinion that ch. 33 

shows the non-fulfilment of 25: 23. Jacob bows before Esau, assuming the 

self-designation of "servant" and addressing him as lord. The context 

shows the superior might of Esau (four hundred men) and his prosperity as 

being equal to that of Jacob's, so the prediction that "[one] people shall 

be stronger than [the other] people" (25: 23c), whether taken literally or 

metaphorically, has not come to fruition. Turner, "Rebekah, " p. 46, sees 

25: 23 fulfilled as early as Isaac's blessings in ch. 27, "the tension 

surrounding the oracle given to Rebekah before the twins were born was 

finally resolved. What Yahweh had ordained - the younger son to dominate 

the older - had come to pass. " It is obvious of course that this is a 

misinterpretation of the narrative. 

49. Goldingay, "Patriarchs in Scripture and History, " p. B. 

50. Blenkinsopp, "Biographical Patterns, " pp. 39-40. 

51. Coats, Genesis, p. 200. 

52. With the exception of the harlot's embrace (Prov. 7: 13), Gen. 29: 11 

contains the only example in the OT of kissing between two individuals who 
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are not formally known to each other. The OT evidence does not support the 

idea that strangers would normally greet one another with a kiss. 

53. I can see no reason for supposing with Cassuto, Genesis 2: 304, that the 

erection of an altar here and in 35: 7 shows Jacob conquering the land 

"ideally in the name of the Lord. " 

54. Contra Wolff, "Kerygma of the Yahwist, " p. 150. 

55. Gen. 27: 27-29 and 28: 13-15 have clearly distinct concerns. The only 

point of contact between them is that of fertility/prosperity (27: 28) and 

numerous descendants (28: 14) - and even here the correspondence is not 

exact. It is simply not true to say, as does Aalders, Genesis 2: 105, that 

what had been promised to Jacob even before his birth 
(25: 23) and had been confirmed to him in the blessing 
pronounced by his father (27: 27-29; 28: 3-4) now was 
promised to him by God Himself tin 28: 13-151. 

Gen. 28: 13-15 repeats only 28: 3-4. 

56. Kodell, "Jacob Wrestles with Esau, " p. 66; Gibson, Genesis 2: 164; 

Matthews and Mims, "Jacob the Trickster, " p. 188; Zucker, "Jacob in Darkness, " 

p. 406, "The statements of Jacob seem patently clear. He will continue to 

serve the God of his fathers only on the condition that he continue to 

receive protection during his protected journey. " Others, however, take 

Jacob's words as expressing the spirituality of a true vow, e. g. Calvin, 

Genesis 2: 121-23; Driver, Genesis, p. 266; Skinner, Genesis, pp. 378-79; 

Kidner, Genesis, p. 158; Richter, "Das Gelübde, " pp. 42ff.; von Rad, Genesis, p. 

286; Aalders, Genesis 2: 108, who nevertheless concedes that "he is still 
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somewhat selfish. " While it is true that some OT vows have conditional "if" 

clauses, not all do, and the reader who has seen the characterisation of 

Jacob unfold so far is entitled to be cynical of his motives here. Cf. 

Davies, "Vows, " pp. 792-93. 
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CHAPTER IVs THE STORY OF JACOB'S FAMILY 

1. The introduction to chs. 37-50 informs us that it is in fact "the 

history of the family (thlld6t) of Jacob" (37: 2). Westermann, Genesis 37-50, 

p. 27, reminds us that all the characters in chs. 37-45 (which for him forms 

theýtrue "Joseph story"), except the Egyptians mentioned in chs. 39-41, 

occur in previous ancestral stories. Therefore, the "Joseph story" does not 

mark a completely new beginning. Cf., Coats, "Redactional Unity, " p. 15: "(chs. 

37-501 constitute a collection of traditions unified around 'Jacob and his 

sons,, itself a theme in a larger narration of traditions about Jacob 

stretching from Gen 25: 19 to Gen 50: 14 (15-26). " However, he sees the 

collection in chs. 37-50 as being more unified than the "loosely organized" 

chs. 25-36 (p. 21). Cf. idem, Genesis, p. 259-60; Gibson, Genesis 2: 225. 

2. E. g. von Rad, Genesis, p. 352; Redford, Story of Joseph, p. 69,, "Remove 

the dreams from chapter 37, and the Joseph Story as a coherent whole is 

reduced to nothing"; Seybold, "Paradox and Symmetry, " p. 60; Coats, From 

Canaan to Egypt, p. 12; Goldingay, "Patriarchs in Scripture, " p. 11. 

Humphreys, Joseph and his Family, p. 32, sees 37: 1-4 as the exposition and 

37: 5-36 as the complication. I prefer to see 37: 1-4 as a general intro- 

duction; 37: 5-11 as the exposition; 37: 12ff. as the complication. 

3. Brueggemann, Genesis, pp. 290,296. 

4. E. g. Calvin, Genesis 2: 260; Driver, Genesis, p. 322, "[the dreams] are 

divinely-sent presentiments of his future greatness. " However, rather 
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confusingly Driver has earlier stated: "Joseph is the recipient of no 

supernatural warnings or promises, directing his steps" (p. 320); Rowley, The 

Faith of Israel, p. 31; Kidner, Genesis, p. 180; Zeitlin, "Dreams and their 

Interpretation, " p. 1: "There can be no question that during the Biblical 

Period prior to the Restoration dreams were regarded as acts of divination 

possessing the power of efficacy"; Stek, "Dream, " p. 992; Gnuse, "Dreams and 

their Theological Significance, " pp. 167,171; Brueggemann, Genesis, p. 301; 

Goldingay, "Patriarchs in Scripture, " p. 11; Greenstein, "An Equivocal 

Reading, " p. 123; White, "The Joseph Story, " p. 60; Thompson, Origin Tradition, 

p. 118; Humphreys, Joseph and his Family, p. 35. According to Ottosson and 

Botterweck, in Mesopotamia and Mari and among the Hittites, most dreams 

were thought to be of divine origin, and a frequent means of revelation to 

officials in the cult and also to lay people; see Bergman, Ottosson and 

Botterweck, "chalam; ch-16m, " pp. 424-25. Mendelsohn, "Dream; Dreamer, " p. 

868, gives a similar assessment of the ANE material, and concludes that 

"The OT recognizes one source of dreams; all night visions proceed from God, 

and his assistance is sought in interpreting them. " However, he does 

concede that some "night visions" (which for him are equivalent to dreams), 

are of no consequence (e. g. Job 20: 8; Ps. 73: 20; Eccl. 5: 7). 

5. E. g. Westermann, Genesis 37-50, p. 39. Some note the difficulty of 

deciding on a human or divine source. Von Rad, Genesis, p. 351, accepts 

that they could be viewed as either a) "real prophecies, " or b) "notions of 

a vainglorious heart" (while admitting that "the narrator undoubtedly thinks 

of them as real prophecies given by God"). Aalders, Genesis 2: 182-83, 

believes that the divine element in the dreams is discernible only from 

hindsight, but that "at the time Joseph had the dream there was no way for 
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him to know that God was revealing the future to him. ", Sarna, Under- 

standing Genesis, pp. 212-13, looks at both sides of the issue, but does not 

come to any firm conclusion. Cf. Miscall, "The Jacob and Joseph Stories, " 

pp. 33-34. 

6. This latter point is decisive for Westermann, Genesis 37-50, p. 39. 

7. The visual element in 28: 12 is not symbolism which requires an 

interpretation; rather it is a setting for God's unambiguous-speech in vv. 

13-15. Similarly, the goats of 31: 10 do not require an interpretation in 

order for the dream to be understood; God's word explains all. 

8. However, given the description of Jacob's favouritism toward Joseph 

(37: 3-4), the reader may wonder to what degree these dreams predict such a 

state of affairs, and how far they describe present realities. Cf. Seybold, 

"Paradox, " p. 60. 

9. Cf. Fritsch, "'God was with him', " pp. 21-34; Redford, Story of Joseph, pp. 

70-71; Gibson, Genesis 2: 229; Westermann, Genesis 37-50, p. 38. While it is 

generally true that the imagery of the dreams is transparent, and the 

general intention unambiguous, we shall see below that the second dream 

contains one element of uncertainty. 

10. Brueggemann, Genesis, p. 302. 

11. Driver, Genesis, p. 322; Stek, "Dream, " p. 992. Westermann, Genesis 37- 

50, pp. 37-38, sees their duplication as merely underlining the importance 
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they have for the narrator in determining and holding together the whole 

narrative. 

12. The following are examples of those who tend to treat the dreams as 

though they are identical: Calvin, Genesis 2: 262; Driver, Genesis, p. 356; 

Kidner, Genesis, p. 204; Seybold, "Paradox, " p. 66. 

13. Cf. Redford, Story of Joseph, p. 70; Alter, Biblical Narrative, p. 163. 

Surprisingly, von Rad, Genesis, p. 352, believes it would be incorrect to see 

any connection between the imagery of sheaves and Joseph's later policy of 

grain storage, but he gives no reason why this should be so. 

14. For a diagrammatic representation of the whole Joseph story, showing 

the relationship between descent and elevation in the plot, see McGuire, 

"The Joseph Story, " p. 24. 

15. Cf. Brueggemann, Genesis, p. 301. 

16.1 am in agreement here with Lowenthal, Joseph Narrative, pp. 60,180 n. 

5. 

17. It could be argued that he gained this fact from the brothers' summary 

of their family situation in which Rachel is omitted (42: 13): "We, your 

servants, are twelve brothers, the sons of one man in the land of Canaan; 

and behold, the youngest is this day with our father, and one is no more. " 

However, if this were the first Joseph had heard of his mother's death we 

would expect some reaction, when just the sight of Benjamin is sufficient to 
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induce a fit of weeping (43: 30). On Joseph's omitting any reference to his 

mother in 43: 27-29, -Humphreys, Joseph and his Family, p. 195, suggests: 

this is the story of men, of the complex relationships 
of a father and his sons ... It appears that the com- 
plexity that the presence of Joseph's mother would 
have brought to this matrix is avoided. 

However, the final form of the text shows quite clearly that she was dead 

before Joseph was taken to Egypt. 

18. Older scholars tend to make light of the problem. For example, Driver, 

Genesis, p. 322, suggests the possibility that Rachel's earlier death notice 

was the work of J, while E authored Joseph's dreams. Skinner, Genesis, p. 

440, believes that the "extreme youth" of Benjamin in the later stages of 

the story suggests that he had not yet been born when Joseph left home. 

If Rachel is mentioned as though she were alive, then she must be alive. 

However, this ignores the problem of having eleven brothers and a live 

Rachel. Also, it may be contested that the story portrays Benjamin as being 

in his "extreme youth. " He is described as being the son of Jacob's "old 

age" rather than being in his "extreme youth". Judah uses the term nacar 

to describe him (44: 30,31), but this does not demand "extreme youth". 

According to 46: 21 Benjamin is the father of ten children at the time he 

goes down to Egypt. Cf. Koehler and Baumgartner, Lexicon, p. 623. 

19. The impossibility may have a bearing on the source of the dreams. 

Rachel's bowing down is ridiculous regardless of whether it represents 

Joseph's human ambition or divine revelation. But by now the reader of 

Genesis has learned not to be surprised by Yahweh predicting the unusual 

and the bizarre. From a literary point of view the second dream is hardly 
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something a human being would "dream up" of his or her own accord. There- 

fore, the seeming impossibility of the dream renders it more likely to be 

divine revelation than human ambition. 

20. This possibility was already accepted in rabbinic literature. (Cf. 

Ginzberg, The Legends of the Jews, 2: 8). Rashi understood Jacob's speech to 

mean, "I cannot come with thy mother, since she is dead, so the whole dream 

is an impossibility" (Lowe, "Rashi" on the Pentateuch, p. 396; cf. Rosenbaum 

and Silbermann, Pentateuch, p. 181). Similarly, Hershon, Rabbinical 

Commentary, p. 220: "Thy mother is already dead and therefore thy dream is 

a lie. " Cf. Hertz, Pentateuch and Haftorahs, p. 311. Genesis Rabbah 34: 11 

notes two interpretations in light of Rachel already being dead: i) "Jacob 

thought that resurrection [of Rachel] would take place in his days"; ii) that 

"mother" here should be taken to refer to Bilhah. 

21. Aalders, Genesis 2: 179. A similar point is made by Humphreys, Joseph 

and his Family, p. 24, who suggests that Benjamin must have been born 

during the time Joseph was away in Egypt. However, later (p. 195), 

Humphreys solves the problem by arguing that the Jacob and Joseph stories 

have different chronologies. 

22. Aalders, Genesis 2: 183. In a similar way, Coats, Canaan to Egypt, p. 14, 

recognises the problem of the moon imagery, but suggests that 

it simply facilitates the sun-moon motif at the center 
of the dream as a symbol of the family. The reference 
to the mother, in that case, would appear only because 
of the astral imagery of the dream. 

But this "solution" begs the question as to why the astral imagery was used 
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when it does not cohere well with the realities it intends to portray; such 

a correlation is important in all the other dreams in chs. 37-50 (see 

below. ) 

23. Aalders, Genesis 2: 183; cf. Calvin, Genesis 2: 262. 

24. Thompson, Origin Tradition, pp. 118-19, notes the incongruities of the 

second dream but suggests that 

the minor narrative discord that this dream brings 
with it pales in contrast to the striking imagery of 
the sun and the moon and all, the stars bowing down 
before Joseph. Could any storyteller resist such 
magic for the sake of consistency? 

However, the story of Jacob's family reveals that its narrator had an eye 

for detail, for whom such an important incongruity in the introductory 

programmatic pericope would have been far more than a "minor narrative 

discord. " It is difficult to see such a narrator including traditional 

material regardless of whether it "fits" his narrative or not. 

25. An ancient proposal is that "mother" of 37: 10 refers not to Joseph's 

biological mother but to Bilhah. See Hershon, Rabbinical Commentary, p. 220; 

Lowe, "Rashi" on the Pentateuch, p. 396; Genesis Rabbah 34: 11. Gibson, 

Genesis 2: 230, pursues a similar line of argument, suggesting Leah was- 

intended. However, Aalders, Genesis 2: 179, plausibly suggests that in 

polygamous marriages each wife was "mother" of only her own children. 

26. This is commonly observed by commentators, e. g. Driver, Genesis, p. 356; 

Kidner, Genesis, p. 204; Speiser, Genesis, p. 378. Westermann, Genesis 37-50, 

p. 133, sees the use of näpal rather than hhwA in 44: 14 (and 50: 18) as 
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expressing the stronger concept of "complete submission". He takes this to 

show that "as the dreams are fulfilled, the act of bowing is varied; it has 

a different nuance on each occasion. " If this is so, then the repetition of 

the brothers' obeisance serves not only to reinforce but also to intensify 

the first dream's fulfilment. 

27. This point is overlooked by most commentators. Cf. von Rad, Genesis, 

pp. 352,383; Alter, "Joseph and His Brothers, " p. 62 (= Biblical Narrative, p. 

163], states, "Joseph's two dreams are here literally fulfilled. " Yet, to 

reach this conclusion he must see the imagery of the sun, moon and stars as 

foreshadowing Joseph's role as Egyptian vizier - which is unconnected with 

Jacob's interpretation of the imagery in ch. 37 (cf. Biblical Narrative, p. 

169). Lowenthal, Letter, p. 18, rightly takes Alter to task by pointing out 

that the dream spoke of eleven stars, but only ten brothers bow down in 

42: 6. Unfortunately, he does not develop this insight. Gibson, Genesis 

2: 273, writes: "We are left in no doubt that this was a fulfilment, partial 

maybe but real, of the dreams in chapter 37. " (Similarly, Kidner, Genesis, 

p. 199). It would be closer to the truth to say that the first dream has 

been fulfilled, but that none of the three elements of the second dream 

(obeisance of father, mother, and eleven brothers) has been fulfilled. 

Seybold, "Paradox, " p. 69, points out that in 42: 6 "the second dream remains 

unfulfilled, " but he is very vague on its actual fulfilment (cf. p. 72). 

Richter, "Traum und Traumdeutung im AT, " p. 208, believes that the 

fulfilment of the first dream (42: 6ff. ) prepares the way for the fulfilment 

of the second, which is achieved, though not literally ("wörtlich"), in ch. 

47. He too remains vague on how the second dream works out. I would ask, 

if it is not fulfilled literally, how can it be said to have been fulfilled, 
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when all other dreams in the story are fulfilled literally? Recently, King, 

"The Joseph Story, " p. 593, has stated, "At this point in the story Joseph's 

adolescent dreams come true ... he does rule over the whole family as his 

adolescent dreams had foretold. " This view, of course, does not give enough 

detailed attention to what the dreams actually predicted. 

28. Von Rad, "The Joseph Narrative and Ancient Wisdom, " pp. 292-300; idem, 

Genesis, pp. 435-39. Von Rad has been followed, with varying degrees'of 

agreement, by several scholars: e. g. Meinhold, "Die Gattung der Josephs- 

geschichtet" pp. 321-24. Coats, "The Joseph Story and Ancient Wisdom, " p. 

296, sees Wisdom as one of many influences on the Joseph story: 

the Joseph story lives in an atmosphere larger than 
wisdom tradition, larger than a total devotion to 
stereotyped theological formulation. It draws on both, 
and even more. It is the atmosphere of an artist with 
wide-ranging experience. 

However cf. idem, Canaan to Egypt, p. 90, where Coats confirms that Wisdom 

provides the best context for understanding parts of the Joseph story, e. g. 

40: 8; 41: 16,25. Cf. also idem, "The Joseph Story and Ancient Wisdom, " pp. 

289ff.; idem, Genesis, p. 266. For a-presentation of Joseph as an ideal 

administrator and ideal human being, see Dahlberg, "Unity of Genesis, " pp. 

364-65. Apparently Dahlberg does not see Joseph's behaviour as a problem 

for this view, as he makes no mention of it. 

Nevertheless, significant protests have been raised against the view 

that the narrative should be categorised as Wisdom. E. g. Crenshaw, 

"Determining Wisdom Influence, " esp. pp. 135-37; Redford, Story of Joseph, p. 

103, points out that Joseph's behaviour in chs. 37 and 42-44 does not 

accord with the Wisdom ideal, and concludes, "there is no reason to believe 
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that the story per se originated in, or belongs to, the sphere of Wisdom 

Literature" (p. 105); Westermann, Genesis 37-50, p. 247, sees only chs. 39-41 

as having any connection with Wisdom, but the Joseph story as a whole "is 

neither a didactic narrative nor a wisdom narrative. " More recently 

Humphreys, Joseph and his Family, pp. 139-51, has argued that Wisdom is a 

helpful model for understanding some aspects of the Joseph material. 

29. Sternberg, Poetics of Biblical Narrative, p. 228. Cf. Ackerman, "Joseph, 

Judah, and Jacob, " pp. 89ff. 

30. Interestingly, while many commentators discuss this possibility, most 

of those I have encountered dismiss it. Cf. Calvin, Genesis 2: 338; Driver, 

Genesis, p. 320; Kidner, Genesis, p. 199; Alter, Biblical Narrative, p. 163; 

Gibson, Genesis 2: 274. 

31, See Greenstein, "Reading Strategies, " pp. 7ff., for a helpful summary of 

approaches to this issue. Cf. Calvin, Genesis 2: 338; Driver, Genesis, pp. 

320,349; Fritsch, "'God was with him, "' p. 28; Kidner, Genesis, p. 199; 

Seybold, "Paradox, " p. 70; Westermann, Genesis 37-50, p. 106; Ackerman, 

"Joseph, Judah, and Jacob, " p. 94; Baldwin, Genesis 12-50, p. 186. 

32. Some see the presentation of these points as being the main function 

of the introduction to the story (37: 1-35), e. g. Meinhold, "Die Gattung der 

Josephsgeschichte, " p. 311. Calvin's belief "that a many-coloured coat and 

similar trifles inflamed them to devise a scheme of slaughter, is a proof of 

their detestable cruelty" (Genesis 2: 259), is surely an over-zealous attempt 

to protect Joseph's piety. Cf. a similar attempt by Kidner, Genesis, p. 180. 
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Westermann, Genesis 37-50, p. 37, attempts to do the same for Jacob by 

suggesting that as Joseph was born during Jacob's old age it was only 

natural for him to treat him in a special way and therefore the reader 

should not pass any moral judgements. That Jacob may have had a special 

regard for Joseph is understandable; that he should so flagrantly display 

his favouritism is not. 

33. Sternberg, Poetics of Biblical Narrative, p. 289, is an example of those 

who make this unwarranted assumption. He says: 

What fate (Joseph asks himself) has this gang of frat- 
ricides devised for Benjamin, his full brother and the 
next object of jealousy, allegedly at home now but 
quite possibly likewise put out of the way? 

34. Cf. Hyman, "Questions in the Joseph Story, " pp. 437-55; Miscall, "Jacob 

and Joseph, " p. 31, reminds us that we must maintain a distinction between 

the narrator's, reader's and characters' knowledge of a story. 

35. Westermann, Genesis 37-50, p. 107. 

36. Cf. Miscall, "Jacob and Joseph, " p. 32. 

37. Ackerman, "Joseph, Judah, and Jacob, " p. 87. 

38. Westermann, Genesis 37-50, p. 107. 

39. As observed correctly by Ackerman, "Joseph, Judah, and Jacob, " p. 87, 

In the unusual description of Joseph's thoughts in 
42: 9, the syntax connects his remembering the dreams 
with his accusing his brothers, launching a new series 
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of events. That syntactical connection suggests that 
everything that follows is related to his dreams. 

40. Ackerman, "Joseph, Judah, and Jacob, " p. 91, commenting on Joseph's 

three-day imprisonment of his brothers, states, "He had wanted his brothers 

to relive in part the hardships that he had experienced. But his major 

purpose is to bring his dreams to fulfillment, and this necessitates a 

change in strategy. " It is a pity that Ackerman does not properly develop 

this most important observation. 

41. As noted by Humphreys, Joseph and his Family p. 44. 

42. Sternberg, Poetics of Biblical Narrative, p. 292. A few scholars allude 

briefly to the possibility that a desire to fulfil the dreams explains 

Joseph's behaviour, but to my knowledge none argues that this is in fact 

the case. Cf. Ackerman, (n. 40 above); Miscall, "Jacob and Joseph Stories, " 

pp. 34,37; Greenstein, "Reading Strategies, " p. 8; Baldwin, Genesis 12-50, p. 

180. 

43.1 see this as the main issue in the speech, rather than demonstrating 

that "the bothers have passed the great test which Joseph set them" (von 

Rad, Genesis, p. 395). Cf. Hyman, "Questions in the Joseph Story, " p. 447. 

44. Zeitlin, "Dreams, " p. 2, states, "According to the Bible, Joseph became 

ruler of Egypt, and when his father and brothers came to Egypt, they bowed 

down before him. " However, there is no evidence whatsoever that Jacob 

bowed down to Joseph. 
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45. It is possible that 46: 29 also presents a (partial) reversal of the 

dream. Joseph "presents himself" (wayyerdl) before Jacob. Depending upon 

the weight one places on the verb, this could be seen as the opposite of 

what the dream envisaged. 

46. Ackerman, "Joseph, Judah, and Jacob, " pp. 108-9. 

47. Gibson, Genesis '2: 230-31. 

48. Peck, "Genesis 37: 2, ' pp. 342-43, attempts to give a positive assessment 

of Joseph's behaviour in ch. 37. However, he seems to work from the 

assumption that Joseph must behave consistently throughout the story; I 

believe that Joseph is a much more complex character than this. In add- 

ition, Peck assumes that Joseph's behaviour toward his brothers in chs. 42- 

44 (in keeping with the rest of the narrative), reveals "his nobility and 

innocence. " I find this simply hard to believe. 

49. I disagree therefore, with Skinner, Genesis, p. 475, who sees Joseph as 

being utterly inscrutable, his motives defying analysis. Calvin, Genesis 

2: 341, states, "nothing is more common than for great and unexpected 

felicity to intoxicate its possessors, " and that Joseph resisted this 

temptation. I believe he succumbed. 

50. White, 'The Joseph Story, " p. 61. 

51. Brueggemann, Genesis, p. 301. 
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52. For an outline of the various proposals see e. g. Skinner, Genesis, pp. 

504-5; Westermann, Genesis 37-50, p. 186. 

53. Goldingay, "Patriarchs in Scripture, " p. 11. 

54. Redford, Story of Joseph, p. 69. 

55. Brueggemann, Genesis, p. 336. 

56. Cf. Seybold, "Paradox, " p. 59; Miscall, "Jacob and Joseph, " p. 34. 

57. Cf. Heaton, "The Joseph Saga, " pp. 134-35; von Rad, Genesis, p. 439; 

Savage, "Rhetorical Analysis of the Joseph Narrative, " pp. -90ff. 

58. Calvin, Genesis 2: 260. 

59. McGuire, "Joseph Story, " p. 20. Cf. Baldwin, Genesis 12-50, p. 189, who 

believes that Joseph's life "perfectly illustrates the overruling providence 

of God. " 

60. Kidner, Genesis, p. 180. 

61. Von Rad, Genesis, p. 438. Cf. White, "The Joseph Story, " p. 67: "The 

dream system is thus incorporated into a larger deterministic, mystical 

perspective which virtually negates the meaning of the conscious intentions 

of the brothers. " 
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62. Brueggemann, Genesis, p. 289. 

63. Von Rad, "The Joseph Narrative, " p. 298. Cf. White, "The Joseph Story, " 

p. 60, who suggests that the dreams articulate "an ideology of fate by 

suggesting to the characters that their lives are determined in advance by 

transcendent forces beyond their comprehension. " 

64. Redford, Story of Joseph, p. 74. Cf. Humphreys, Joseph and his Family, 

p. 128: "We do not suddenly discover at the end that we have been an 

audience in some grand puppet show staged by a divine puppeteer, " because 

the characters have made real choices. 

65. For an interesting discussion of the concept of providence in the OT, 

which takes Gen. 45: 5-8 and 50: 20 as its starting point, see Rogerson, 

"Doctrine of Providence, " pp. 1-15. He concludes that "the Old Testament 

writers (did not] believe in history as a process, with a goal towards which 

God was guiding it" (p. 14). ' 
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CONCLUSION 

1. Martens, Plot and Purpose, p. 32. 

2. Wenham, Genesis 1-15, p. 24. 

3. Calvin, Genesis 2: 260. 

4. McGuire, "Joseph Story, " p. 20, commenting on the Joseph story. 

5. Miscall, "Jacob and Joseph Stories, " p. 33, commenting on the Jacob and 

Joseph stories. 

6. Brueggemann, "Kerygma of Priestly Writers, " p. 401. (This comment is 

limited to the position of 1: 28 in the so-called 'P' tradition. ) Cf. Sarna, 

Understanding Genesis, p. 104, who makes similar comments regarding the 

nationhood and land promises of the Abraham cycle. Numerous similar 

comments could be referred to, some of which have been cited in the main 

Chapters of this thesis. 

7. Wenham, Genesis 1-15, p. 24. 
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